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fin-ally cut off by the 
chairman having overrun 
ments low key, responding 
only to "allegations Pease 
hadmade about his conduct 
as hospital board chairman. 
In his earlier remarks. 
Jollfffe stressed his long 
record of service to the 
community and pledged to 
keep Terrace council in- '  
formed of regional district seven point program: full 
issues, time mayor, ~tsnnod in- 
Little controversy arose c rementa l  g rowth ,  
at the meeting between the 
two mayoralty contenders, 
Sharon Biggs and David 
Maroney. 
In her opening comments, innovative representation. 
Biggs, emphasized her Maroncy talked about his 
accomplishmente on c~l ~ 
council ~md stressed 
need • fo r  "better 
management. 
Asked why she  was ad- 
vocating a full time mayor 
with a full time salary, 
Biggs stated that that was 
nn[-her proposal. , 
"I will ben  full time 
By ANDREW PETTER 
• Herald staff writer 
Regional district can- 
didate David Pease ad- 
mitted that he was con- 
duct/ng,,"a personal can- 
didacy against his op. 
ponent, Vic Jelliffu, at an 
bll-candidetes meeting at 
' _ _  the R.E.M. Lee Theatre last 
n ight . . .  [ ~  ~ ~.~ | 
Jolliffe says that it is a 
personal candidacy against 
him, Pease dnclared, "and I 
wouldn't want to disappoint .,, IS 
him." 
"If Dean •Martin ever Your new restaurant 
invlte~, you (to be roasted) with full facilities and 
Vie, l l l he  happy to par- internationaiCulslne.• 
tlcipate.",' At the KALUM MOTEL. 
Pease, a Terrace alder- ' 
man, accused Jolliffe of Hwy..]6 West, •Terrace 
out of Kltimat's dominance, only other answer I can see 
of theregionaiboard, Saying is that he was deliberately 
that the numbers showed trying to mislead the 
that Kitimat could not electorate," said Pease. 
control the board in terms of Members of the audience 
votes, were taken aback by the 
He said that there must be vitriolic nature of Pease's 
something the matter with attack and there was no 
Jolliffe's arithmetic. "The applause when he was 
his time limit. 
Jolliffe spoke before 
Pease and had no op- 
portunity to reply until his 
summation at the end of the 
two hour meeting. 
Then, he kept his corn- 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass 
promotion of tourism, ef- 
feciency and expediency,. 
availability to the public, 
compatible industries and 
" .  r 
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Lower City.Centre Mal 
mayor "without a full time 
salary," she said.' . 
Maronsy got the biggest 
laugh of the evening unin- 
tenti~nally when, refer "ri~ 
to  ~e fact that the 
recreation budget included 
upkeep on the cemetery, he 
said, "There's a lot of things 
.'buried' in there that the 
public is not aware of.,'. : 
The only~ major 
disagreement between the'- 
b3dng to fabricate an~ issue .635.2352 • ~.VOLUME 71, .NO 22 Price: 20 cents THURSDAY, JUNE. 2, 1977..,, , 632-2024 _. ~ (con.n.  o. ~=ge 3) 
K ITIMAT OILPORT BID SET ASIDE 
Company defers  
to Cherry Point 
• By ALLAN KRASNICK 
Managing editor 
Officials of Kit imat Pipe Line Ltd., (KPL) will meet 
with oilport inquiry commissioner Andrew Thompson, 
this morning, to formally advise the commissioner of 
the company's sudden decision to set aside its ap- 
plicafl0n for a Kitirnat oilport and support a co m- 
petitor. 
" In a surprise move, the 
company said it plans to 
back the proposal from 
Tress-Mountain Pipeline 
Ltd. for: a line to move 
Alaska c rude  oil to 
refineries in the United 
States mid-west from a 
mission has been encharged 
to study all aspects of west 
coast anker movement and 
had always determined to 
invertigate closely both the 
Cherry Point and Kitimat 
schemes, 
Anthony noted that the 
PULSE 
. . .events to note 
in Kitimat, Terrace 
I 
3 
s 
Showcase  
Lectures, meetings and discussions will be capped with a 
number of performances by local talent at the Normwesc 
Regional Arts Council conferenoe at R.E.M. ~ Theatrei 
Saturday. Interested people can attend uring me nay or,: 
come only for. the "SI~owcase Program". • 
Tickets $2 at the door, $I for senior citizens and children 
under 12.• The entertainment starts at 8 p.m. For more 
details see story, page 3. 
Rules clinic :: 
This e~,ening at 8:30 the. Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club is sponsoring a rules clinic for women .in the club 
house, Next Thursday aolinic on tournament rules will be 
heldin the same place at the same time. ,. ! 
June 1land 12 are the days set aside foptbe Ladies' Openi 
This tournament will include N.H.A., qualifying rounds and. 
Corporal Dave Dixon ira)ks on as Terrace.RCM]P Sergeant ministered. ~ff you 'blow it'. you could wind up w~m a ~,zwo 
In  Bailey ,d[emonstrates now a n.reatlm.liser ~es~ m aa- flneand..orsixmonthsinjail. Don't drlnk and drive. 
• terminal at Cherry Point, KitimatPipe Line bid' had ~, 
Washington. ~. . . . just been put in abeyance thedlatrict championship.- 
In a letter to me National ,'and could be revived at Closing date for entries is June 6. Fees are $25. • 
Ene/'gy~Board, (NEB); it ,anyt ime:  ,So we'll.still be~ ~i .~ ::::~ ~ ~: - . . ,  : ' .  : : 
asked- that .its-. proposal:: be ~:4olol~fh~.!;~.;'~t~:~' ;potenttal-~~*: : :I.,': "~:/:- ;::'" ............. Garage sale-"--"- 
held in  abeyance pending impact on KitiniaE, • ' - - 
the outcome of board ~nthonv"~oid that ~L  is The Terrace Child Development Centre will be moving 
hearings into the Trans-. ,,=,'~n .,.~=~'-an h.~mt'-ion" children from the old centre on Olson Street to the new 
Mountain proposal, which ~:'~';~"~t'~'th'~_" ~om~n'i~ion headquarters onGraham Street at the end of next week. i 
the. NEB had intended to =,',t~'-inf-ormati-od it'-ahs Later, June 25 to be exact, the center will hold a gargel 
consider as a competitor to ='a,:,.o,, ;nto ;*o bid sale at the old building (4529). The sale will start at 10 p:m.i: 
Kitimat in hearings later "r-ore m,,,mint ofview" and all proceeds ~II  go toward the purchase of z.eW::, 
• ~ J l "  . t. • " : ; ,~ :~ ~.  
the Vancouver lawyer sad eqmpment. , * ROADBLOCKS START TOMORROW u.s year. . . . . . . . . . .  fight A company spokesman in a, telephone inte. iew, . .PULSE is e.mmunlty calender con . i ,  ce" : :~  " Local RCMP :launch " streseed, Wednesday, that "the company has the eventsandbdefmesssges, l temsf~' th i sco lumns- -M 
' Kitimat Pipeline's ap- be phoned or dropped lnto the Hereld offlce on l~lum St. 
• plication was "definitly not (Continued on Page 3) (6354357) or Kit/mat, 632-5706. : :~ 
' being withdrawn." She told . ,~ against impaired drivers , the Da i lyHera ld that the  proposal was just being held . 
in abeyance pending the 
outcome of the NEB 
By ANDREW PETTER The Terrace detachment will also use the roadblocks as bearings and said that a full 
Herald staff writer an opportunity to check cars to ensure that they are in statement would be issued 
~. pro.per unning order, York said. in. Vancouver today. (The 
' t m the Terrace KiflmaHyou.plan to drink and.d~ve in~:,__~,__..,~ . He said that the pollce had already visited some schools in l_etter.t°theNa_ti°nalE~ergmY 
ar_~zwa.te~.°~.t'y°uarepr°°a.m-Y-g~nS~o~-e~=-'-~.,-c~'---=.~ e the area to discuss the drinking-driving promem. Any _~oaru .ongmateu ~xr 
lrouowlng ~e announcement.M.onus_y oz a prvv.~m:.'~:,w~?, oups wishin~ to obtain information regarding impaired Toronto. ~. . .  , 
offensive agamsc impairep, m'i~ing, Terrace an.a.~um.a~ ' ~iving blio~" not hesitate to contact heir local police Tnougn one .company s
RCMP are goin to cracx sown on ~ arxvmg yam datacl~ment, he.sa!d. He also indicated that he would be decision places me mare o~ 
program of roaXlec~ andre_gular vehicle check._ . . . . . .  willina to sneax to an groups or meetings about the the $494.- .mdhon .p)pel.in~ 
ConstableL~ry. Yoramt..ne'1.'erra.caaeta.c.l~me~.~.to.m.~ pr ble'm " -  Y porposa~ in aOUDL [ne 
Herald that rotating roaoo.loc~s will go:mt.o ettec.~ .uus • . . inquiry commission wilL" 
Friday and continue "pro~.ably..ev.e~, mgm...mucn me "l-think it'll have a good effect," York commen t~: continue its investigation oi
same as the Chris. nn. as roaaDl_oc~ng~ , ,~ . . . .  .. , referring to the L[~.lice crackdown. "A Io~ ot people aunt the plan, commission 
A.spokasmanxorme..K|_.'timat.Kt:~.~'. ~ id . thacnm. .aetacn : , ,  . " realize how little it takes. to ,  put .them over." counsel Russell Anthony 
meat is going to soc~ ~t to _~npmrea .savers wzm re;as York said that over 50 per cent ot acclaen~ ha. nmeu oy said. _ 
blocks and spot checks every ~'laay .ana ~amr(ta..ym~! ~ the Terrace detachment involve the use of alcohol., • He said that the corn- 
Attorney C, ene ral Garde Gardom naO aescribea " ,' . : ' 
~tio~n7 Mon day~ a "total assault" a~pdnet imparied . ADVANCE POLLING HEAVY 
"The'province l~s had enough of  roadside roulette," . ' ' _ .• ' 
Gardom said. "We mean business." : ~' ' ' " 
Ottawa allows drilling 
,in sensitive-icy sea 
• OTTAWA (CP) - -The  
federal government says 
risks of an' accident are low 
enough to justify continued 
petroleum exploration i the 
environmentally sensitive 
"waters of the Beaufort Sea. 
Northern Affairs Minister 
Warren Allmand said 
Wednesday the cabinet has • 
agreed to grant a three-year 
m m Ode 
chance. • Constshl, York warned that area residents should be Return,no ott,cer. sees 
" " "='° " record high voter turnout , Anyone suspected of bein~ into.~.c.a .ted will be .take.n. ~ 
police headquarters where mey wm ~e asxea to sunn~ ' 
two brsathalizer tests; 17 minutes apart: , 
Those found midly impaired will he finger.printed, By ALLAN KRASNICK Macdonald's optimism "With our economy being receive two ballots: one for 
photographed and; sent home with a notice to appear in Managing editor about the large turnout what it is, it would be nice if /he mayoralty byelection, 
stems from the advanced the mayor got a' clear the other for regional 
• court. Thosewho are extremely impaired Will be locked in With a surprisingly large balloting. It . was the mandate on which to work," district director. Though 
' the police cells until they sober up. • ' 
chief returning officer "biggest urnout at an When voters come to cast they are under no obligation A though everyone with over .O8 ai ohoZ level is turnout for advance pomng, 
automatically considered impairea, the ponce can ay . Murdo. Macdonald predicts advanced poll" that we've ballots at the Clarence toactually make a choice on 
charges for impaired riving even if.the reading is below that a record number of ever had," the .veteran Michiel school between 8 the voting slip, said Mac- 
this level, Yorkexldained. " . ' voters •may cast ballots in returning officer told the a.m. and 8 p.m., Saturday, donald, me law clearly 
Someone not accustomed todrinking alcohol can Still be Saturday 's  mayora l  Daily Herald. . they will find Macdonald states that a voter must 
seriouelyimpalredwithareadingunder .06,hesaidi' ' ' byelecbon. If the same yardstick and his helpers manning return the ballots. 
Terrace and Kitimat residents hould take the police Former aldermen Dave follows through on. Satur- three polling stati.ons. 
crackdown seriously. The peoaity forimpalred riving is a Maroney and Sharon Biggs day, the turnout.would be in Voters are asked to pick up Sorne people have been 
fine of up to $2,000 and or six months in  . jai l .  have been waging a tongh the neighborhood of 45-50 and return ballots to the casting only one vote and 
In addition, tho~e convicted of impaired driying na.ve battle for the vacant per cent, he predicted, same station., destroying the other, thus 
• their driver's licences suspended for three months. No mayor's chair and on June The precious record is 43 Though the machinery, imbalancing the final 
concessions aremade for driving toandfrom worx. 4, they learn whose effort per cent and that was for a will all be in place for a ' counts, Macdonald said. 
• Anyone con, victedofa second offence faces an,automa~c .will bear the sweeter fruit. "major fight," he said, smooth running vote a.nd Abstaining is legal but the 
14-day jail term on top of other penalties as weu as a SlX ,With. an advanced voting including ~,oting for mayor, count, the election people do voting slip, even if blank, 
month licenoe suspension. .: turnout of 65 individuals, it aldermen, school board run into a number of ~t  be placed back in the 
York announced l that Terrace would be ,receiving a seems that interest is high in trustees, regional district problems, not the least of ballot, box. 
spec.ial breath analysis testing van in September-one of 14 this special election. . directors, and a money which is individuals 
in the province-whlch will enable the police to conduct Also up for grabs is a seat bylaw, pocketing or destroying the Otherwise the elector is 
Ireathalizer tests at,the site of the roudbl~k. ~The van will on the regional district. Vic Macdonald believes a high ballot hey marched into the breaking the law. 
Ire're the northwest region and will be ~ by a number of Joliffe and Dave Pease are  turnout can only be healthy polling booth to cast. About 4,500 people are 
different police departments hrougnout' me area. contesting that position. , for the community. ' This year, voters will eligible to vote, Saturday. 
• " '  r " " ' ,  ' e 
extension, subject o annual 
review, for drilling in the 
western Arctic waters by 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. of 
Calgary. Dome has been 
drilling for a year. 
The  government  
statement said the season 
will open when ice con- 
ditions allow, probably 
about July 1, and end two 
weeks before ice closes in 
again or Sept, 25, whichever 
is earlier. ' 
"The  government  
believes that' the risks of 
drilling are low enough to be 
acceptable' and, balanced 
with the need to confirm 
Canada's energy resources, 
justify continuing the ex- 
ploration," Allmand said in 
a statement. 
The government has been 
under pressure from en- 
vironmental groups either 
to halt exploration entirely 
or force the company in- 
volved to follow closely 
pfrocedures to limit chances 
an oil spill. 
Allmand said more 
stringent, conditions have 
be~n imposed this year, 
including 24-hour sur- 
veillance of drilling by 
federal officials with the 
power to order a halt if 
necessary. 
But in the Commons, T.C. 
Douglas,' the New 
Democratic Party energy 
critic, said the northern 
a f fa i r s  depar tment  
recommended a longer 
period between the 
scheduled end of the drilling 
i:' " .  
season and the date when 
the sea ices over. He said 
that time will be needed to 
drill a relief well if an ac~i 
cident spews oil into the 
water. 
Allmand replied that 
Douglas's information was 
incorrect. The deparhnent 
recommended in fact a, 
shorter interval and it had~ 
been increased'by two 
weeks by the minister~ 
Tourists 
turned off 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Don't blame British. 
Columbia's higher prices, 
poor weather last summer 
or increased fuel costs for 
the. drop in tourists, says. 
Wayne Currle, deputy.. 
minister for Tourism B:C.i 
"The real enemies ofi 
tourism in this province are 
apathy, discourtesy and: 
indifference," Currie told a ! 
blainiand Southwest Tourist i
Assoc iat ion ~neet ing!  
Monday. . ". . i 
Currie said drought 
conditions in parts of the 
United States have given 
Americans another reason 
to visit B.C. 
The ~o main factors 
which discourage tourists 
from visiting B.C., Currie 
said, are unfriendly at-' 
titudes and dirty or unkempt 
accommodation. 
I , 
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ORDER 
OORP 
Annual 
Tea 
Over  60 senior citizens 
attended ~ the Order of the 
Royal Purple annual tea 
:Wednesday fternoon at the 
iEIks Hall in Terrace. 
Members of the order who 
helped organize the event 
(top photo) are, from left to 
right: Joyce Martel, Mary 
McGOWAN, Mary Doell, 
Shirley Kormendy, Win 
Grindier, Eleanor O'Boyle 
and Edna Jensan. 
David Tumilson (pictured 
left in the middle photo) told 
the Herald that he's been 
coming to the annual tea 
, ,  , , ,  ever since it s been free. 
:Mr. Tumilson will be 80 
iyears old next week. 
i His'partner; John Glen, a 
:30 year resident and former 
iElks president, said that 
idespite his name he is not a 
i"high flier". 
i 82-year-old May Cole 
'.(seated left in the bottom 
iphoto) has lived in Terrace 
!for 58 years, after coming 
ibere as a war bride from.. 
iEngland. 
'. Sittingnext to her is Mary 
:Cote. 
i Everyone said that they 
iwere having a wonderful 
:time meeting friends, 
sipping tea and eating 
sandwiches and other 
!assorted goodies. 
.... !ii! : 
i . /  ~•i. • ••• / !  
=: 
~NELSON, B.C. (CP) -- will assume all-assets and 
~he British Columbia most liabilities of the 
.~r~,ernment has purchased financially-troubled, private 
Notre Dame University institution. 
(NDU) for  $835,000, An education ministry 
Education Minister Pat spokesman i Victoria said 
M'cGeer announced Wed- the $835,-000 paid to NDU 
lSesday, will go towards ome of the 
.'~MlCGeer said the school more immediate debts of 
reopen this fall under • the institution and prod vide 
i~e new name of David adequate compensation to 
_~hompson University severed staff and faculty 
~ntre and will become one members. 
DAVID 7FEYVIPSON UN/VERSITY CENTRE 
Province purchases NDU 
ND)J's board of governors. The minister said the new 
McGeer said the new university centre will be one 
University centre will - of several•which will have a 
eventually permit Kootenay regional  educat iona l  
residents to receive a library, integrated with a 
college diploma or an un- provinCe-wide inter-library 
dergraduate degree without loan system currently being 
leaving Nelson. developed by the govern- 
The centre will be ment. 
managed on an interim In addition, he said, each 
• basis for the education centre will be a resource 
ministry by Seikirk College Centre for students 
ofCastlegar, hesaid, untila receiving "oncampus and 
/ 
L,/'tL I ULIIVI/4 I /-tlYU 
Final omcert upcoming 
Caledon ia  Sen ior  
Secondary Band will be 
presenting its final concert 
for the season on Tuesday, 
June 7th at 8:00 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The •Band, under the 
direction of Mr. Jim Ryan, 
has taken another great step 
towards becoming the 
professional band we have 
all been accustomed to 
hearing on both radio and 
T.V... 
It is doubtful that the 
majority of our own town is 
as aware of the talent within 
the band as are the residents 
of other towns and villages 
the band has visited. 
This is our own home- 
grown talent, and we should 
be very proud of it and get 
out and near it. 
The hand and stage band, 
• ahve beim very active over 
Medics needle 
acupuncturist 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  An 
attempt at a conciliatory 
meeting Wednesday bet- 
wean a former acupunc- 
turist and the British 
Columbia • College of 
Physicians and Surgeons 
ended in an uproar. 
"I blew up," said Grant 
Smith of North Vancouver. 
Smith said there are about 
10 acupuncturists in the 
province who a~e not doc- 
tors and so are unable to 
~eraCtise , under present 
gislation that limits 
acupuncture to medical 
doctors. 
He said he wanted to 
discuss with Dr. W. G. 
McClure, the college's 
registrar, the possitility of 
working with doctors on a 
referral basis. 
Such a situation exists in 
California, Oregon, Nevada, 
New York, Hawaii, Mon- 
tana, Ontario and England, 
Smith said. 
"But McClure told me: 'I 
don't.want any more cult 
groups,"' Smith s~id; ad- 
ding he lost' his temper at 
the remark. The college is 
trying to kill'acupuncture, 
Smith said, "because it 
(acupuncture) is a threat.to 
the whole big drug com- 
plex.", 
"Acupuncture is a dif- 
ferent form of medicine," he 
Prodigies 
reunite 
VANCOUVER (CP) The 
city' first open-area school 
held a reunion Tuesday for 
its younger-than-average 
graduates. 
Charles Dickens 
Elementary School annex 
began in 1971, so the oldest 
graduates of the kin- 
dergarten to Grade 3 
program are now in Grade 
9. 
Children, : teachers, 
parents and volunteer 
workers gathered for the 
reunion in the ' one large 
room that is the school. The 
walls are painted in bright 
colors of orange, yellow and 
white with children's 
paintings and compositions. 
The conventional rows of 
desks do not exist. 
The school has its own 
the last nine months. From 
the tri-city band concerts, 
October 2~ up to the final 
concert, the hand has been 
Oing about entertaining 
om the Salvation Army 
Show to the Hon. Joe Clark's 
visit.. " 
Just recentiy the band 
returned from a very busy ~ 
series of concerts at 
Aiyansh and Stewart, 
performing all five full 
concerts in three days. The 
band was accompanied by 
Band Manager, Mr. Nick • 
Timmerman and Band 
Parent, Mrs. Sharon Biggs. 
Demonstrations, both 
"educational and en- 
tertaining, were given at 
some of our primary 
schools, much to the delight 
of all. Then, not' to be 
forgotten, the band won the 
said. "We suggest apatient 
go to a doctor first, then if 
the doctor thinks acupunc- 
tore would be beneficial 
they could refer the patient 
back to US." 
Senior Class at the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
this year. 
On June 4m the stage 
band will be supplying the 
music for the supper-dance 
as Jack Cook School hosts 
the Pacific Northwest 
Handicapped Sports Day 
and Gala Evening. 
. It is with•great en- 
thusiasm and verve that this 
band undertakes all these 
McClure said the college, 
the regulatory body 
established by the 
legislature to enforce laws 
concerning medicine,nhas 
not changed its policy on 
acupuncture. 
He said a meeting 
Tuesday with the health 
minister's committee, on 
acupuncture agreed that 
controlled studies at Van- 
couver General Hospital 
should continue and 
"hopefully in the next three 
months we'll have a sum- 
mation and interpretation f 
the usefulness of acu- 
puncture." 
"Then we'll be in a better 
position to instruct the 
medical profession," he 
said. 
J~ a number of advanced McGeer made the an- long-term program is devel- learning-at-a-distance". 
~!~lucational centres in nouncement of the oped by the newly-created instruction, library in One corner and a 
i~.C.'s interior run by the takeover--firstproposed by In ter io r  Un ivers i ty  McGeer noted that the creative arts area in 
~.~ovince. the government April 5-- Programs Board. David Thompson University another. . . . .  There is also an 
~--Under the terms of the following a meeting with The minister explained C=,h.= ;= ,,,o,~,,,t ; ,  hn, n,. area for mare ann anomer 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -h re ~,reement the government Lloyd Hoole, chairman of that students eventually will of the noted explorer- .to.rl,a.ngnagea..rm: T e_re a .  
Y'~! be able to take upper-level scholar who mapped the ~[OSmnae~di~]~aY~l~i~:nt" 
~i ~"  university courses at the resources of the Columbia- . Y. Y. • . , 
centre provided by one of . Kootenay region in the fur arawlng easels, a sewing i WEBER NAMED three established uni- ~-,~= ,~ .... " area anna. piano. 
versities. " . . . . .  :~' , Teacher -Pare Proctor 
• TO NEW BOA RD The education ministry Feel*.-listless~Out of said the children still learn, 
. spokesman saiditwould be 5or=~ ° " even wfth the possible 
Fight'itl Take a walk. ' ~a  distractions. Eight teachers 
E ~ Fred Weber, managing director of Skeena universityp°ssible thatwouldmorebethanofferingOne ~,~;~,,~ are responsible for a group 
~.-.'ii Broadcasting, is one of four people appointed to courses on the campus. ~,~,,,, . .r ,,. of 20 to 30 children each. 
] - : . 
~;the Interior university Program Board, The Winegard Corn- ~ Nor~hWe ~ s f L  ~ 
~Leducafion minister Pat McGeer announced mission recommended in 
~:yesterday. 1976 that Simon Fraser 
~! Weber will be joined on the board by another University in Burnaby be ,~ D A N C E  J 
~radio station executive, Lloyd Hoole of Cran- responsible for providing 
[~'brook, and Dr. Dugald McGregor of Sum- upper-level courses outside ~ the Lower Mainland and ! Saturday  June. 4, 1977 
~-." merland and James Pritchard of Prince George. Vancouver Island. 
~'. Hoolelsa former chairman of the Notre Dame McGeer repeated the ~ Terrace Hotel g 
 'Universlty board of governors and Prltchard government's promise to " ' Skeenct Rooms 1 & '2 
~:.was chairman of the College of New Caledonia's continue the degree- § 
~ board, granting powers of NDU, ~ Cocktail Hour 8:00 pm Dan~:e 9:00 pm 
|-~i The board was established to oversee the enabling students currently 
~development and delivery of university working on NDU degrees to § Door Prize 
complete their programs. § Midnight Luncheon Featuring ~!programs outside the metropolitan Vancouver "While NDU wAil not be 
~!and Victoria areas, offering courses," he said, ~ "Beef on a Bun" 
~ Three additional board members wi l l  be "Students will be able to ~ Tickets Available at Logger's Office '~ 
F'-nominated by the three public universities at a apply credits from the three S Or Phone i~'laterl" date. • public universities to their ~ 635~e',635.3602 After 5:00 pm. 
NDU degrees." 
and many more functions 
throughout the y.ear: and all 
the band asks m that you 
come and listen, and enjoy 
the evening .as so many 
others nave mrouglmut he 
year. 
That's 8:00 p.m. . 
Tuesday, June 7 - R,E,M. 
Lee Theatre - Silver 
Collection. 
The Caledonia Senior 
• Secondary Band. 
"TEEN TOWN" 
SPONSORS DANCE 
Teen Town is sponsored 
by the Thornhill Recreation 
Commission. This is Teen 
Towns second year. 
On April 28, 1977 elections 
were held and a new council 
was elected. The old council 
was Tim Whyte-President, 
Wes Pat terson-V ice  
President; Terry Creek- 
Treasurer, and Secretary 
and Norrey Degerness, Jeff 
Pocha and Joanne New- 
Trustees. 
The new council consists 
of Wes Patterson-President, 
Secretary and Allison Dodd, 
Pat L'Estrange and Bruce 
Yeast-Trustees. 
Last years dances were 
all fairly successful and so 
was the car wash, rummage 
sale, bottle dr ive and 
walkathon. 
Membership fees for Teen 
Town are $1.00. Being a 
member enables you to 
attend functions at a 
cheaper rate than non 
members. Terrace 
residents are very welcome 
and encouraged to come out, 
Last years members are 
reminded that they must 
renew old membership 
cards. Teen TOWn also 
would like to welcome• new 
members. 
On June 3rd Teen Town 
will be having a dance at the 
Thornhill Community Hail. 
The music will be provided 
by Rasputin. 
• The dance will ~ be held 
from 9p,m. to 1 a.m. and the 
admission is members .
$2.50 and non members . 
$2.00. Memberships will be 
sold at the DANCE for St.O0. 
Everyone is welcome. 
If you wish to join, have 
any ideas or questions come 
to the next meeting. The 
time and place for this 
meeting will be announced 
at the schools and on the 
radio. 
RETAIL/OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT 
PRINCE RUPERT, B,C, 
-almost S,000 sq. ft. 
.downtown corner 3rd & 6th 
.new concrete block building 
-completely finished aree 
• lights, floor, heat, plumbing 
VERY REASONABLE 
CallJaok Pa/ne 624 6743 
DllI1111CT OF K I11MAT ..... '"°=: 
Recreat ion  Depar tment  
Open to Both Male &Female: 14 years of age and older 
Thursdays, 7:00 P.M. Riverlodge Recreation Centre 
Registration at Riverlodge, Fee $5.00 
10 weeks duration 
Pracflceand Drafting of Teams June 9th 7.9 P.M. 
June 12th 3-5 P.M. 
League Play Commences June 16th 7:00 P.M. 
This recreationally orientated Volleyball League will provide the 
• younger players with an opportunity to develop their skills; in-. 
fermedlate players a chance to brush.up on their play, and senior 
players a" chance to exercise and enjoy themselves. A MIXED 
league will also be formed if demand is expressed. 
Open to Both Male & Female: 15 years o~f age and older (including 
adults) 
Tuesdays, 7:00 P.M., Riverlodge Recreation Centre 
Registration at Riverlodge, Fee; $5.00 / 
10 weeks duration / 
Practice and Drafting of Teams' June 7th 7-9 P.M. 
June 12th 1.3 P.M. 
League Play Commences June lath 7:00 P.M. 
This will be a recreaflonally orientated basketball league 
providing the younger players with an opportunity to Improve their 
skills, the older player with an Opportunity for good exercise and 
enioyment. 
Wednesday, JuneSth 8:00 P.M. Riverlodge Recreation Centre 
Surviva I in the Outdoors 
"With holiday time fast approaching unnecessary tragedies 
sometimes occur. Make your camping and picnic outings happy 
occasions. Be well Informed and attend.the Workshop on "Survival 
in the Outdoors". Steve Stevenson will be guest speaker, session will 
Include demonstrations and discussion." 
Thursday, June9th 8:00 P.M. Riverlodge Recreation Centre 
Relaxation Techniques 
"This practical demonstration and discussion of various methods. 
of relaxing tension, stress and frustrations is aimed at helping 
people to become more aware of relaxation techniques and their 
valuable role in helping everyone get more out ofllfe. Barry BIIx will 
be the guest Instructor. This Is'a workshop that will benefit everyone 
in the community, be sure totake advantage of It." 
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Sharon promises prompt action 
By DAVID mCII~DSON 
Assodate ditor 
If elected mayor, Sharon Biggs will 
wepsre a report on vandalism and show 
the toxpayers of Terrace what it is 
costln~ them yearly, the mother of three 
said Wednesday. ,, 
"The figures wohld be astronomical." 
she.predlcted. 
Involved with the Justice Council for 
the past two years, Biggs is especially 
~terested in the petty crime tlmt 
_plagues Terrace and possible measures 
that mtght be used .to combat it. 
Community works projects which are 
beln~ used with some success in omer 
mumcipalitles throughout North 
America deserve sarious study, she 
suggests. 
Under such programs, juvenile are" 
forced to work off the cost of the 
damages they have done with an act of 
vandalism. In addition to being less 
costly to society, this method is more 
likely to rehabilitate the chrenie law- 
breaker than conventional im- 
prisonment and fines. 
"I understand CUPE (Canadian Union 
of Public Employees) is opposed to this 
kind of program because they say it is 
taking a job away from one of their 
m~mbers, but I don't understand that 
way of thinking. ' 
'~rhis whole idea needs more con- 
sideration," she said. 
Prior to coming to Terrace, Biggu 
lived in Kitimat where shoran for a sea~ 
on the school board and was defeated. 
While there, she wrote a regular co.lumn 
for the steelworkers newspaper an~I was 
active in civic affairs. 
• Before Kitimat, the Biggs lived in the 
queen Charlotte Islands. At Juskatla 
Camp Biggs was largely responsible for 
presshring MacMillan BIoedel into 
unproving the town's anitation system. " 
"Also, it was through my organization 
that we had a community center built 
there," she said. 
• With her three children grown, the 
mayoralty candidate says she has the 
time to devote to the office which she 
would like to'see xpanded to a full-time , 
position. 
If elected, she says, she will study ti~ 
_question of a full-time mayor and re.port 
her findings to the voters by Novemoer 
when the regular municipal election 
takes place• 
"although I favor a full-time mayor I I 
will certainly go along with whatever the 
facts and the voters indicate. Even if we 
don't go to the full-time mayor, I will 
prohably rua for the office anyway." she 
said, " ,. 
Terrace, at present, is just coming out 
of a slump, BiglJs noted, and it is 
therefore, imperative "that we get hold 
of ourselves now." 
The mayor, ~e  views, as the co- 
ordinator, the council as the institutor 
and the administration as the im- 
mentor of policy. When any one of 
bodies fails, the whole procedure 
of local government fails and that, she 
insists, is what has happened'in the 
otwn's recent past. 
"I'm afraid |n the last few years we 
have had precious little c0.ordination," 
she said. 
B i~s told the Herald she has received 
indications that Terrace "is ready for a 
female mayor." 
"~e support I am getting is not Just 
from worn,abut from men ss well," she 
suld. 
.She ][X'opos~ to en~oura.ge tl~. ~o~.  
o~ u)u~sm ana secondary mmmurym e. 
town and make hersc~ "available". to • 
the public if she is entrusted with the 
town's most important political office. 
. . . . Mayoraleandldste Sharon fliggs . . . ~ ~ :: 
~9. ; *~;z :z ' . ' . ; . ' . " ' ; "  ~ ~ * * . *  ~*.;,.~,~5.:*:.z.'.;._;"~'~..;; ~:~:~#.....;~;:;~;:~?~.:;p~.:.:~:;~p:;:;:;~::~:;:~:~:..:::~:~:~;~:..:~:;~;:~IP.~ 
ARTS COUNCIL CONFERENCE 
NOCRIMINALCHARGES Festival wrap-up planned • ' : 
NO criminal charges will Hospital suffering from E U / O C A N  
be laid agalnst the driver of severebead wounds, after Ice c ream mountain, Kitl~at, a selection of Guest Speakers In .the Board, Stephen Chitty, 
the ear which struck two being strnck by the ear nsar elussieal guitar and Mark poetry and prose read by morning starting at 10:15 administrator of the B.C. 
girls on High,ray 25. in Forest Avenue. Sheislisted Twain--it~ll all be there Joanne Ames of Terrace, a include Paul Robin, tour T~ Council and Sylvia 
Kitimat last Frlday. in satisfactory condition. Saturday night nt R.E.M. brass quintet from Prince development coordinator Hella~ of Circle Craft and 
Lee Theatre. RuPertand an evening with for the touring office of the the Craft Cooperative. Eurocan  Pu lp  and Paper  Company 
RCMP said a traffic Two other girls were Wrapping up the Nor- Mark Twain by Ian Booth of Canada Council, Brian The main business at the 
violat/onreportforeareless walking with the young thwest Regional Arts Prince RuverL Paiaieyof the Ministry of general meeting will be Limited at Kit imat, B.C. will 
driving has  been issued Critehley girl when the Council's conference on tbe Recreation and Con- looking for new members comme~ce operat ion  of  i ts  90 
against John Hewton of accident took place. The showcase of local and advises interested 
Kitimat, butno other action M.M.F.B. Sawmill complex in July- Arts, the program Will scrvationandTedLindberg, 
is anticlpsted. Sandra Lindsay was taken feature a children's play talent will conclude a full supervisor of programs for parties that the registration 
Twelve-year-old Janet to KitimatGeneral Hospital' called 'King of Ice Cream 'day of lectures, meetings the Vancouver Art Gallery. fees (~4 for Individuals, $I0 August, 1977. 
Critehley of Kitimat was and is listed in satisfactory Mountain' and performed and discussion with some of After lunch and the for groups end ~0 for arts 
flown to Vancouver.general~ condition, by the Burns Lake Players, tlie top administrative general meeting of the arts councils) can be mailed to 
a classical guitar recital by people in the British 'council, the speakers will be Northwest Arts Council Box 
Joseoh B ourchier of Columbia art scene. Betsy Lane of the B.C Arts 536, Terrace B.C. Appl icat ions for the following 
B Y'TAASK STUDENTS GET: p,..io., are now being accepted: 
Barrett' plan backed MENTAL Junk food .w,.,.wo,....o. S HEAL TH . , ,  CHI P-N-SAW OPERATOR 
Oppnsjtion Leader Dave people "whose lands would but is also an Amoriean TOPIC for thought ,o,.,.,,.,awo...,o. 
Barrett's recommendation be traversed." spec ia l ty  which wou ld  PLANERMILI.OPERATOR : 
that a raiiroad be built south Ina~nouncing thegroup's necessitate he importation Mental health in the "' OVERHEAD CRANE OPERATOR'  : 
from Alaska to ~uppl~.SUPL~rt -=i ,of , :  Barrett~'Sr of~ many non-Canadian prim .classroom was the ~" ' :: . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  " ....... ~ : 
~ar~.. . . . .  t NORTH VANCOUVER, change ~VOuld be involved to ~ :' passenger servlc~'~n{l~'~'rec0~imeiidation, . . . . . . . . . .  workmen, whereas railroad pane~ mscnsmon mp~c a a 
overland transpo.rtation of spokesman Nadine Asante building is part of our . . . . .  * , - -o* ; - -  -~ th= B.C. (CP)-Arda Froese, have consent forms typed Pre ference  w i l l  be g iven  to ap-  
oilwas given public support said the railway would not Canadian heritage," she Terrace . . . . . . . . . .  Primary~' ..... ~ toac"hers." ,°rganizer,..~ =n of~.~ ... Parents, o  . . . .  In- up. I 
by the Terrace A]~ance only save the coastline from noted, h .==,cu ,  r..uu,~=. , 0=~= lVh's. Froese said she p~- plicants with extensive Sawmill Skeena Mental Hea l t  . . . . . 
Against Super Tankers the danger of an oil spill, but Asante said the Barrett psyehnatrmt" ' Dr. Aranos; mac. scaDs] co~nseuors are. santed a brief to the North exper ience .  .: 
(TAASK) yesterday, also would provide long- recommendation s bsaod-on Pie.hard Parker, supervisor being taught behawor vancouver school board on / : 
Apress.releasediesuedby term construction and " long- t ime feasibi l ity o~ . . . . . . .  s~e.=m servxces; ~va mod i f i ca t ion .  .  and  the issue but they greeted it BENEFITS: Eurocan PUlp and i 
• psychiatric techniques but al~a.thetiealiy ~ : TAASK stipulated that its maintenance employment studies and the Darnels, prnmary super- _... . . . . . . . .  ,.~ . . . .  ... She sai¢l" Education Paper Co. Ltd. offers comprehensive . 
support of Barrett's for people in the area. "acquiescneee of Alaskan vmor; auu cwu sue,t  ...,..~,^ ."~" ~====" s""=" '~ "" .: 
proposal was conditional on "pi~line construction, i s  planners" and is a logical ~h~frOTes~o~r~niniSa~Y "/~rs."Froese told the slnceM~nistsrtoldPather McG erbe will IookhaS med ica l ,  denta l  and  peI~sJo~ plan. :: 
the approval of the Nishga not only a potential hazard, answer to the question of oil ' n" group's first public meeting into the matter, and British : 
transportation and the swered questnons a d - -  . . . . . .  ~ .... 
' h "t~escay ma~ counseuors Columbia Conservative Interested persons are invited to : development of tourism in concerns teachers , ave . . . . . .  : 
m nthe are categorizing scunenm Le.ador Scott Wallace ~ id  submit a detailed resume to: . FROM PAGE ONE the north, about support systa si  . . .~ , ,onM,~_  , .=^, . .= ,a  • " n ~.,. ,. c© mc~, sm~.~ = cuuu the issuewillbe raisedin me 
community for chlldre , . , .  ~ . . . .  ,, ' legislature. " Larry Beltz 
K t t t m a t  ot lport  parents,.,....~,.o students, and , 'w . , , .©v©. , .  _ . = r = e  o r . = .  me • " ' Ter race  group Mrs ,'roese said the EUROCAN PULP & PAPER CO, LTD.  
, w,,,,~,=~.o. • " " " m " no  " P 0 BOX 1400 i • 'v- "-= . . . .  *°°,'hers after becoming concerned education syste has ' " " B C d h fA . . . . . . . . . . . . .  by the lack of eom- right to fool around with a Ktflm~, . . 
st'It • 9 " -" - ' " - - - -  ~sth~e~/~ ~ w~:h~e or ca II ¢01~;;;' ,~o,).=.,,. Lor~, =. t , ooss ,b le  ._  ms, z, woum ~e _ . . . , . . , . .n . .om.~.oo , . to  . , , benef i c ia l  i f  a schoo l  " ' ~ " "  "" ~ " "  (Continued from Page one) or we parents counsell re hired for • • " . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  Last October, l~rs. Freese ~ r A  I -  mayorat~.y canmaa~es arose me scnoo= msu'nc¢. • , , ,o , . , , , , ,~ , "= . . . . . .  ~' h,,'~- .,,~- "= . . . . . . . .  ~=,- 16 or ,17 and clean up the 
I o~,.er .what they would do Linda Faulks, a painter, ol h r had ~een (Contlnu~from Page one) --  _ .. _ _  . ,  aDou~ ~he curling club, interior designer, art ,d  daug.~ta . ..... 1,1,, mess." ~l~,  ~'~ E U R O C A N  respo,ibillty as a good unerry t-'Dim, wasa..- m which has ,fused to pay specialist, and insiructor F~'hav~[~i~g~e~p ~ PULP ~ I=APE,  CO. I..TID. corporate cLtizen and has an deliver the Alaskan crude, back taxes on its rink. from simon Fraser ~ut .  I |~i] l  I ~ . . _L :  •_O~I  ~ P.O. Box 1400, p obligation to provide in- e ' .The com.pany, said.~e' "I wouid like to meet with University gave an ex- v~ 5 " 
formation to the inquiry.' ~ane co.ma ~e..u.sea.m the club to discuss the cell.at workshop at Kiti ~= . . . . .  =,., ,~,~ .,..,,~.. [ ~ s ~ V . ~  Kit[m~t,B.~. V8C2H1 ! 
"Under our prelimina~ ..m~.p. uanaaian ou re.me possibility o f  the K'Shan Primary School . .~ '~=~"~° '~p~,~"" ,~{ _ _ ~  _ 
ruling, the company was " u c'p y g e recently. The workshop Mrs Froese was told ~er west ~oast tor cerzam m ni n alit bu in th . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  v . . . .  , .:.' 
o.blignd to satisfy the inquiry periods and then reversed to facility and ~easing it back consisted of demonstrations .~.;.'.;~,~...,....~.,~...s, . . .  , 
that this was the best port m Alaskan oil to Ed- ,, • '*. "";-  ' - -  '~"  . . . . . . .  pa p to the club, Biggs eaul. and samples of primary art - -~o-  to I-" -o"t of o 
• facility.." monmn. Stressing that the rink techniques, aswell as anart ,,'~':~'=,, . . . .  ;U~nF,'~,,o;,,,~,~ 
"They may not want to . Trans-Mountain was dosedpart of the year, beokle[ and slide sow.  to hel- h,,o children with 
take this on...or they may estimates the cost of Biggs explained that "ff the A new slate of officers for k...-"', v_ ":" . .  
feel that they don't have to . . . . . .  th ool " "n ,~nawora~ romems. modifying ds p~peline for mun ic~pahty had thecurling e sch year be nm g t~ rinci told pr0vide as much. But we • • " m ~ ted She said e p pal such a project at about,$1~5 nn~ .n~ would be open lZ _~.'sSepte ber was e sc . not ~ It it im anticipate getting just as . . . . .  n her he had e - million, monms a year. "1"he~ are. Preside t, nm.t, nt t~ onntnot  nn~nt~ 
much information from But Maroney disagreed, Chrmtine Eide; Vice . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  
.The board has held off oo,~,~,. ,,; ,h; th ,~ ~th ,,resident Mel Gellnor" ~ e  .it Was a normal 
them as before." setting a date for a hear ing ~.~';~,o ~,,t~i'nko ,e,~y, ^ e ,~ooo,,,,=,, i~...;~ qPhnm~ thing m nappen ac scnooL Because the company 
may be ceasing research ~ the pr°jecte' saying ~ ~"~'~ ~' "=~"~ '~'a1~==" ~n '~ '~ ' : "~"~" :~ '~ '~ '~ He agreed  t° c°ntact ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
efforts in light of its ap- was awaiting formal ap- • • ,, • on renisin future, she said, . . . . . . . .  that way ff posmble. Radelet ,  Professi  al ~.., _.,.,.., .,,~th !, . . . . . .  ~r 
plicatlon suspension, in- p.cauon trom Trans- "I believe that we should development, Eva Da-.Jels; .,.~ =u.cu ,.,,, .,,.,.,,.. ~ 
formation that might have Mountain so ~t could hear ~.o  ,i,o., o .,.o.~ ; . .o ,  o~ and Snorts re.,~on~tive school supenntendent Rod 
, bee~i" gathered this summer the two competing proposals ~:,~";;';~'..'~'~" . . . . . . . . . . .  Maril;,~ Nvo~.~'m. "-~ -- " Wickstrom later Said too 
wiil' of c°urse' n°t bee°me at the same time" ' ' "~ '  avaflsble, Tr n -,ountai  Bo rd had originsliy in- '  tended ,he  National toAnth°nY co s der proposal E ,ergy said. theas' ' Under NewManagement . . . . . . .  " "  " " "  " . much administrat ive .. ,'"" ' ~ ~.~~ ~Z ~ ~ ' ~  " 
a ~ompetitor to. Kitimat in ~ ~:~:~:~.~.~.:.:.`~.~.~.~.:::..~;.~.~.;~;~;~;.;~;~;~;~;~Z~:~.'.~`~.~..~:.:~:~:~:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:~:.;.;~;.;~;~;.;.;~;...~..;~.~:;z;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~z~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~::::z::. • ***************************************************************** . . ,  *--*******--**************************************** ( 
bearings later this year . . . .  ~ 
• Since most of the six STEVEN-K AUTO MEPAIII$ ' , ,  Bring your  hot  feee  to  us 
Kitimat sponsors are  ~ . 
refineries in the American ~ 
midwest, presumably it AND , ,  for roliof in our Iupor  Ig inmor  ' i 
makes, little difference to ~ ' i 
them who moves the oil. as 
long as the supplies are 
available. 
Kitimat filed an ap- 
plication with the board late 
last year asking for per-. 
mission to move 'oil 
delivered, to Kitimat by 
tanker. 
• It would ship the supplies 
to Edmonton for movement 
through existing pipelines to 
the U.S. 
• Early this year, Trans- 
Mountain proposed an 
alternative using its existing 
pi~line from Edmonto n to 
S.K.B.  AUTO SALVAGE LTD. 
• 4 
05  . . . .  ~ .=*;,-* ,**=* 
: ; : !  ~ Home o f  the  KUTNIBAGO '" ~i~ FREE TELETYPE GOOD USED CAR & ':;: 
!~:i ~ : ;!: .=.v,c= : v.uc~ ~..T. ~:i 
iT! Zit Aut  Re-oah's S .K .B .  
: AUTO SALVAGE LTD. " 
:::i ;.'.: ~y l~ .% KRI.(IM~ UeKKaC, e, U.C,. ,~:~ , 
;'.! ;'. KEN ~. 
i"i 2914 SOUTH KALUM ST. ' BUS, 635.6189 .'~: - L . ,  n~33 ~'i ' 
";.'i TERRACE, B.C. V~ 2M6 RES. 635-2609 ,:; ua~.m~ ii:i 
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Guest editorial 
Blanked on funds 
politicians. Maybe it's time It's equally obvious that 
I've had enough. After we stopped our outcries and our elected officials became 
listening to the political B.S. took time to examine the addicted to an overblo~vn 
of Bennett, the emotional things that are really ira- image of Terrace's present 
pap of Barrett, the sad portant o us. " and future importance. 
journalism of the Province With the early 70's Let's face it, we have been 
and the blabber of Council "boom" what did we get? and at this rate always will 
and the Chamber of Com- There were more fights in be a very small pawn in 
merce mafia I've got to the pubs, more vomit on the Vancouver's Victoria's and 
speak my mind on the state streets; we got a tacky Ottawa's great resource 
of our town: Terrace. semi-department store and game. • 
Having been here several junk-food restaurants-  When will we realize that 
yearsI've seen the "booms" welfare rolls were up and Terrace is a small town, not 
and the so called "busts". racial clashes became a budding metropolis, and 
These cycles are treated somewhat common, that quality of life is more 
like unfair punishments We also got an arena, pool important than riches or a 
heaped upoh us nor- and ski hill that were so huge population? 
thwesterners by some fancy that we can't pay for Personally, I like the 
mysterious force called them. • "bust"we are experiencing. 
"world market" or I think it's pretty obvious I likeit even better when 
"socialism". that not many of us profitted Safeway is closed, 
The truth is, we deserve from the good times our Woolworth!s profits are 
all the doom and gloom trees and minerals bought down, and McDonald's 
beyond reason and expect to us; that is, except southern- decides ~ve aren't worthy of 
realize our aspirations on based companies and a few an outlet. 
Voice of the readers " 
He wan}s to our old Terrace 
Editor, Terrace H : ' thew' i  g nee o"  "" . In what seems to be ba.rl l s~ot 'S~~e ctToet~,dCi:~. ~heO~l~mai ! i  
PW~]!~neS¢~li~iey~f~!tn~e~i: re°rACe's(n I could go. I like it 
~r& an/wtt~l~tsYbeeaffiruseOeUgh 
times we have an ideal 
chance to learn what it is to 
once again take charge of 
our own future. 
Let's stop relying on big 
business and big govern- 
ment and start "doing" for 
ourselves. We are not tame 
bears addicted to garbage 
dump goodies from the 
south. We are' nor- 
thwesterners, let's be proud 
of that fact and get moving 
again. 
It seems we have obvious 
priorities. Terrace and 
Thornhill should get 
together as a single town. 
We both are dependent on 
each other so let's stop the 
political bluff and 
am a lgamate  before  
southern bureaucrats do it 
for us! 
While we're doing this 
By Nadine Asante  
TAASK, the Terrace Alli-a'nc:e Against Super 
Tankers with members representing many nor- 
thwestern enivronmental and recreational groups 
plus other concerned citizens, was deleted by the 
Thompson Enquiry funding committee from the 
list of funding recipients. 
TAASK, part, applied for $'i0,000 to enable a 
medical membei" of the group to complete a vital 
health study of which Dr. Andrew Thompson was 
not only aware but agreed was  relevant in- 
formation which should be heard at his enquiry. 
In total, TAASK applied for $30,000 of which the 
remaining $20,000 was to be utilized to conduct a 
local socio-economic impact study including what 
happens to a town of 10,000 when half that number 
again is brought in to supply a constructlon work 
force. 
Oldtime Terracites wil l  remember what hap- 
pened during WWll when the population of Terrace 
tripled to build an army base in tow. Riots, street 
brawls, impossibly overcrowded conditions in 
hotels, cafes and recreational facilities became the 
norm and reeked havoc on the permanent 
residents. The work force left and the army moved 
in under the same conditions, until eventually . . . .  
Terrace was the scene of the first mutiny in the 12 Under the O makes fan of academia nd insurance William Webster, Beth Kap lan ,  Drew tiunes, Nlcola 
r'=,=,~;=,, =rmv =nd the town was under seine for sales, involves suicidal wives and distraught husbands. Cavendish, and Normav Browning of the Playhouse. A 
~v~'o'=~ee'~s =. ' " : . -  . " Shown in a scene from the play are, from the top left, barrel of laughs -if guarenteed. 
Instant towns have all had like problems of un- - . - 
welcomed lawlessness even whe ~ the best planning . Interpreting the news' 
advise availab • was able to In. the ground work __ • • 
for the smooth and gradual musl -coming of people ~ ~ ~ I~ g '~ g lk  ~"  ~ . . . .  [ .~ .  ~ .~, .L  ~ 1 
and services in a glven area. Jm lk |  | | | 'd_ | | I  - f '1 |  I ra |  |~_~~_~'~ ~ = ~ r l ~ , l - d  f '  
• Localimpactstudiesareessentiallfwearetooff" • MI  g I V I I  l l k J~=dLg I I t~ '1~Ik~=d'~'~ v ~ u  ~ v n  • 
set the disregard for the disruption of our way of . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-'~ b'" the WASHtNGTUN (CP) --  sparked informal protests The problem is not new: system, but had named a 
life in Tne norm wntcn wouJa oe perpeura.=u y • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' for Behind the tedious and corn- from Canadian officials, In 1940, subsidiaries of U.S.- late provincial premier and 
construction ot a ~,lTImm m.~-amonmn p=penne - . . plieated U.S. government who complain that the based multinationals had other former Saskatchewan 
Americans to carry oil to the U.S. via our lana. . proceedings on potash and United States is trying to dealings with Nazi Germany officials as "co- 
" TAASK applied for funding for the studies to oe uranium lies a fundamental v i o I a t e C a nad  i a n while President Roosevelt conspirators." 
undertaken and has been turned down. TAASK has co~. lict of principles, tors  sovereignty by imposing sought to provide aid to DaveSteuart, treasurer in 
received annlications from qualified people to u.:~. i yes iga , U,S. laws on the actions of Britain. In highly sensitive the former Liberal govern- 
_ . . T." . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - -"  =- - -  f - r th  primarily from the Justice US subsidiaries in Canada and secret operations, ment that set up 
unoerTaKe mese STUO,es ,~ rnon,e~ n.,u us=. u ~ . . . .  tm-nt ' -  ant[ trust '=: . . . . .  " o homn bl nt l  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  le uepar e s - The contdcL wnicll British agents in New York pr ra • " g ,  U y coming /P,P,~ K IS compr,seo m orumary I~ulJ .=;...-; . . . . .  , ,  . . . . .  ,,- . . . .  . . . .  
. . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t~¥ l= i lu l l ,  wt l l l t tu~l t , sMret i l t l~  periodically naes up into worked with Roosevelt's summed up the issue when 
like ourself wno nave iomea mgemer To g,ve Tnezr corn ames do not n " Y . . . . . .  U.S. p " . headli es and strong blessing to discourage such he said: Of course it was 
fhe,r mone s ent in role nonecalls, stamps, t zn time, " Y P P par icipate " cartel-type political rhetoric, signifies dealings, prieefixing .... We had every 
• tationary and travelling expenses, and their actions designed to drive up that governments still have In later years, U.S. of- right to do it." He said the 
caring to try to establish local concern and action the price of such resources, not found ways to deal el- ficials showed less secrecy plan was similar to the 
ahn,,t an issue which could affect the lives of us all But in pursuing mat goal, fectively with multinational but equal determination as action of an agricultural 
-'=." .~ the U S government has corporations they in turn sought to, marketing board that seeks 
• • ° ° * . I  , . o . in me norm. control the multmatmnals, to halt disastrous prlce 
O , -o ' " "o"  -,--,-l-,ht A storm of controversy drops and provide an or- 
IEJI, IOI I I¢5OO oV l . l t t "  ~ arose as the U.S. tried to derly marketing system. 
. . . . .  " • nrevent U S -owned com- U S officials re~lied that 
- -  . • ¢" • ' ' I "  ' ' " 'n  • n ~ r n ~ /  panics In Canada from they were not app[yl gU.S. A solution tO el I V / _ ~ ]  q I=~I I~ I~VVl  trading with Castro's Cuba. !awsinSaska.tchewan,.only 
The emot iona l i sm to actsaonem D.C.,races. 
- I LL==A A I - - J  J . . . .  J A L I - =  L ,=. .=4. J .A .~.  inherent in the situation was The technicality had little 
/ l l l~_  f i lE |  f l [ . ,~F~[ . .Z [ l f l= ; ; l l r~ l /~  U tt /v indicated as Canadians impact in Canada. 
t S = V V I qk~ Ik~ %~ I t~ V | l ~k~ ~==d[~t=~' g V , ,7  charged the United States _ . . . . .  
• = . . . - with practising "extra- ~ore  recenuy, u.~. 
VANCOUVER (CP)--A Johnstone predicted Johnston .e  fo rmed Richmond, nearhere, ab.out territoriality," a concept public and congressional 
citybased battery compan.~, further use of the batteries Ca na~an uattery in .1973 60per cent tor aurora.nine that recalls 19th-century attention focussed on 
: is betting that batteries ~i~ is umimited. . . . m~r ouying up..~wo loom ann marine use. • China, where Western rumors of an "international 
emerge as an impotent "With pollution s~an~aras Dattery-m.aK.ing _ rms t~vo _. . . . . .  powers carved out enclaves uranium cartel" that 
power source once me aust a~ they are, more and more years earlier. "l"}vo more . Tnezi.rn~, s sezra m.~my on and asserted exclusive legal supposedly may have 
from the current energy engines, like lawn-mowers, firms.nave oeen aauea.m~ me ur id~ commlna .an9 powers over their nationals helped uranium prices jump 
debate settles, boats, snowmobiles, are ann mecompany ow Is the ...................................... Alber~a marxecs, ouc u,~mo ,.,,,,Ha, .~m, in from .__._S6anoundin1973toS41_ _ ._ 
"Batteries are nothing but switching over to electric' largest Cane,ran .when recenu.y sole ~ ])mrs o~ Saskatchewan last summer a pound last year. . 
of politicians too. 
Let's 'check on their ex- 
pense accounts, their 
abilities of city and regional 
government staffs. Let 's  
force them to smarten up or 
get rid of them all. 
Then we can start trying 
to keep our kids in town 
instead of forcing them 
south. 
This wili take northern- 
oriented vocational training 
believe that Terrace and the 
northwest are a great home• 
My first wish is that 
. Terrace can be made an 
even better home for us that 
are here to stay-not a mini 
Vancouver for those who 
would take the spoils and 
rnn .  
c ,a ,  
terrace 
Report from Ottawa 
Fishermen reap 
policy benefits 
By IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
SALMOI~ ENHANCEMENT 
PROGRAM ANNOUNCED 
The federal government 
has given Northwestern 
British Columbia's mhnon 
industry • far-reaching 
assurances of stability 
through amassive salmeaid 
enhancement program, 
announced this week. 
, The  .province-wide 
~rogram will more than 
ouble the annual 
production of Canada's 
Pacific salmon and will 
involve the investment of 
$450-750 million 
The Salmonid Enhan- 
cement Program was first 
announced in March 19"/5 
and since that time federal 
and provincial fisheries and 
marine service officials 
for tagging adult Salmon in" 
the Kitimat-Kemano area. 
Approximately $80,000 has 
been budgeted for a general 
feasibili[y study In the, 
Mnsset Inlet area, while in 
the whole area about 
$150,000 has been set aside 
for small stream projects, 
particularly small stream 
clean-up. 
The Kitimat hatchery 
design has been allotted a 
budget of $400,000 while' 
general biological recon. 
naissance in the Kalum 
River near .Terrace will 
~ceive $200,000. 
General  biological  
reconnaissance in the 
Mathers and Pallant 
streams on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands will 
receive $50,000 and a Fulton 
have been involved in River steelhead rearing 
detailed planning of project has been allotted 
development pro~ects for $120,000. 
salmon, which wall spread As well, the Kispiox 
along the length of the B.C. stream clearance project 
coastline and to spawning supported jointly by Canada 
and rearing waters in the Works and the Fish 
interior of the province. :' Productloh Prngram~'."has 
Fisheries experts expect been allotted a budget of 
to triple the recreational over $100,000. 
opportunities of salmon 
fishing and double to $400. TERRAcE VOLUNTEER 
million the value of annum PROGRAM ASSISTED 
commerc ia l  salmon 
production by 1980. Studies In other areas, I am 
have shown that the B.C. pleased to report that a 
commercial salmon in- student volunteer program 
dustry has the. capacity TO at the Osborne Guest Home 
catch and process the bulk in Terrace has been ap- 
of the projected increased proved. A grant of $4,396.25 
productlon and that little in will provide employment 
the way of plant expansion and service at the Guest 
will be necessary. Home for the summer 
Enhancement techniques months under the Health 
will include rehabilitation of Activities Summer Em- 
imparted natural habitats - ployment Program for 
andereation of artificial Students (HASEPS). 
spawning channels, hat- NationaIM°nie• wll.Healthcome frOmand 
cberies, and fishways. 
• Enhancement measures Welfare. 
will also be applied TO 
sportfish other than salmon, VANDERHOOF MUSICAL 
particularly' steelhoad and SOCIETY FUNDED 
cutthroat trout. And in Vanderhoof, there 
Some of the first year •will be music! I have just 
projects in the 15-year plan received confirmation that 
will involve construction of the federal government will 
rearing ponds in designated award $3,~5.00 tothe Senior 
areas; the design of a CitiZens Musical Society of 
Kitimat River hatchery; an Vanderhoof for promotion of
enrichment program for music in the area~\, 
certain lakes; and the This is a delightful,project 
design of artificial spawning and I think all citizens in the 
channels - one on Mather's area will enjoy the ~,oup's 
Creek on the queen revival of music whlch has 
Charlotte Islands. As well, been popular over the years. 
incubation boxes will be My congratulations to Mr. 
constructed for Pallant Silver, President of the 
Creek in the queen group, who reports that 35 
Charlottes. senior citizens will be  in- 
Costs of the first year volvedin the project. Funds 
p r o j e c t, i n c I u d i ng were made available under 
engineering and biological the New Horizon• program. 
surveys.will, amount to . 
approximately $9 million. QUEEN CHARLOTTE 
This investment by the WHARF REPAIRS " '  
federal government means 
a great deal to our area. It I am also pleased to an- 
means significant, lasting nounce that $45,000 has been 
returns ,in terms .of jobs, released for wharf repairs 
regional ~develOpment, in Queen Charlotte City. 
environmental and social Funds will come from the 
benefits, and the creation of Department of Pulbic 
new wealth for British Works for these revaratious, 
Columbia nd Canada. and I know this wfllbe good 
Our area will benefit news TO residents of that 
area. ' 
greatly, even as the I welcome your comments 
Salmonid Enhancement. on the above or any other 
Program gets underway, matters. P, lease do not 
Over the next year a hesitate to write to me, c o 
number of preparatory, the House of Commons, 
studies have been named for Ottawa, KIA 0X2 
northwestern B.C. and . . . 
although amounts are not 
yet finalized, the projects 
will bring nearly $9, million . ~T-O- - -  (CP) -- 
to our area: Ruth Nendick of Toronto has 
E n g i n e e r i n g a n d opened Cat Country, a st6re 
biological studies in the for cats wl~cb neither sells 
Kemano, Babine, M0rice nor services cats. Instead, 
and Cranberry Rivers area ~ Cat Country sells eattype 
have a budget of $150,Q00 gifts ranging from 15.cent 
As well, approximately postcards featuring cats to 
$290.000 has been set aside $65 cat-shaped clocks. 
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" IS art / LetemwJther saysCampbel' , , :, - ' ' . WHA-NHL MERGER . , 
S NEW .YORK (CP) - -  NHL;s attitude. I'm talking meetings i~ Montrealnext offers of, anyk indor  to chises folndceod isn't 
receive any. Their only .b. , . . ,~ WHA President Clarence .Camp- about my attitude. I haven t week. 
responsibility is to report o taken in to fill the • • bell of the National HocKey the right to speak for the As far as the NI-IL is con- 
the governors next week." League said Weanesoay NHL. They will decide (at cerned, Campbell said the o[[~ov'e" juug'='"-es t)uneoL-n'--' that he personally .w.ou!d the governors' meetings! statns of the talks "hasn't Although the amateur prefer to let the rival worm next week. I'm talking at)out changed a bit." . draft willbe held on June 14, Would the NHL be allowed ' to have a dispersal draft 
• Hockey Association wither my attitude." "We. have a committee the intra-league draft will 
on the vine than accept a The NHL and WHA have that is investigating the not take place at the Men- among WHA players if that from skating competition league folded? merger of the t@o major been holding a series of advantages'and isad- " t real meetings because of leagues. . talks on a possible merger vantages of somepossible the many problems the "No way at all. Their con- 
In an in- and a special committee type of accommodation-- governors face, and it may tracts are no good. They're 
PARIS (AP) -- Soviet of the four world titles and was the Soviet judge and he terview,nCampbell ex- made up of owners from I'll use that word--and they not be held until August. not valid. The NHL has 
judgeshave been banned for two European crowns this awarded it to Rodnina and pressed strong feelings both leagues will report to have not any authority to Campbell said that in the rights only to those that are 
year. ' Zaitsev. And if he had had about the WHA and con- the governors at the negotiate or to make any event a couple of NHL fran- defectors." 
tinued rumors that at least 
Honors keep rdling in 
i 
BIG SHAKE-UP  FOR R IDERS?  
his way the fourth-place So- 
viet couple would have 
placed ahead of the third- 
place Americans. in that 
event. 
In the men's singles free 
skating, another Soviet 
judge had Kovalev within 
one-tenth of a point of 
Minoru Sane when it was 
obvious to  every©he else 
that the Japanese had put on 
easily the best free-skating 
exhibition. • 
• Last month, Romania 
pulled, out of European 
gymnastics competition in 
Prague, denouncing what it 
described as a lack of im- 
partiality by the Soviet. 
judges. 
Favart declined to 
disclose the Vote total in the 
council meeting that ledto 
the ban but said "there were 
-no gr, eat problems in- 
valved." 
A source close 'to the  
skating union Speculated 
that Soviet skaters might be 
withdrawn from in- 
ternational competition in 
retaliation for the ban. 
four top WHA clubs have a 
chance of joining the NHL if 
they meet the financial 
requirements. 
But Campbell said such a 
move would not solve the 
problem of the dissolution of 
player talent in the NHL 
since expansion began in 
1967 and the WHA's creation 
in 1971 thatled to the raiding 
of more than 100 p layers  
from the senior league. 
Expansion was essential 
at the beginning, Campbell 
said, "but we didn't an- 
ticipate the invasion of Mr. 
Davidson and company." 
He was referring to Gary 
Davidson, one o f  the 
founders and first president 
of .the WHA w~o later 
resigned. 
Campbell said that WHA 
candidates are not suitable 
for the NHL. 
"In the first place, they're 
not compatible. They're our 
rivals. They were people 
that did their best o destroy 
us. Why would we salvage 
them now? TO hell with 
them. ' ' 
• "Don't talk about the 
a year from officiating in 
world and ,European figure 
skating competition because 
of. "repeated national 
partiality," the Inter- 
national Skating Union 
reported Wednesday.. 
The union's president, 
Jacques Favart, said the 
dociaionwas made Saturday 
at a meeting here of the 
executive council. 
"The Russians took it 
very badly, of course. We 
don't exactly know yet What 
their official reaction will 
he* ' '  
The action came under an 
organization'bylaw hich 
allows suspension of a 
country's judges ff there 
were negative reports on 
partiality for a period of 
years. Such negative 
reports had been made on 
Soviets over the last four 
years, Favart said. . 
The ban involves the 1978 
world championships in 
Ottawa, the world junior 
championships in Megeve, 
France, and the European 
championsh ips  in 
Stranbourg, France. 
Soviet skaters won three 
. OT~AWA(CP)" - -  .Even 
the most intrepid fan will 
need a program this year to 
figure out who's who when 
Oitawa Rough Riders set 
out to defend their 1976 Grey 
Cup championship in the 
Canadian Football League. 
Some of the names and 
numbers will strike a 
responsive chord, but not 
many if coach George 
Brancato has his way. 
Toronto Argonauts will go 
with an import rookie wide 
receiver to open the 1977 
Canadian Football League 
season. 
There's no room for Cana- 
dians at that spot in head 
coach Leo Cahill's plans, 
and that means Acadia grad• 
AI Charnk may'be out of 
work. 
Charuk, a Moncton native 
and outstanding player in 
tender •in the hacldi~ld and 
an outside chance is given 
Mike Murphy, an Ottawa 
native who has impressed 
the coaches wit]l his 
determination' and desire. 
Always in the wings is 
Gerry Organ, most noted for 
his kicking but also a useful 
receiver when the ranks are 
thin. 
Don Smith will anchor the 
offensive line with Jeff 
coaches are looking at him 
possibly to force Turcotte 
tram his tackle position to 
guard. 
Guards Tom Schuette and 
Charlie Brandon and 
defensive tackle Rudy Sims 
have their work cut out to 
hold on to their jobs. All 
three are well into their 309 
and the young bloods are 
pushing them hard. 
Mike Fanucci, who 
finished the. season at 
'A good' prospect is 
Canadian Bill Hatanaka, 
who caught he fans' fancy 
during the playoffs with his 
fearless punt and kickoff 
retUrns and his speed on the 
few occasions he was used 
on offence. • 
Larry Cates, acquired 
from Calgary Stampeders 
for defensive back Doug 
Falconer and linebacker 
John Palazetti, both 
Tom, ,, Clemeu4~'~ and •.,E'anadiaos, is: expected ~to Turcotte and Jim Code at 
Condredge Holloway are fill the hole left when run- tackles and Ken Moore dafensiveend, alsowillhave 
expected back as quar- ning hack Art Green headed moving up to guard from to prove his value. 
terbacks, but except for for the" National Football linebacker. ' Training, camp opens 
tight end Tony Gabriel, League. Tom Terhart came with Friday at Carleton 
flanker Jim Foley and wide . Scott Crawford, dropped defensive half L.J. Clayton University and it shouldn't 
receiver Jeff Avery, the last~year in favor of Molly• in a deal that sent MaL;v take the coaches long to" 
make their first decisions. names will all be new. McGee. is a stron~ con- Alleman~ to Toronto and the ,. 
i!mport will fill critical, spot 
TORONTO --  Canadian college ranks free agent offensive tackle signed w~th Toronto before 
the National Football threeyears ago, occupied 
that spot intermittently last 
year after an outstanding 
rookie season. 
Gary Tufford, a Halifax 
native; might have carried 
• the position this year, but he 
was dispatched along with 
Canadian lineman Dave 
Whiteside to Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats recently as 
compensation for signing 
.successor to the retired Rick 
Cassata. 
Van-Galder, from the 
• University of Utah, sat out 
last season following the 
folding of the World Football • 
League in i975, where he. 
once played for the Portland 
franthisc. 
Defensive back Francisco 
Berriz, a Cuban who Showed 
up on his own, left Wed- 
nesday when cut by the 
coaching staff. 
Nick Bastaja. 
"We simply do not have a 
Canadian with experience 
who has the deep speed to be 
our wide receiver," Cahill 
said this week as the Argos 
continued their 12-day, two- 
a-day pre-season workouts 
at York University. 
Leading candidate for the 
' job  is 23-year-old Larry 
Cain, a speedster f om the 
University' of Miami who 
J 
QB walks from Lions camp. 
The I:,ious now have '40 
players at their advance 
camp. Linemen will report 
Saturday before the team 
leaves for sessions at 
Courtenay on Vancouver 
Island. 
• The only missing player 
was veteran import Lou 
Harris. The former all-star 
running back .was at his 
home in Sacramento, Calif., 
attending to personal 
business. 
VANCOUVER (CP)-- 
Brit ish Columbia Lidns 
were down to four quar- 
terbacks Wednesday at 
their Canadian Football 
League training camp when 
import Don Van Galder left 
onhis own accord. 
His departure left head 
coach Vic "Rapp with four 
import pivots in camp-John 
sciarra, tornelius Greene, 
Jerry Tagge andGarry  
Keithley-us he looks for a 
NO KIDDING 
League draft. 
Other rookie import chal- 
lenges could come from 
Kelvin Kirk, 25, of Dayton 
University, and Tom 
Herren, 24, of Cameron 
State. 
Cain reminds Argo 
followers of Eric (The Flea) 
Allen, who was recruited by 
Cahill from Michigan State 
in 1972 and who became the 
Argos' chief threat for the 
long pass. 
"I had NFL scouts tell me 
I would be picked in the 
second, third o r  fourth 
round, and others who told 
me I wouldn't be drafted at 
all," Cain said. "I signed 
with Argos because I like 
Toronto as a city and I felt I 
would get the chance to play 
here. 
fo'Tm not taking anything 
r granted, though. The 
best guy will get the job." 
Argos' other eceiver spot 
belongs to 31-year-old Mike 
Ebeu~ the club's flanker the 
last 10 years. 
it easier 'to embark on an 'e,mure one's success as a 
To be equestrian, money helps 
TORONTO (CP) --.It the PanAmerican Games 
may not be al~rerequisite to equestrian career, competitive rider," said the and a member of the 
come from an affluent "But it certainly doesn't 1967 individual champion of Canadian team. 
family to be a successful ' ' '- 
equestrian, but it certainly VOTE for I 
hasn't hurt this year's 
recipients of the Canadian Fu l l - t ime Mayor equestrian scholarship • 
awards. - Planned Incremental Growth "I wo~d have to say it • 
hasn't hurt me or most of 
the award winners," ad- • Promotion of Tourism 
mired 18-year-old 'Debbie " L 
Arnold of Calgary, a Efficiency and Expediency 
dietetics student at the • ; 
University of Alberta: ' Availability to Public 
Debbie says having the • ' i" 
financial support has helped Compatible Industries ~" I,, 
her . succeed as an 0~ . . . . . . .  
eq~astrian. ' Innovative and .Representation eteran Olympic and • , .nerae . , c  
international rider Jim Day 
of Hornhy, Ont., admits. ' MAYOR ~. . .  4/77  
having the neccessary Sharon BIGGS eo ,  
financial backing may make " • - • 
NEW YORK (CP) -- 
~ey Lafleur held court in 
posh Plaza. Hotel for 
more than four hours 
Wednesday as he received 
another awardfor his' role in 
leading Montreal Canadiens 
to their second Stanley Cup 
in a row. 
"I alwayd" have 
motivation because I love to 
play• the game," said' 
Lafleur, who received Sport 
magazine's most valuable. 
~layer award in the Cup 
nal against Boston Bruins. 
Lafleur, 25-year-old right 
winger who has been called 
the best player in the war|d, 
had two goals and seven 
assists in Montreal's four- 
game sweep of the Bruins. 
The Canadians set a 
National League record in 
the regular season of 132 
points in 80 games, losing 
only eight times, and then 
won the Cup in 14 games. 
Lafleur said that although 
he believes the team will he 
as strong next season, itwill 
be hard to duplicatesuch a 
performance. 
Lafleur, polished and 
relaxed, falked about the 
pinnacle of his success with 
ease and credited coach 
Scotty Bowman with being a 
major factor in keeping 
Montreal at a peak nearly 
all season. 
Lafteur was guest of honor 
at a luncheon attended by 
more than 300 persons in- 
cluding NHL president 
Cla.renCe C, amvbell. 
~-qfleur has received the 
Conn Smythe Trophy as the 
NHL's most valuable player 
in the playoffs and the Art 
Ross Trophy, for a second 
time, as the scoring 
champion with 56 goals and 
80 assists for 136 points. He 
is only the second player to 
reach the 50-goal mark 
three seasons in a row. 
In 14 playoff games, he 
scored nine goals and added 
17 assists for 26 points, the 
most by any prayer. 
His 10-year contract, 
renegotiated a couple of 
years ago, has six years to 
go and on paper at least it 
will make him a millionaire, 
Lafleur said. He is also 
involved in a perfume busi- 
ness which he said brings in 
a little money. 
"In hockey, I want to be 
the best," he said. 
Vancouver's methods 
appall Phil Maloney 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  ternoon appointment with thisyear, would pL~y him off. 
Phil Maloney was appalled club president Bill Hughes Maioney said he had no 
with the way Vancouver and Milford. regrets about the way he 
Canucks handled his firing. Hughes told an ira- handled the club. 
Maloney was general promptu news conference "What killed me was 
manager of the National that blaloney's contract had getting rid of the deadwood 
Hockey League team from been cancelled and the club, and not getting enough in 
which missed the playoffs return for them." 
we _ epae  y v 
Jake Milford, unt f l last  week  SMITHERS ¢OMMH91T . 
general manager of Los 
Angeles Kings. 
"I 'm naturally disap- 
vointed with it all -- not by 
being fired but by the way C 
was fired," said Maloney. 
"I could have been told a 
month ago. Instead I was 
called in this morning 
(Tuesday), handed an en- 
velope with a piece of paper 
in .it telling me my services 
were cancelled and then 
asked to come back for a 
meeting in the afternoon." 
Maloney had a year left on 
a three-year contract for a 
r~ported$50,000 a year. 
He'did not ketp the af- 
LAW CENTRE SOr, IET¥ 
require 
LEGAL INFORMATION OOUIISELLOR 
duties to include: 
-providing legal information in Communit 
Law Centre 
-organizing and participating in community 
workshops. • !i, 
-some direct client casework 
Salary: $11,000.00, $13,843.00 
Submit resume by 16th June to Box 2904, 
Smithers, B.C. 
STA V @0eL""  • 
a.ir condit,i oO_ a , ,,,,, 
• Irina Moseeva nd Andrei' 
Minenkov placed first in 
dance at both cham- 
pionships, Irina Rodnina 
and Alexandr Zaitsev took 
both pairs titles and Vladi- 
mir Kovalev won the men's 
singles at worlds. 
Soviet couples also placed 
second inpairs and dance at 
the world championships. 
In recent years some 
Western skaters, including 
John Curry, the British 
Olympic gold medallist, 
have denounced political 
bloc voting and vote trading 
among judges at major 
events. Soviet judges, were 
particular targets. 
Toiler Cranston, the six- 
times Canadian champion 
who won a bronze medal in 
the 1976 Olympics, criticized 
Soviet and other Eastern 
European judges last year, 
saying they tend to penalize 
Western skaters .while pro- 
testing their own athletes in 
school figures. 
At the world cham- 
pionships in Tokyo in March 
the only judge to give any 
pair a perfect mark of six 
FOR THE LADLES 
A wide range of high style and casual sandals 
to suit every outfit. 
I 
FOR THE KIDS 
Rugge d, long wearing sanda Is for summer fun. 
FOR THE MEN 
Cool and elegant styles for cool summer 
comfort for whatever he does. 
THIS AD TO THE STORE 
239 City Centre, K i t imat  
632.2244 
t 
$ 
"°'"""'"'"'°"-"°°'""° Canada victi Royals swamp Jays   STE.'JOCK  V,.S " of Soviet win m 8.TH DERBY EPSOM, England (AP) - -  was worth nearly $187,000 to second choice in the betting • 
"I didn't think we'd won British soccer magnate at 5 to 1. 15 to 1 
John Mayberry hit three blasts over the right field George Brett followed with until those last 10 yards," Robert Sangsters who Hot Grove, a •. : 
home runs, including a pair fence and came against his second homer of the said jockey Lester Piggott tmrchesed The Minstrel two lungshot, led by one length 
of two-run shots, and his fire three Toronto pitchers, season, after riding Canadian:bred years ago at the Keeneland in the final furlong of the ' MOSCOW (Router)--The Zoet of Port Perry, Ont., , Soviet Union took a 107-65 scored 14 points apiece. 
runs -bat ted- in  paced Kansas City starter The Minstrel past Hot Grove (Ky.) Sales for $200,000. 1½-mile grass race before triumph ove r Canada in_an Ross Quackenbusli of ' 
Kansas City Royals to an 11- Dennis Leonard, 3-5, struck Mayberry then greeted in the final strides of the The colt, by Northern Piggott brought The Min- 
3 victory over Toronto Blue out 10--a career high--and reliever Jerry Johnson with Dancer out of the Victoria st~l alongside the frontrun- Intercontin.encai  uup Toronto was the team's • basketball game Wed- workhorse, constantly 
allowed six hits before his first home run of the Park mare Flour, nor. The pair of threa-year- nesday night, g!ving the feeding the ball, matching 
olds were virtually stride for stride until the f inal 50 Soviets thaw fours win in a theSovietspeedand passing with accurate passes. 
Jays in an American League 
baseball game Wednesday 
night. 
Mayberry hit a two-run 
homer during a five-run 
Royals fifth inning that gave 
Kansas City an 8-1 lead. He 
added a solo homer in the 
seventh and another two-run 
shot in the ninth. All three 
homers were towering 
Standings 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
.AMERICAN LEAGUE 
East 
W L Pet. GBL 
Baltimore 26 19 .578 -- 
Boston 25 21 .543 IV~ Chicago 
1V~ Pittsburgh 
needing help .from. La~y 
Gura in the eignm when tne 
Blue Jays scored their final 
Amos Otis singled and 
night. Al Cowens, who was 5 
for 5, singled and scored on 
Tom Poquette's double for 
the final run of the inning. two runs. 
A crowd of 33,004 saw the The Royals took a 2-0 lead 
Royals score five times, on in the second inning on two 
five hits in the fifth to cha'se " hits and an error by Toronto 
Toronto starter Bill.Singer, third baseman Roy Howell. 
2-7. Frank White led off the Cowens tripled and even- 
inning with a walk and tually scored on a bad throw 
by Howell. 
Poquette grounded to first 
baseman Doug Ault, who re- 
layed to Howell in an at- 
NATIONAL LEAGUE tempt to nail Cowens. 
East However, Howell's throw to 
w L Pot OnL catcher Alan Ashby hit 
28 15 .635 -- Cowens in the back, 
' 27 17 .614 1 allowing him to score. 
28 lS .~  1 Poquette went to second 
7.5 20 .S55 3V=" OI1 the error, to third on an 
16 27 .dO0 10V= infield out and scored on 
198th running of the $340,000 
English Derby on Wed- 
nesday. 
It was Piggott's eighth 
English Derby victory, a 
record. The veteran Hder 
has had mountsin 25 Derbys 
at historic Epsom Downs. 
The Minstrel's victory 
Wednesday gave trainer 
Vincent O'Brien of Ireland 
his fifth Derby triumph. It 
foaled at Toronto wills 
dustrialist E. P. Taylor's 
Windfields Farm. 
The last time a Canadian- 
bred colt won the Derby was 
in 1970 when Nijinsky, 
another Northern Dancer 
offspring, was first across 
the finish line. 
The Minstrel was the 
yards. 
French-trained Blushing 
Groom, the9 ~to-4' favorite 
owned by the_Ago .Kh.an and 
already sYndica tea tor ~o 
million, .failed to challenge 
until it was too lat`e. 
Dodgers stop slide 
Los Angel~ Dodgers 
halted their four-game 
National League baseball 
losing streak Wednesday 
night by toppling Houston 
Astros 6-2 as Ron Cey drove 
in three runs with a double 
New York 26 22 .542 
MIIw~=u~ee 25 25 .500 3V~ St. Louis. 
Cleveland 20 23 .4~5 5 Philadelphia 
Detroit 18 27 .d00 8 Montreal 
Toronto lS 29 .383' 9 New York 17 29 .370 12 Fred Patek's single. 
The Jays came back with 
West a run in the bottom of the and single. 
Minnesota 30 ~7 .~3s -- West The victory retained the 
Chicago 26 19 .s7s 3 Los ~geies 34 ~S .674--. second when Otto Velez 
California 2~" 23 .511 6 Clnc nnatl 23 23 .500 9V= tripled and scored on Sam Dodgers' 9½-ga.me lead in 
Kansas City 22 23 .489 7 . San Diego 24 29 .,L~3 12 Ewing's ground out. 'the NL West Division over 
Texas 21 22 .488 7 San Francisco 21 27 .~38 12~ The Royals went up 3-1 in " Cincinnati Reds, who 
Oakland 21 24 .478 7V~ Houston 20 28 .417 ,a'/~ the fourth on doublesby Otis dafeated Atlanta Braves 5-2. 
Seattle 2~ 30 .412 11 Atlanta 17 33 .340 17'/2 and Cowens. Cey doubled home a run in • the fifth inning, giving Los 
Angeles a temporary 3-1 
lead. After the Astros pulled 
to within 3-2, Coy singled 
home a pair of runs in the 
belted his first major league two runs in the seventh learning exl~rience and we 
grand-slam home 'run, inning to lift Chicago White accomplished what we set 
out to do." 
Stearns first grand slam 
ninth as  Tommy John Montreal" ~. . .  five hits in six overpowers innings.to increase his 
record to 6-2. 
decisionsin-Montrsal - Pat Zachary scattered 
MONTREAL (CP) -- intentionally walked Ed iPth~ve~o ty f~e~dC~sgetoF~Sa~ ~ RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) situation is settled at next 
John Stearns belted his first Kranepool to load the bases . Scarer was re 
grand slam home run in the before Stearns delivered ohm..Skip.Lecek~VvenOO~wift~er~ave Cincinnati. It was the l~'ds. -- Four members of week's NHL meetings in Cleveland Barons of the Montreal. The meetings 
major leagues to cap a five- sixth homer of the seaso . m me s . . . .  n ~ fifth consecutive ictory ana National Hockey League begin Monday and 
run rally in the fifth inning Winning pitcher Tom t;asn s runsconng mpma a • • RBI si le by Ton,, razsed thezrrecord to 23-23---- officially became free Washington businessman 
that carried New York Mets Seaver, 5-3, went 6 2-3 in- an ng _ ~ . ::v the first llme this season agents Wednesday, but Saoford D. Gresnberg has 
to a 64 victory over Non- nings to record his first Perez. Lockwood went me- the~ have been at 500 since 
rest of the way, earning hm treat Expos in National victory since April 30. Inhis " ' theywere2-2duri~thefirst acting general manager been given until next Harry Howell says at least Wednesday to come up with 
League basebal l  action previous five starts, Seaver fifth save. week of the season, one0f them has indicated an $3 million to seal the pur- 
Wedpesday night. . had three losses and two no The Mats pimhed across John Candelaria gave up interest in returning next chase of the Cleveland 
Thee Expos had a 2-1 lead neeisions, an unearned run in the third only two hits--one a con- season. • franchise by his group. 
going into the inning, but a It was Sensor's first when Lenny Randle doubled troversial blooper and the Howell said veteran Meanwhile, right winger 
walk and singles by Felix .victory in MomreaJ since down the right-fiald line other an infield single--as centre Juba Widing, oh- Bobby MurdochandWiding, 
Millan and Dave Kingman Oct. 3, 1972. In six starts with two out and scor~, as Pittsburgh Pirates s.nnpp~ rained from Los A~. ales defeneeman Brant Meake 
tied the score. Losing pit- from 1973 to 1976, he had Montreal shortstop uoris their five-game losing Kings in a trade midway and centre Dave Gardner all 
char Jackie Brown, 1-4, three losses and three no Speier threw Millan's streak width a 3-0 rain- through last season, said he became free agents Wed- 
ground ball pasz firsz shorteneo victory over ' will negotiate a new con- nesday after playing out the 
• ak baseman Perez for a two- Philadelphia Phillies. tract as soon as possible, option year of their con- Padres  wm stre error. New York Mets gave new Howell is in a holding tracta in1076-'r/. Howe. said 
The Expos tied thescore manager Joe Torre his pattorn in regard to contract be has had no ~ontact with 
''" .... .... ....... " in the b0ttom.of the inning second victory_in as .many negotiations and trades until any of the free agents except 
when Ellis Valentine starts as John Stearns the Barons' financial Widing. -SnaPped at five 
SANFRANCISC0 (AP) -  Andrews took third on Bill 
Righthander Ed Halicki Madlock's forced grounder 
fired a six-hitter for his first and scored on Jack Clark's 
complete game of the single to right, lead in the fourth as Scarer' 
season, and San Francisco The Giants added a run in - 
Giants snapped San Diego the eighth off reliever Dan 
Padres' five-game winning Spillner. Andrews doubled 
streak with a 2-0 victory with one out and scored on 
Wednesday/. Thomas's ingle. 
Rob Andrews scored both -- of San Francisco's runs in Halicki, hurling his first advanced Carter to third 
the National League shutout of the season, .and Brown walked to load 
baseball game. survived his biggest jam in the bases before Scarer 
Halicki, 4-5, and loser Bob the seventh following a walked Cash to force in a run. 
Shirley, 4-6, were hooked in leadoff double by Doug 
a scoreless duel until the Radar. The Giants' 
Giants pushed across their ri~hthander then fanned 
first run in the sixth. An- bIike Champion and retired centre fielder Lee Mazzilli 
drews singled with one out pinch batters Garry 
and went 'to second on Sutherland and Mike Ivie on 
Darrell Thomas's single, flies to left. 
Another challenge for Slew? , 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  challenger for Seattle Slew 
in the Belmont. Meadow Spirit Level, a Meadow 
Stable colt,,took the lead at Stable won the 1973 Belmont 
the head of the stretch and with Secretariat. 
held off the fastclosing Antonio Graell rode the won three of five starts this 
favorite, Sanhedrin, to win winner to his third con- 
the $54,850 Peter Pan Stakes secutive victor), and his first 
for three-year-olds at stakes triumph in 1:49 1-~ 
Belmont. -- Spirit Level paid $10.60, $ 
At the finish of the 1Vs- and $2.80. 
mile race, a prep for the Sanhedrin, the Darby Dan Hawley, wound up fifth. 
Beltnont Stakes, Spirit hope for the Belmont, with Giboulee, seventh in the 
Level was a head in front of :;~nhedrin. Lynn Davis took e Angel Cordero up, paid $2.40 Kentucky Derby, is rated as and $2.10 after elosing fast the second choice behind 
~heshow,twolengthsofft e fromlastplace. LynnDavis, Sound P~ason, owned by 
,'~ce. a 21-to-1 longshot who led Jack Stafford of King, Ont., 
~pirit Level's victory may until the head of the stretch, for the June 25 Queen's 
h~e produced another returned $3.60. Mr. Red Plate. 
- - - - - - -Spor ts  Briefs  - 
':~WICH, England Czechoslovakia and Austria 
.~) -- Trevor fought to a 0-0 draw in an 
:,.~,k, a 27.yearold exhibition soccer match 
: ikt, ,,, ,~h Ipswich Town of Wednesday before 10,000 
~ 1,,~,'~:h League, has fans. 
.~ ,, su§pc,ded and placed 
or, the transfer list by the SOFIA (Reuter) --  
[0"iz,~t Division soccer team. Bulgaria shaded Ireland 2-1 
Th~ action followed a in a Group 5 World Cup Mack Herron, a former 
dispute with manager qualifying match Wed-, professione" footballplayer 
.~obby Robson after Why-, nesday before a crowd of 'who tried ~nsuccessfuily to. 
~,zrk, who is suffering from 65,000. The win gave  make Los Angeles Rams of 
,~ :,~: ck inj~u':/, refused to Bulgaria firstplace with a 1- the National Football 
:x- ~ ~n Iv~wich's 20-day 0-I record followed by 
, : (~nada, the United France at 1-1-I and Ireland 
'. ..... .~/.:,:,d Hawaii. at 1-2. 
• ~',~ : ~/O (AP) --The FC SAN DIEGO (AP) -- 
.'/, .:,,;~ , occer team of West Before the results of a 
:..:.;, lost to a Japanese i.. ,: ~, .' squad 1-0 Wed- publicly distributed ballot 
.... , , .  aig~t before 30,000 related to the team's problems could be counted, 
~ ,  ,~ ,v'~. at the National John McNamara was fired 
,, . - . ,  as manager of San Diego 
0 S T R ,~ V A , Padres. The dismissal was in possession of a quantity of 
: .,:,,. ~i'~.~slovakia (Reuter) -- carried out last Saturday by cocaine and $23,000 in cash. 
~ff~ng a five-run rally to SOx to a 4-2 victory over 
e Mete to a 6-4 victory. Baltimore Orioles. Jim It was the fourth ddeat in 
Tom Seaver, 5-3, won his Bibby and Sid Mongc corn- arow for the Canadians who 
first game since April 30. bin~l to scatter six hits and started the tournament with 
A single .by Steve On- Duane Kuiper knocked in a loss to Israel, then were beaten by Yugoslavia and 
tiveros in the top of the 13th three runs as Cleveland Italy. 
insing scored Jerry Morales Indians handed Detroit The ingredients of the 
to give Chicago Cabs a 4-3 Tigers a 6-4 defeat and Soviet success were  ~e 
win over St. Louis Car- pitcher Mark (The Bird) same as those in Sunday s
dinals. Fidrych his second con- victory over Argentina-- 
s~utive loss . . . .  swift l~ssiug tO Tkachenko, 
In the American League, '. Two home runs by Carl the highest scorer of the 
John Mayberry blasted Yastrzemski, his sixth and match with 32 po~ts, and 
threehomeruns, includinga seventh of the •season, expert defence by Sergei 
pair of two-run shots, to helped Boston Red Sox Below, a veteran guard and 
power Kansas City Royals overcome a fiverun deficit 
over Toronto Blue Jays 11,3. andrecord a 7-5 victory over team captain. • Although Soviet coacm. 
Ralph Garr singled home Texas Rangers.. " Alexander Gomelsky said 
be was satisified with his 
Four Barons on loose . . . , ,  ~rformance some of the old magic seemed to 
be missing with sloppy 
defensive play, resulting in 
a number of fouls. • 
Canada capitalized on the 
flaws and forwards Martin 
Riley of Winnipeg and Jim- 
row. 
The powerful Soviet But earlyin the first half it 
players, with seven-foot- was clear the Canadians-- 
three Viadimir Tkachenko with an average of 21 to the 
leading the way, used their superior height and ex- Soviets' 24--could not stand 
up to the pressure. 
patience to outclass the 
young Cana_dlans who have ARer trailing 44-29 at the 
only been pla~.ng toge~er end of the first half, the 
as a team for mree weeks. "It was a triumph of ex- Canadians fielded threenew 
parlance over yodth," said players--Peter Ryan of 
Canadian coach Jack Montreal, Devon Daly of 
Winnipeg and Leo RauUns 
Donohue. "But it was a of Toronto--in an attempt to 
wear the Soviets down, The 
Canadians, however, could ' '  
never take control of the 
, t 
game. 
Canada's final game in 
Europa is scheduled for 
Friday against Belgium. 
Scotland, 
Wales 
tied ' 
GLASG()W, Scotland 
(Reutcr) -- Ken Dalglish 
scored two goals to lead 
Scotland to a 3-0 win over 
Northern Ireland in: a 
British soccer cham- 
pionship game Wednesday: 
The Scots, who now share 
first place with Wales, both 
with three points, led 1-0 at 
the half before 44,699 fans, 
England is third in the 
race with two points and 
Northern Ireland is winless, 
stroked a I-2 pitch from 
Scaver over the leftcentre .a.,o...e,,h.,ooero, KO's for Spinks boys the season. M APPLY TODAY 1:0 ALLOW SUFFICIE.NT 
Montreal moved into a 2-11 II ran to some control dif- MONTREAL (CP) --  1853/4 pounds,-~,ith a right to knocked out Danny Stokes of M TRAINING TIME 
ficuiUes after giving up an Brothers Leon and Michael the head as the bell ended Oshawa, Ont., at 1:30 of the .3~ Tranq'uille Rd.,. g 
infield hit to Gary Carter Spinks of St. Louis, John the third round. Scott was fourth round. TO: M. I I~ IR[~[ ]~ Kamloops,~B.t~. 
Tate of Knoxville, Tenn., down for a count of 10 and Lapointe was 133 pounds, " B 
with one out. Larry Chris Clarke of Halifax and ringside officials listed the and Stokes, 132½. ~e,se se.d me your brochure out!Inlng t.h.e H..& R Block Fran. knockout as coming in the chim Program. I understand there m no olmgauon on my part. Parrish's double to left Jean Lapointe of Montreal Clarke, 146% pounds, a 
all ~ were winners by fourth round, lefthander, was the ~.me ' 
knockout Wednesday night Scott was a last'minute aggress~ from the openlni~ M M Address  
on a professional boxing replacement for Scotty bell and put Raymond 
card at the Forum. Welsh of Vancouver who Rousseleau of Quebec City M City/State/Zip Code 
to the canvas twice in the Telephons No. Spinks, at 167 pounds and was himself replacing 
Seaver ~ was saved fighting as a light Vancouver ' s  George first round with straight ~[]imHm..w:,,,.,,.,.,,:,,m,.z,]nffi.__R~ 
trompfurther trouble when heavyweight, put Borden,~ Jerome. Both fighters were lefts. " - . 
178 pounds, to the. canvas found to be unfit for the 
modes  running catch of early inthesecona rounD: bout. I)0MMUlilW GOLLEGE Speier's deup fly ball to end Leen'svictorywasalmosc Lapointe, who won the NORTHWEST the inning, as quick. Leon, at 291% Canadian lightweight title 
pounds, disposed of Bruce from Barry Sponagle of New 
Scott of Bea,mont, Tex.,• Glasgow here March 22, 
finished fq~th inthe SPECIAL AT PRINCE 
Wiln~ of nine. 
Spirit Level, trained by Mack Sales Ltd Northwest College covers the region from Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Steve DiMauro, now has " Houston. The major physical facilities are in ,Terrace, but#here are 
year. He earned $32,910 to , ~ ~  substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. 
raise his career winnings to Total full and part.time enrollment is about 1500 students. 
$46,960. Giboulee, owned by Jean ~'he College will make appointments to the following positions: 
Louis Levesque of Montreal ~ -, 
and ridden by Sandy . . . . . .  English Instructor SooJoIogY [nstrg0tor 
Duties: To instruct first and" second year University Transfer courses. 
The appointees may be expected to instruct in several communities and a 
considerable a mount of travel and evening teaching may be required. 
i Qualifications: M.A. minimum. 
Tw0-1977 Mack Single Axle Tractors Salary: Inaccordancewithscaletobeneg°tiatedwiththe Faculiy Union. 
Buzzie Bava si, president of 
the National League Model R685] Early 0hildhood Eduoation Instructor 
baseball club, turning over With following specs: field operations to Alvin . Duties: To instruct in the College Early Childhood Education' 
Wheelbase:169" Programme. The appointee may be expected to instru'" in several 
Dark. Engine.237 H.P. Maxidyne communities and a considerable amount of travel and teaching may be 
Trans..5 speed required. 
LOSANGELES (AP) -  Rear axle-23,000 lb. 
Fror~f axle-10,500 Ibs. Qualifications: B.A. or M.A. in E.C.E: and preferably with experience as 
Tires, 1000x20 a Pro.school or Day Care Supervisor. 
i 
League last year, has been 0 0 . Sa.lary: In accordance with scale to be negotiated with the Faculty Union. 
booked for investigation of Special at .... $2 7.5 Appointment ~ate for all positions: August 15; 1977. 
narcotics possession, 
authorities saidWednesday. 
Herron, 28, was arrested ~ Apply with curriculum vitae and names of references to: 
Tuesday night at the same PRINCE GEORGE , 
Los Angeles International MACK SALES LTD. Dr. D.V. George, Principal 
Airport-area hotel where a I Northwest Community College ' 
man was holding his wife 
hostage, authorities said. Box 72~ 
They safe Herron was found 1789 Oulivle St. 562.31d,1 Terrace, B.C. 
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The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C 
Phone 63S.6357 - Terrace 
Phone 632.5706 • Kitlmat 
Subecrlptlon rates: Slngle Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00, 
Authorized as second Class mall: 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
'postage In cash. 
Classlfleds due 24 hours prlor to 
desli'od day of publlcatlon. S2,00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classlfled ads. 
I. Coming Events 
"Weight Watchers masting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unitod Church Hall, 4907 
: Lazelle Avenue. 
TERRACE 635-6357 
' Garage Sale. Saturday, June TAXI DRIVERS 
4, 9:00 am. Moving, everthing Full time, part time. Class 4 
must go. Aluminum boat, some licence and police permit  
furniture, household Items, required. Contact manager,. 
complngequipment, toys, misc.. Terrace Taxi . 635-2242.' (ctf. 
19. Help Wanted . . . . . . .  33. For  Sa le .  M isc .  
2 wood cook stoves for sale. 
Phone63S-248S after 6 pm. (C.3) 
10 yr, old French Provincial 
mahogany Planola Player 
. Piano, like new. $1000. Phone 
Manager required for 636.7746. (c.3) 
Terrace Dalry Queen Brazier 
restaurant. Experience helpful 
but not necessary. Please apply 
In parson between 2 and 4 p.m. 
at 4532 Lakelse. (ctf) 
24. Situations Wan~ed 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging,: 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
roto-tilllng, post hole digging. 
Phone 
: 635.6782 
(cf) 
32. Bicycles,  Motorcycles,  
4703 McConnell (Below bench 
between Sp~arks and Eby) 
Phone'635.3S96. (I)-3) 
13. Personal 
To whom it may concern. This 
is to advise that I will not be ~ 
• responsible for'any debt In- 
curred In my name other than 
my own. Wilfred Wayne Nelson. 
(o2) 
14. Business Personal 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfilling, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tande m axle. Hyab 17' Flat -• 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer.. - - 
(ctf)Ph°ne 636-3112. Ask for Wayne.. ,T~ta j(~ ~ 
i O;i EOItlP ENT W bb Refri erati j , .  e . g . , 4623 SOUCI E 635-2188 ' 
! 0 " 
Aufl~orized -' 
I Service Depot. | ~ 
Thornhill Calorie Counters iJ Repalrs to Refrrgerators ! ~ _ .~.  ' _ ~ : 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill :J Freezers, Washers~ Dryers, 1 ~ J [~ IB  ~,,~h~ m ,~ ~r,  or. 
Elementary School, 7:16 p.m.'J . And Ranges / ~ ~ I "~'--] '  
New membei's welcome from, ,I (Ctf) ' ~ ~ . . . L ,~>]  ~ 
Terrace and Thornhill. L . . . . .  [ ' l e l~ l l~  [ ~ t  
Dealer :No. 01249A 'L .~ J  MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a: 
specialty, phone '635.4602 
Evenings. 635.4566 days. :'(clf) 
I 
B&B~ & soN 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or  phone. 
635-3689 
I Terrace,  B,C. 
,. ~t f )~.  ..... ~.= . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"! " :' "~'~="";'~"~"~'~~"= "t" 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876or 638-1231. (cff) 
.Terrace Dupllcate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday'nlghfat 7:30; Play will 
be In room 4, Caledon'(a High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
;phone 635.7356. (cft) 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820~ Te.rrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thut~sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
'~ INCHES AwAY 
.. CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 0 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or635.3023. 
" AL(:OHOLICS 
~, ANONYMOUS 
l~Y,'~"Thursi';::sa~'Pr~d~Y;.. * ~ ., 
638.1021 
! • 635.7423 
Now Open. 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD.  
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unlt, Box 22,. 
.'rerrace, B.C. 
R.V.  Par ts  & Auh  
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs ,  
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready fo bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
e~lergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY • 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in  "i'errace." Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat.; 
Closed Sundays. 635-2603. . 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
1 set of Yamaha Drums, 
asking $200.00. Phone 638.1464 
before 5:30 pro. after 5:30 phone 
635.3615. (p.2) 
For slae, G.E. Heavy washer. 
Excellent condition. Phone 632. 
7431. (p-3) 
For sale, wood. $10 per load. 
Phone 635.2605. (c-2) 
Photo Equipment 
1 - Canon Ft. QL Camera 
I- Canon lens FL50 mm hl.8 
1-Soligor Tel-Auto 1:3.5 F. 
6~ " 200ram Lens 
35-6 :384  Tmace 1- Dimension 101 Solid State 
Flash , 
1.. Professional model H-D, 
250 Husqvarna dirt bike. $600 Tripod 
or best offi~r. 635.2919. (p-3) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Boating 
i33. For Sale - Misc. 2- 14 ft..Sportspal canoes 
• " (complete with peddles, 
For Sale: one' diamond seats; life lackets) 
engagement and wedding band 
set. New. Have wrlffen ap.' Trailer Equipment 
praleal. Open to offers; Phone 1 complete H-D Sth Wheal 
635-3703 after 5 pm. (o2) Trailer Hook-up 
-;,~:; ,~ ........................ :' ,.....: 1 • complete ~ .Electric, Brake • 
I cohtlnal klt fdr" 1976:77 Ford control System 
Grenada, complete accessorles 
Included, or put on your van. 
Asking $200.00 
Phone 635.2002 and ask for 
Jim. (p-2) 
250 Husqvarna dirt bike. $600 
or best offer. Phone 636.2919. 
(p.3) 
For sale, G.E. Heavy washer.- 
Excellent condition. Phone 632.. 
' Extra 
• 1 • Tokal TC-1001 SSB.AB CB 
Radio 
1 • Tokal MIc 
1. Turner Mt 2U Mic 
1 - Turner Kicker Antenna 
1 • Tenco Model 3016 Speaker 
Horn 
1.  Realistic DX-160.5 Bend 
~Solld State Receiver 
1 • Blnks Model 414 Industrial 
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KITIMAT 632-.5706 
For Rent: furnished one 
bedroom cabin for working 
person. May be viewed at 3630 
Pine Avenue. (p-2) 
Parents 
. inCrisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's mlse'rable? 
P.I.C.'s'goal is ' to help you 
be:come the loving constructive 
I~renf you really want to be. 
All enquiries a.bsolutely 
cOntl(~entlal. Phone Mary or 
John- 635.4419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (df) .  
i 
- Kerm0de Four. Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
'month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
roorfl at the Sandman Inn. For 
further 'Information phone 635- 
3442. 
r "  
Meeting - -  Terrace B.P.O.E 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday,of month. O.O;R.P 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Garage Sale at 4920 Lazelle 
Ave. Saturday, June 4 at 9am.3 
Ixn. (c.3), 
Amer ican  and Impor t  
Ca rs. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638-1710 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
f i i 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No lob lee big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for'John after 6 p.m. (df).~ 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
' Refrlgerative Contracting ,~nd: 
~household repairs.' Phone 635.; 
5076 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Lake Read. Saturday, June 4, i.1 1 Thornhill Community e 
am. (p3) Is avallable for dances,| 
bingos, prlvate parties, etc~ | 
Transfers. Plates- Sales Tax: Phone. '635-5597 = 
See Wlghtman & Smith - I 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 ior 635"3467 I 
Lakelse Av'e. Terrace. Open. ictfw) i 
Saturday. (cfff)' 
I 
L .  | .  , . ~ I J~  "C-  . . . .  il ~ "1 '~ r - "  
IN/ NCg/ V i. REALTY LTO. 
' I "~I~FI~]~"[~](~' I. 'phone:' 632-618~ ' 
I 
W.lth carport. Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kltchon built In the dormer. 
Large back yard backs onto 
playground. Frldge and stove 
Included up and down. 
i $38,900,0() 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
, 330 C iTY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. '  
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2815 ... 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay :' ' 632-3668 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley .. 632.4692 
R:E. (Ed) Soaife 632.ii092 
. I I 
36 GWYN STREET 
.Seven year old three bedroom 
home, backing onto park and 
playground. Large living 
room with fireplace. 
Basement partly flnlshod. ' 
$52,000.00 
7431. (p.-3) 
For Sale - One 18' Fiberglass 
canoe, wil l  trade on 14' 
alum!num car topper. Call 635. 
5992 after 3 pm. (p.3) 
For NutrI.Metlc products (all 
organic) call Ruth at 63S.2404. 
(p.4,9,14,19) 
Shimho Potters Wheel, Pfaff 
Sawing Machine. Model 1197, 
.sawing Centre Cabinet, Turn. 
table, Receiver and Speakers. 
All near new and In et(cellent 
condition. Phone 635.7336 after 
3:00 p.m. (I)-2,3,) 
I 
SELL ING 
Hay - -  S t raw 
Western & 
Engl ish Tack 
Grooming  Equ ipment  
635.5617 
(ctf 
Price Skeena Forest Produds 
Ltd. wi l l  have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., X. 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ff; 
Economy. S40 per 1000 bd. ft.' 
(off) . . . .  , 
.FOr some reai:bar--gain--s In used. 
women's and children's ' 
clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the; 
Kitimat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at Riverledge., 
.Open 9 to 4 week, • 
.days...donations welcomed.  
(cff) 
Air Compressor 
160 lb. 35 Gfm. Comnet ky 
Rebuilt 1 Hi 
44ov.3Ph.3 HP. V Frem motor. 
separater, buffets, wash stand,. 
milk' bottles, glass Insulators, 
col0ur T.V., old chair, copper 
boiler, broad axe. Phone 635.. 
71~24. 3972 DebleSt. (o3) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon. 
Phone 635.9371 (p-2,3) 
For Rent, 1 bedroom fur. 
nlshed house In Thornhlll. 
Phone 635.5775 or 635.5874. (p.2) 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mere.. 
cruiser. Inboard.outboard, 1
year old. 92 hours. Call 635.6836. 
(cff~. 
48. Suites for  Rent 
For Rent July 1. 2 bedroom 
apartment In 4 plex on  
Haugladd. Frldge and stove. 1V= 
baths. Reference required. 
Phone 635.6213. (off) 
I 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
I2.4611 Scoff. One, two  
and  three  bedroom • 
.apartments. 
635-5224 
Suite for rent. Semi-' 
furnished, Close ~o town. 
Available Immediately. Phone 
635-7261 or 635-7318. (p-2) 
01inton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studio 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 
sacurlty enterphone. Phone 
636-1032 
or 
636-4321 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepinc 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by" 
day or week. Non-drinkers only., 
Phone 635.6611. (df) 
• CEDAR PLACE " 
• APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
. : , . 635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 beclroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
• For Sale 14' 'fiberglass boat month lease. Apply Suite 108 -: 
with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 4530 Scott. (cff)~ 
outboard; For further in. 
formation call 635.4708 after 5 
pro. (p-10) . 
.o  
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites.; 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, half, 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 64 
Terraoe 
Equipment 
Sales Ltd. 
J ~  SALES 
SERVICE 
PARTS 
636-ik184 
For rent,• 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stoveand fireplace. 1 child only 
please. Phone 635.6887 after 5 
'pro. (~2) ' 
. . . .  - r ' l  
!49. Homes for.Sale L 
• For Sale; 3 bedroom house 
with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
Low taxes, near school. Priced 
to sell, $26,500. Phone 635-2606. 
(p-4) 
F0rsale 1500 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
home, enclosed garage, family 
room, landscaped and out. 
buildings. Phone to view. '635. 
9050 after 5 pm (p.3) 
Older 1200 sq.fl,  split.level, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. 'Nelson 
'Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter, home.~ 
Owner eager' to sell. Make an 
4639 GreJE Ave 
Terraoe, B0 
DLN 01249A 
39. Boats & Engines 
49. Homes for  Sale 
For sale, three bedroom 
house with fireplace. Excellent 
location, beautifully land- 
scaped, large fenced beckyard, 
garden area. Priced to sell In 
38's; Phone 635.4021. (p.3) 
For Sale 4 bedroom, near new 
house, with rec room. Phone 
after 6 pm, 63¢-3559. (c- 
1,2,3,4,6,8,14,16,18,19,22) 
38 Wanted .  Misc. offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
• ,home.on trade. Call 112-562.6861~ 
Wanted to buy; Jackpine logs. or. 63~.7353 to vlew. (ctf) 
Phone 635.2603. (ctf) 
i FOR SALE 
S bedroom family home on two 
For sale: one 14 ft run about, and 0ne.thlrd acres. Barn and 
small panabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone 
635.3120 
after S p.m. 
For  sale 29' wood and , 
fiberglass riverboat and 24' 
riverboat and traller and motor 
with jet; Phone 635-3266. (p.3) 
one 16 ft run about, both with 
Private Sale; GIIden paint  trailers, and canopy to fit crew 
$6.S0 par gah stereo speakers, cab pick.up. Phone 635.5672 or 
$2.00; radios and parts, cream :635.3032. 
For sale; 14' fiberglass boat 
with trailer 45 HP Chrysler 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 9 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (ctf) 
dltioned, veryrellable type of outboard. For further In- 
machine. Wlnderland General'. : formation call 6:~5.4708 after S 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace,~ pro. (p.8) 
635-4636. ctf ~-. 
47. Homes for Rent 
For sale; one stove. Good ~. 
condition. Phone 635.5365. (ctf) I=or rent; Furnished, small 
older type 2 bedroom home. 
For Sale: Washer spin dryer Drive by 4514 Lazelle Ave to 
and small portable dryer. Call view (next to Clinton Manor) 
635.2591 after 6 pm. (p.2) phone 636.2680. (ctf) 
• HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
10drms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on ~/~ acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry- 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to. 
all reasonable offers. .Call 635. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. add 
weekends. (s!f) 
• ~ ~mily h~)me on one acre r ~ 
Bench beasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
'comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  ' l andscap lqg ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
tour-offer. 630-1790. cff 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636' 
Manager 
(df) 
I I  
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
mercial or office space, 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. (cff)' 
House for sale. 2 bedroom, 
newly redecorated, large 
fenced yard, partially land- 
scaped. Anxious to sell. $20,500. 
Phohe 635.2743; after 6 pm - 635- 
9252. (c:2,3,4,$). ' 
3 bedroom house for rent; 
S185 with frldge and stove; $150 
without. Phone 635.7502 after 6 
pro. (p-2,3,4,5,6) 
4 bedroom home on quiet 
street near schools. 
Llvingroom, dining and kitchen, 
2 baths, fami!yroom, carport, 
:landscaped :fenced ~ yard and 
storage shed. 635.3896. . (p. 
18,20,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
'Naturalist I'equires cabin 
near park for summer. Phone 
(604) 658.5850 collect or write 
Distr ict Super intendent ,  
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park.' 
(c-2) 
• Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some. 
acreage," fireplace, garage, 
shower, •preferably With a 
washer and dryer hook.up. Will 
give references. Please phone 
635.6357 and leave name and 
number. (stf) 
55.. Property  for  Sale 
57. Au'tomobiles 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
Duster. 2 dr. Hard top. Good 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. spertscar. 18,000 
miles. Good condition. 
1973 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot in Thornhill. 
Bids and Inquiries may be 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace (o0) 
1973 Forcl crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick-up. Call 635- 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(ctf) , 
I 
58. Mobi le  Honles 
For S'ale: 1975 12...68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
~Jnfurnished. Phone 635-S817. 
(ctf) 
For Sale by owm .'. Adjoining 
waterfront on Sar: ~splt, Queen 
Charlottes. Ideall)located and 
beautiful view. An. furnished 3 
bedroom home on ' : acre lot, 60' 
moblle home on ~/~ cre, glassed 
in porch. For more ,nformatlon, 
call 637-5371, or write Box 51, 
Sandsplt. (o i l )  
One bedroom tr~ ier for rent. 
74 Blazer 4 sp. 4x4, P.S., P.B.' SBS per month. Frk ie and stove 
and table and ch~ "s Included. 
A-1 running order. Phone 638. Nelson Rd, New r amo. Phone 
1733. (p.2) 635-6904, Westerho "Apts. (c-3) 
1969 V.W. Beetle; new paint; 
for sale for cash; Phone 635.6850 
anytime. (p-3) 
74 Datsun 260.z, mags, stereo. 
74 Ford Courier, new motor. 
Moving, must sell. Phone 635- 
9050 after 5 pm. (p-3) 
For .Sale: 1976 Okanagan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P-U with 
464 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unit." Reduced for quick 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed af 2801 
cramer St. after 6 pro. (ctf) 
1968 . Triumph GT6. 
Reasonable mileage, excellent 
condition. Phone 047.9127. (p.2) 
I I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
6 s. 838 
df  
For Sale: 1971 FIr'ebird 
Formula 400/ Excellent con. 
dillon. Must sell. Best 
reasonable offer. Phone 632.3970 
• after 5 pm or view at i4 Oriole. 
1971 Ford Econoline Van; 
standard six, low mileage, good 
Condition, new tires, cam- 
perized. Phone 63S.2145. (p-S) 
consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
for you, 
Cgpper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd.. 
635-4373 
DL0060SA . . ctf: 
1973 Ford Courier w-camper, 
22,000 miles, frldge, stove, 
• furnace, and camperJacks. Will 
sell camper only or both. Phone 
627.1682, Prince Rupert. (p. 
20,1,2,3,4,S) 
For Sale; 1972 Ford Gallxle 
Building lot for sale In nice 500, PB, PS, 49,000 miles. Best 
residential area. 62x132. Priced offer. Phone 635.9970and ask for 
to sell at $9,500. Phone 635.3366. Brian. (p-3) 
(p-3) Fol: Sale: 1970 Mavrlck 
Grabber. PS.-34,000 miles. 
For sale: lot size i32'x319" at 1,600.00 firm. Phone 635.6816. 
2907 Skeena Street, Terrace. (c.3) 
Write: 
Harry Sldh'u' For Sale; 1973 Datsun 12o0. 
16308- 112 St. 37,000 miles. Asking $1,100. 
Edmonton, Alberta. (P" Phone; 636-1464 before 5:30 pm. 
18,2,3,7,8,12,13) After 5:30 - 635-3615. (I)-4) 
56. Business Oppm'tunit~ 1974 GMC Van, PS, PB 350. 
Call 635-2591 after 6 (p.2) 
For Sale: Older rental unit .for 
sale. Fo~ir 2 bedroom suites. 1972 International TraveI.AI, 
Good location. Priced to sell., excellent condition, AC, PB, PS, 
.Phone 635-9471. (stf) AM-FM,' radials; will accept" 
any reasonable offer. Must sell. 
FORSALE Phone 636.2485 after 6. (o3) 
BYTENDER 
ASSETS OF DEASE 1972 Datsun 510. New tires, 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. paint, with radio and tape deck. 
39,000 miles. Excellent con. 
Real estate and chattels dillon'throughout. Asking $1750. 
situated In Dease Lake, B.C. Phone 638.1356. (p.3) 
formerly operated as the 
"Dease Inn". For Sale 1972 DatSun station 
wagon. 47,000 miles. Meg 
Sale is tJnder direction of R.E. wheels. Good tires. $1200. Phone 
Jamlson as receiver.manager 635.4059. (c.3) 
and Is sublect to'approval of the 
courts. 1974 Dodge Monaco. 34,000 
miles. 2 spare rims with fires, 
For further Information contact plus one new tire. A.1 condition. 
Warren Burgess or'R'od Cousins Phone 635.5008 or can be seen at 
at Federal Business 4924 Agar. (c.3) 
Development Bank, Terrace- 
635.4961. (c-16,17,18,1,2,3.) 1977 Ram. Charger. 4 wheel 
57. Auto'mobi les drive. Fully loaded with 
' everything except tilt steering 
1977. Ram. Charger. 4 wheel wheel and A.C. S9000 or best 
drive. Fully loaded with offer. For more lnformation call 
everything except tilt atearlng 635.2736. (D.7) 
wheel and Ac, ~ or best 
offer. For more Information call 
635.273S. (p.7) 1974 
Ma Ilbu Classic 
1969 Volkswagon Beetle, Excellent condition - 50,0(k 
radio, Excellent condition. "miles. Radial tires, P.S. full 
$1100. And 1974 Mazda RX4 wheal'covers, cleble head 
Wagon, radio and In excellent Ilghfe. 
condition. $3400 or best offer. Phone 
Phone 638.1383, home and 635. 635.9512 
5812, work. (p.2) (ctf) 
For Sale, two becr oom Mobile 
Home with flnlsh~d Insulated 
Joey Shack on h~.'ge fenced, 
landscaped lot clo::- to Terrace 
on paved road. Lot r Home can 
be bought separa dy. Asking 
S14,000. Phone e, m ings 635. 
6714. (p.3) 
For Sale: 10 ft CJstom built 
camper. Sleeps fe,:-. Propane 
and electric frl~:le. Three 
burner proparle sto, e and oven 
and toilet. Phone 63:;-5413. (I)-2) 
For sale 12x68 A~co Velmont 
mobile Home. Phone 635.9046 
after 4 pm. (o2) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
16 foot Holiday 1 ailer, three 
way frldge, stove, sleeps six. 
P~one 635-3525. (F-3) 
For sale 1973 Scamper ,  
tandem axle travel tralfer. 19', 
fully self-contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 636-2210. (c.12) 
For sale 19/3 Scahnpar, 
tandem axle travel h'aller. 19', 
fully self-contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 63&2|10. (c.12) 
68. Lega l  
' " JAN ICE"  MARJO'RIE  
WALKER, PLE~E TAKE 
NOTICE THAT a hearing 
concerning your daughter 
Amelia Linda Walker, born 27th 
day of February, 1973, will take 
place on the 13th of July, 1977 at 
the Provincial Court of British 
Columbia, Family Division, 
Holden at Prince .~,'upert and 
that you may att~.nd at the 
hearing and that y~)u are an. 
titled to oppose such application 
by the Suparlntendent of Child . 
Welfare by appearing in person 
or es represented by Counsel 
and that If you do not appear 
and are not represented by 
Counsel to oppose such ap. 
plicatlon, an Order may be 
made In your absence com. 
mitring Amelia Linda Walker to 
the temporary or permanent 
custody of the Superintendent of 
Child welfare and the con. 
sequences of such as~ Order are 
that you will lose your right fo 
have custody of Amelia Llnde 
Walker without a further Order 
of this Court." (c.3; 
Invitation to tender. 
The North Coast Division Office 
of British Columbia Hydro and 
Power Quthorlty i dt0s con. 
tractors Intereste; In per- 
forming the followln~j work: 
"'to drill and develop hvo 
water wells at Dease Lake, 
B.C." 
Such offers will ~ ~ received 
until 4 p.m., Frlda,, 13 Jul..:, 
1977 
To  obtain the required 
documents plea"..' direct 
enquiries to: 
Mr. F.L. Janauer 
4722 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 638.0101. (c.3) 
DE PARTMEHT OF 
PUBLICWORKS 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDE r~S, marked 
Exterior Painting . Northwest 
Community College, 5330 
McConnell, Terrace. B.C. for 
Painting • (exterlo-) of the 
Cafeteria and remainder of A 
Dorm will be accepted by the 
. Honourable, the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, o 
o Foreman of Works 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B :. up to 2 
p.m., June 17, 1977. 
Tonderlng docume ~ts may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Workq, ~.~27 t'~lth 
'.e'r~:e, .~J.C u,~ a.~ after June 
I ~#;?. 
T~ ~o~e~! or ~y  lender will 
~ut,t~ ¢¢ssarlly,~e acreFted. (c. 
3) 
//" 
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" LEONARD PELT IER " POISONING ONTARIO R IVERS * 
Indians .plan law suit, over, mercury 
EFARGO'~t[ eN.D.I (>jLt '=r~Slk~,l prior~ lVJt:  sentencing, the ~ ,~m~',, I l , r  --  ' " O [ " O i l  smmmenm-"- ~r~mat a e ut~  • ~°en ~i~O-rnlset~ g e,Indian activist Leonard American Indian Movement . . . • • ;', . .~lver•ystemnto Peltier has been sentenced member said he hqd "no to two consecutive life terms doubt"  he would•be sen-dia.ns.'O.'~nAWAn:r.~w).ie~n e~i~,:sa~de:'lecw~l; la~ ~l:~ltei°Cnt'in°; ° :&ue ldtss : :~ .ee~f°en;~'.C'frS°°Cm•l?;dhc~°°~ l_as_~t_: wT~araktwaaspum:lid~c : l~gf~i  in prison for the murder of tented to two .com~.utiye untarto are planning a source. It was made by A- saying it is before the tam?nation. . . . .  meeting In, the Toronto .~:  tr Indian . . . . . . . . .  massive law ' suit over Meg, the Anti-Mercury courts, therefore not to be . "l~e a~sz..e_a.b!necvtcu.m - riding..of Don. Mills_ ~and. the _1~, urgl..~g.^ Ml~er.puol.lcly . two FBI agents in 1975. life terms. He amo mla me . in • n m" ts neaJm rammer uennm N a t I 0 n a I z n a t a n v.au~ ,,o ,;,,,,~s-~ o zd~ The sentence, delivered judge that Ben•on'• mere contamination of Oyibway Group based discussed i u m. • • r the~m~ts~-Wab:oon River .Henora, Ont. .. So far !n ~e campaign, _Timbrell _who has Brotherhood said it was sU. ~oial and e.imp ratio.. Wednesday. by. Chief U.S. dis.naris, appear..a.ne.e._ had system, but a~i~eeplng it The sonrce said the reas.on me issue nas ~en a ma)or apO.log~yd_ publ!c ly for tinged with rac_t.em, and _~. l .e~der~s~;aYo~eY District Juoge t-am uenson, aisles nlm mid mmgmg ne means Peltier, 32, would be could get a fair trial. . secret until after the June 9 for the secrecy is that me irritant for me ruJing ~ymg ne uses n~.t snow u irracionaqcy.. Ttmvre-- "~,,~,~':~'~',';".,,~.~=f,~ eligible for parole in 30 Peltier sale he believes Ontario election, it Was Indians feared that official Progressive Conservatives. ~t inam•ta  u~sease- -  apolngizedtl~.w~k,s.aD'ng ~%~-'~,;y'~ ~]"~"_"_"~_.'~_ years. Benson was reJudlced learned Wednesday. . almouncement of the suit It has caused em- mercury  potson  ln.g--_ be ha:d.not.inten.dea ~. ,m~- ns_n _wm~e w~a ~,,~_~ Defence lawyer Elliot ~nln~thlmnnd~,:nv,otl~= The deetsion to sue Reed would remove the Eng~mh- ba~assme.nt to at !east four symptoms amo.~, means pe.l~.n me .mtagnty of me w,~=,u~.,~t, . ,=,~e~="a~ Taikeff of New York am- ,-°------.'-: - -" c=- - - "  :"  : " "  Ltd., whose Dryden, Ont., Wabigoon Issue from the cabmet mmisters and has are. from., eating co, n- nauve~,ol~e.. L __'~'..~.~'..'."~,~',~,'~,-~'~o~',~t. • , . . . .  ,m.erzcauwnueomeslzKore p and per operation elecU.oncam.pmgn.Th.oya.re indicated a cabmet split mmznauen nsn or .are me Alsomstwee~,consumer ~,~,,,~w-.~o . . . . . . . . .  ~: media ely filed notice o: you" ~ds] been ~almed for'. the worrleo tnat prowncml over what should be d0ne to result of. alcohohsm or Affairs Minister Sad Haw_ .re,the a r~_lo.nl~_ e,n.ou~h . . :  appeal. • --" Peltier was found guilty .He criticized Benson for pollution, was wmde about cabinet ministers seeking assist Indians suffering venerea~msease. . di.eman sa id  fln.~np_ ,~  m~_,o u~.~,,e~ue ,=vem ,,~ by a district court jury on all owin~, the prosecu.tion t O . . . . .  ~mnamata ~lsease m norm- ~,~ ,,,y,.,--,~.. _ .... . - _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A. ,  , , . , ,  ,-,, western Ontario have been "me teneral gov..ernmen~ :, Avril 18 of two charges of in t roauce  tesumony fl/.st degree murder in the relating to a number of . .  . RE?IGNAIIUN bUU~r l l  made by Communists from has been neg0tlau.ng wire .. deaths of FBI agents Jack isolated events, including an ' 4, • " l • n . . hadJapan'foundCanadian.no .such disease.d°ct°rs eomOntari°letely.t° clOseClosuret~e m ty'fiver- CollerandRonaidWilliams. attempted murder'charge Lawson T a c e s  major cnallenge , jaMmendiCw~r:=:~mafr~a m ~v~°~id~niv:l:eC°n~Pe~o:rtii~, The men had been shot to against him in Mflwauke . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  o : 
, death on South Dakota's. He also said the dofeuce " 0 ' ~ h "  ~IF~ hundreds and maimed Operators, sometypeof jb ,  
.Pine RidgelndianReserve wasnot  permitmdto in- f~ , ,~  h " . thousunds, have donn tests crentienpr amandmight 
in June, 1975, " .  troduee evidence about iS  teamster eader ,p  at , the  EnglishWabigoon.sat.a.prec_~[r.e;tf°rfuture. 
'.Peltier,formerlyofGranu what he called "FBI Forks, N.D., was extradit~l misconduct" • . . . . . .  . _ reserves of Grassy Narrows pouuuon pronLems." ,, " " " t'on mi,ure, cansee uarnes ann and White D T have Ottawa can cJose me river , tl sazd Following hzs elec 1 , O~ hey from Canada to face me " VANCOUVER (CP) -- situation direc y, " f I ' s ' s  " t 
charges and pleaded not .. "White rac!.st. America is Teamsterleadersenator Ed Lawson Vlahovic sought to retire o thers  to" ;s, ucceos~mdy ~ said .some .In.diana have ..yate=m=..u.nilat=.erally, but ,  
• " " t s recar  - p~t=t=v, t h~ .,,..~.:..o....:=. m toms m me irrever- wtr,.u ,p,v©w -~.~- ,- . . . . .  : guilty, me criminal," ne said. Lawson has decided on a He warned, however, he ass ts tan  e,e Y • ~ P " "" n ts ', to hire un~on for the anung of a able disease res nsmihty a d cos . ... direct confrontation with will not tolerate any attempt treasurer Al .Barnes, -- " ' Democrat Leader 
l ments in the union n the meeti into an tour new umon employees new~,~rterto~earvedout But the greatest .ember- . . .  : , LIBERALS CHIDED • e to tur . ng • of L~al 213. " nt to the Con- StephenLewmbasealledfor his real tion. unrul shoutin match, for the local and to fire or rassme . , . . CO iC policies " Y g ' The Teamstor leader  won-  • Zerrs  r s~nahon on. on d Tucsda he ,, n an orderl transfer two pro-Lawson sorvatives has been th e e g . Laws sai y H they ru y h h h n ounds of lack of eabmet . . . .  • ents . dered w e sould reoig ublic s lit between gr would be m attendance mse with roper espect busmess ag . . P P . . n o r n  . ring . , . ' for ab,nd[Vn b the con- ' Frank auor t  for clOsure. L,beral. • ~- to The local s execuhve . . g Y Resources Minister PP . Wednesda night at a union for everyone s right be • st]tution and ca out ' • nt I,eader Stuart Smzth has ' to beard overruled his efforts, rrying . Miller and Envn, onme ,, . member:If  meeting In heard, then I m prepared  " " • . ~ ' l ied Kerr a utless ~. ,d  . ,~ |  O A I~, A M ' ~  l~nmlmma ~-  wh-,~e = ,,,,,,,,,,,1,~t,oto the issue as but the moves, despite their his o.bh.gations under tits Minister George Ker r . . .  ca - -  ,, g .~ 
• motion is scheduled to be  long as anyone wants," he . . . ,consumuon. . Kerr recommended wonder. , .. 
OTrAW, (Cp, _ The Rather than spending .3  ~d~other~L=~f l~ x~i~eSu~~T: tn~ B E N N E T T  L A M E N T S  ' 
Liberal party is so devoid of million on developing the ~ere~i¢i unsea " . '~a~ the ~ . DIXYS DAM STAND,. , . _ . , .  ' . 
economic policies that It Dash-7 airplane that no one " en 
would have to invent Rene wants, the government is promL~edbymemim'~i, p boeing and eatealhng, ea • Bennett sad-" in-" an in ~,~em~a~et 
Levesque and his threat to should have used the money dissatisfaction over the other (because I ,,w°n t stay TRAIL, B.C. (CP)-- . . . . . . . . . .  ~_" A,., P T ~  " ; , m nn terwew mac me new uam s~-.,,, federalism if the Quebec to help small businesses union sdee.i.aionto establish around for that). Pre ier Bill Be ett said ,, " 
premier did not already ex- employ people, Caouette a new Interior looalwitiumt The roots of the current Wednesday it is Unfortunate could repre~ t_and_ a_p- ~O?s~r, g j ~  . 
1st, Newfoundland MP John said. holding a vote . . . . . .  . row began with Vlahovic's WashingtonState Governor pro priate.u-aa.e-u.x.x eve . -  . . ~ .. ' ' - -  . • 
, matt for me ~Kaglt vauey Crosbie (PC--St. John's Crosbie said the govern- The unions internati~p upset victory over A! Di.x.y Lee .Ray supports ,_ ~ . . . .  * -ower  for IBMDER 
West) said ~ednesday. ment has failed so ezeeutive board reeen.uy Medley for the pOs~ of Loeat rms.mg me.~oss uam ann ~, ~, , ,o  ,,- v .muse  
approved the granung ~ .a 213 secretary-treasurer in inoieated mac provioing • ~_~,-~. : . . . .  -- ___ in to  " 
The Liberal approach to miserably on economic charter to ~ ~ _w~.~ union elections earlier this power from a dam being uespi~e me earn con- " -, 
national unity as a note- issues that it seized on will take away Z,-ouu ox me ysar~ " built near here may be an troversy, Bennett said 
catcher "is to outredneck national unity as the only !ormer 8,OO0 member_ ..in Medley was the establish- appropriate trade-off to relations betweefi BraSh i ' 
the rednecks in nine way to stay in power, t,neal 213, headed by' meat candidate supported save the Skagit Valley Columbia and W.ashin~ton • . 
provinces while tolling David Orlikow (NDP-- Lawson f~ Jack .Vi~ovic. by Lawson, while ~[thovic Bennett, attending a State are as good as mey ... " . 
quebec, that they (the Winnipeg North) said one The Great amst the and his slate cam 1 ed meetmg, stud Ray has have ever been • " i" 
l ibera ls)  are the only reason for the growth of IX ag . . ~!gn . , , .  " . . .  " . , , - . . -  ,,,,, . . . .  , , ,~',o;, ,h~,= ,, . . .  o mo¢lcop, con mpomty fa~e... ~ 
French-Canadians that can Quebec separatist sen- move has ~ among, ra~.- against Lawson's conunuea aosom[e~y no par~ m t.ne ~.^ 'f..~.~'~,~"~',,~,,',e~'~"~,='t ' " ': ~ . " i 
protect hem," Crosbie said Uments was the high unem- ~d4ile umonmemn~m . leadership, elaimingnewas negotiations on raising me , ,~ ~?~'  ~ ~'L~ _ _ ' ~  ~ ' r~  ! ~ " V ~ mWV~ ~ m ~  ~ ' 
Kamloo e who vot d ihimself too man oamnow Din onnetween premmr m Ul~ ]~rov K IH. IWI ' l . IH . iA .  - I  H i t .m- I  It'Kl~. In the Commons. ployment in the province, p , . . . spren ng . . . . . .  g. !g . __.~ . . . . .  ; , ,  . . . . . .  ,o ,~.~.~. ,vx.  -~ .~-~ . . x~. , , f f i .  =~=.,,; ! 
As for the government's Quebecyouth are turning Sunday to set up a:MPecl~, by holding sown nee post- me provmcml government ,,~.u?__~,'_'.~,,._,~'~...~'--~,~: . . ~ ~. 
economic policies, "one to the Parti Quebeeois right-to-vote, fund aae tigris at once. . and Seattle Power and Light • ' Fr~davo  June  3rd  ~ 
McDonald's hamburger because they believe an seek the ree~gnatl0n o~ 'As well as a senator, company. --- ! 
offers more meat and independent quebec would _Lawsonalongw]tl]...th.e.ne.of l.mws.onisatrus.teeofL.~ 0pponents .o f  the_R~s " 8:00  P.M. ' ! 
mmtinence for the unem- be able to do a better Job of Teamgcer  O Zt le la l s  213, hasO m me urmsn uamprojectnavesaiama~ r 
pleyed than one Macdonald providing, jobs.-than ~the ~. .w~th ,  .~" .for. Columl0da Joint Counc!l ~ ~oviting power to.. Seattle , , , ; , . , . , , ,~  . . . . .  , , , , , ,  . . . .  ~' 
lmdget." Donald Macdonald current '  Canad ian  gay- marion of t~ '~W' l ( J~- . ,~-  . ' :~tera  and the umons ~rom anewaam on me t'end - ~Pl¢¢¢e[8 ,a~va~e a[  i 
is finance minister. " ernment, Orlikow said. "H there is this much Canadian comerence, and d'Orei,e tt iver,  to. ne McColl Real Estate 
~uople of Washington angry, 
t now there is a growing 
spirit of e bi°i'~e~netratlm°n"' to The cabino ores, . 
nearby Nelsoti t~y;  Wl/~h~ ~' - -  
Bennett is expected to make 
Crosbie was speaking Judd Buchanan, public unmst, tbenmyobliptionis an international union vice- completed nearhereiu1980, an announcement On the 
during debate on a Social works minister, defended .ito go and cl~il with the .president. could be an alternative to future location of Notre ~ 
Credit motion condemning his government's record on " " " . . . .  "~ raising the Ross. Dame University. !* 
' " " "  I 
the government's .alleged the economie front. CROWD 
lack of foresight ano Canada 's  economic  . • , 
leadership in deliberatly performance in recent years " 
permitting unemployment has been better than that of " ; i 
and inflation. 
~ Gilles Caouette, who won 
the Temiscamingue 
byelection for the Social 
Credit May 24, introduced 
the motion moments after 
being officially seated in the 
Commons. He was an MP from 1972 to1974. 
'He  said the Liberal 
government was "passing 
the buck onto the provinces 
and municipalities rather 
than trying to tackle 
problems and coming up 
Y~ith pragmatic, realistic 
solutions.'-- 
most of its trading l~rtners, 
Buchanan said. 
Nevertheless, Canada had 
problems of inflation and 
unemployment which the 
government was trying, to 
solve through recent 
budgetary measures he 
hoped would stimulate the 
economy. 
Eudore Allard (SC--Ri- 
monski) complained that 
the federal government ha• 
all the power to legislate 
solutions to unemployment 
but has failed to use its 
powers. 
Rich-poor dialogue 
on edge of failure 
PARIS (CP) -  
~anada's Allan MacEachen 
~or  other ministers at the 
th-South dialogue on 
*,  nnett 
g eets  
/  rotest 
.. ': '~.qTLEGA~, B.C. (CP) 
!,,.~tong those who sought 
'~t,~ltention of touring 
: ~(~J~ Bill Bennett here 
• '~a~, were 125 parents 
,~ C.~ldren In a protest 
v¢~f l~al  pdncipel Alex 
Pe2"_eV0rzoff's demotion. 
,~#fl~ett spoke briefly 
Te l f~y with a reresen- 
,muve from the protesters, 
~t  !l~dicated he lacked 
p~Kllction in the matter, 
"~ protester Etta Potter. 
,~e  dispute began May 16 
~.~r  the Nelson school 
~'~lrd announced the ai~_ 
~#a~tment of Abbotsford 
[~t~cip•l Bill Evin .as 
~Jhcipal of the new ele- 
~tary  school, rather than 
"~ i 'everzo f f . .  . , . 
~ome 500 students In 
M!~'en schools are engaged 
ill the ,,,'~. ~,~vcott of 
~,hlBse: 
! The 
Perev,. &o. ~ . ,•, .d, 
Tuesq.'v an~ is expected b) 
m~.ke a decision /ater flt",~ 
week. 
world economic order 
struggled with~ off-exporting 
countries early today in an 
effort o save the conference 
from last-minute collapse. 
Sources close to the group 
of eight Western ations at 
the 27-nation talks said the 
oil dispute was a make or 
break issue-either the oil 
exporters agreed to consult 
consumers on future price 
and supply policies, or all. 
concessions so far offered 
by the eight would be with- 
drawn. 
The group of eight, with 
MacEachen, government 
House Leader in the 
Commons, as its chairman, 
was seeking a commitment 
from oil exporters to con- 
tinue a so-called energy dia- 
logue after the end of the 
current conference. 
Sources said Venezuela 
and Iraq were leading the 
fight against the eight 
Western  count r ies ,  a rgu ing  
that  such  a commitment  to  
consumers would limit their 
own freedom to price and 
export oil as they see fit. 
Other major exporters, 
including Iran and. Saudi A~ /~ ".is, were reported to be 
. ~ing the call for con- 
,ing con.sultatione, as 
were several among the 19 
underdeve l  aped- .and 
~veloping countries at the 
conference. 
Strike averted for now 
VANCOUVER (CP)-An industry will begin im- 
mediately to pay the ap- 
proved 85 cents, while the 
#~/ . / /~ 'A~'D 'O agreement was reached 
tl~,F~l~L,,,,,Jl~i!.q,,,,~ Wednesday between Con- 
struction Labor Relations unions willlaunch an appes 
to recover the remaining 1CLARK =o= i 19/6 
WILLIAMS LAKE tract. 
B.C. (CP( .  Progresaive 
Conservative leader 'Joe 
Clark to ld  a cheer ing  
audience of ~0 Wednesday 
that his government would 
stop.the "current trend in 
Canada that sees the 
government taking • too 
much money to fill federal. 
wallets," ' 
The Ugh-spirited, tightly- 
organized rally was _o~., 
the best of Clark's uritlen 
Columbia tour and seemed 
di•tant away from the 
sagging ~ and internal 
party conflicts .that a re  
absorbing his eolleaguasin 
Ottawa.. 
"People cut here lmew 
things were not. working 
well before Bene.Leve~lue 
won his election," Chirk 
said, adding that the time 
had come for the entire 
country to make a new be-' 
ginning. , 
His  par tyhw0u ld  
restructure national dcvel 
avert an industry •hutdown 
• over an antiinflation board 
contract rollback. 
The beard reduced a wage 
increase of 99 cents and hour • 
to 85 cents. 
Jim Kinnaird, B.C. and 
Yukon huflding trades 
council president, said 
under the agreement the 
cents of the original coy 
Kinnaird said it's the most 
logical move at the moment 
so that construction workers 
can get the affects of the 
increase and retroaetive 
pay contained in the con- 
tract. 
A T'['[QUE" 
I)HEYROLET STATION WAGON 
automatic, V.8, P.S., P.B., radio, roof luHale c!rHer 
*629600 
1976 
OHEVELLE STATION., WAGON 
,utomatic, V4, P.S., p.E~!;rndlo, r0ot . "pP  carrier 
'4495" 
i973 
A U CT i O N OHEI)ROLET STATION WA6ON 
automatic, V4, P.S., P.B., radio, roof luggaga carrier 
Monday  S299§0 ° 
JUNE 6 
7 p.m. 
TERRACE HOTEL 
4551 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
1912 : 
PONTIAO | DOOR NARD TOP 
automatic, V4,  P.S., P.,. ' ,  radio ,219600 
1971 " " 
PREVIEW 5-7 P.M. ON DAY OF SALE 
.Mahogany & Satinwood Wash .Oal< Amolr 
Stand .Carved Occasional Tables 
-Mahogany & Walnut Bedroom .Oak Sideboards (China 
Suite cabinet) 
-Oak Tables -plus many more fine antique 
ask Secretary Bookcase Items. 
-oak Chairs • Pottery, glassware & brass of 
.Planol, organ all kinds 
n•nlineent policies to put them With the e d for new 
l[ i" w.t  c..de, 
"We need to restore a 
proper balance between 
public Sector and .the.prtvam 
_s~_tor,". sai d Clam, wnn 
c~ums mat ~ per cent of 
country'• Gross Natlenal 
Product is couaumed by 
government spending. 
"Our policy is to. break 
down tl/at "evel of •pen- 
ding," Clar" said, "so you 
wil l  have more of your 
money to speed In ways you 
want to spend it rather than 
ways the government wants 
to spend i t . "  
Minister Ron that': 
permanent wage 
controls are a 
Clark 
Cmmrvative 
government will not impou_ 
• permanent  cont ro l s  in  
earlier this week I~. Justice 
a Benford t 
andprice 
  p~s. lldHty, 
o . .  B.,- L=k. LTD. ,c  vo .,m 
Pr~residve Phone 694.3,497 or 694.3330 
Auctloneer.Mike Steinlxzcb 
OHEVELLE MALIBU Z DOOR HARD TOP 
automatic, V4, P.S., P.B., radio ~ ,o 
. . o .  
Jim McEwan 
Nkwom(Terrace} 
D~aler L!cense No. 1492A :; 
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ON MAY 30 1936 this picture was taken of someone's home most communications i  Terrace were cut off for a few weeks. 
heading for the sea. That was the year ef the blg flood,when (L. Johnstone olIeetim) - 
Mrs. Thoa. Brooks had the 
misfortune to fall and break 
her arm on Park Hill on 
Friday last when returning 
from visiting a neighbor. 
Her foot caught in a tie, 
throwing her to the ground. 
Mrs. Brooks left Saturday 
for Prince Rupert, .where 
she will rec. eive medical 
Miss Florence Vanderlip attendance. A speedy 
recovery is hoped for. ° 
A large congregation was 
present at the United church 
on  Sunday evening last 
when Bey. W. Allan gave a 
most interesting and 
detailed account of the 
Conference meeting held 
recently in V#ncouver. His 
talk on the world amongst 
the Indians was insiructi-ve 
and was enjoyed as also the 
reports from the various 
committees, which will he 
concluded on Sunday 
evening next. 
Mrs. R. W. Riley Was 
confined tuber home during 
the week-end through 
i l lness.  Mrs. Riley and 
daughter intended leaving 
Sunday for the south to visit 
her father who is seriously 
ill, but was unable to go on 
account of her indisposition. 
Waldo Jordon, of Remo, 
and D. Doille, Messrs. B. 
Unger and Jas. Lever took 
in the •dance at Usk on 
Saturday night, returning 
Sunday. 
Liilian and Dan Taper 
spent the week-end at the 
home of their parents in 
Pacific. 
Mrs. W, C. Sparkes was a 
weekend visitor with her 
sister-in-law, Mrs. Skinner, 
at Usk. 
spent Sunday in Remo. G.E .  Gulich, of Prince 
• Rupert, was a vks.itor in 
Misses O, Cassell, B. Kelis: town over the week-end. •
George Wilson, of the 
Prince Rupert Newt, spent 
Friday in town. 
The boat sent in by the 
Department ofFisheries for 
use at Lakelse hatchery 
arrived some time ago and 
has been side-tracked it1 
C.N.R yards waiting "for 
favorable road conditions to 
he delivered at the Lake. On 
Saturday last it was loaded 
The Ladies' Guild of the onto GaD. Little's new Elder 
United church met at the t ruck  and ~ on Sunday 
homeof Mrs. E. J. Moore on morning accompanied by a 
Tuesday last. gang of men and several 
teams,,startad forthe lake. 
Diamond Jubilee benefit Considerable difficulty was 
dance will be held in the experienced in making the 
G.W.V.A. hall on Friday hills, the Irip taking nine 
evening, June 3rd, to raise, hours to complete. It was 
funds for the Dominion Day fortunate that a conveyance 
celebration. Be present and was obtainable to remove it 
help make it a financial to its destination. . • 
SUCCess .  
was a business visitor on Frank Glass, of Prince 
Friday. . Mrs. Fonlten and family, Rupert, whohas been on the 
• ' who have spent a short time siCk list and convalescing at
N .  Wilson of Prince at Lakelse at their summer his home here, made a irip 
RUpert spent Tuesday in home, returned to Prince to Prince Rupert Monday 
-~-.. town. . . . .RuperLon  Sunday . . ,  ....... ~. ~ for med ica l  advice . . . . . .  
• , ., . . .  
R.S. McGill, Vancouver 
representat ive o f  the 
Western Jewellers, was a 
business visitor the end of 
the week. 
Thus. Brooks returned 
Monday from Vancouver 
where he attended the 
• cooference of the United 
Church as the local lay 
delegate. Mrs. Brooks 
accompanied him home 
from Prince Rupert where 
she had been for medical 
treatment having had the 
misfortune to break both 
bones in her right arm. 
Mrs.. J. A. Kirkaldy left 
Wednesday for. Naniamo, a 
delegate from Mountain 
View Rebeccah Lodge, No. 
47, to the. Grand Ledge 
convention from me 7th to 
11th of June. 
J. M. Adams of Smithers 
motored down on Tuesday 
and called on some of his old 
friends in this part of the 
district. This was about he 
first he has visited here 
since he moved up the line a 
dozen years ago. Mr. 
Adams if expecting Mrs. 
Adams and family in 
Smithers this week for the 
summer. 
John and Lewis Croteau 
and Oscar Gendron of 
Kalum Lake left Wednesday 
for Cedarvale where they 
will do some scouting about 
~-and.p~sib ly  settle, d-o~.',, • , 
H. Pethick, road supt. of  
Smithers  was  smong our  
buinees 'visitors over the 
week-end.  
Mr. Greenaway, teacher 
in Kispiox went up to Prince -. 
George Friday night and 
purchased a "bug" and On 
Sunday made the drive 
through "to Hazelton. 
Greenaway says its not 
much for looks but he will 
take no body's dust and it 
will climb banks, trees, 
rocks or' swim rivers. He 
will cruise the wooded 
stretches of the Kispiox this 
summer, and maybe help 
George Beirnes .over some 
of the tough places. 
Misses Anna Johnson and 
Jessie Smith received 
certificates for their recent 
Bible Exams written under 
the supervision ofRev. J. H. 
Young. 
A good number from New 
Hazelton took in the picture 
show in Hazelton on 
Saturday night and again on 
Tuesday night. 
J. R. Murray, formerly a , 
tie inspector on the C.N.R., 
arrived in Smithers to hunt 
up some of his old friends 
including Hans Olson. Mr. 
Murray has been in the  
genera l  cont ract ing  
business with his brother in 
San Diego, Cal., and they 
have done pretty well. He 
left these parts seven years 
F: 
t 
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Persons who wish to list 
information in this co lumn 
should telephone TAB at 638- 
8195 before 12 noon o~ 
Wednesdays 
Second Thursday of Every 
Month. 
Old Age Pensioners Monthly 
Meeting - Senior Citizens 
Rm. 2 p.m. 
Kiwams Club meeting 6 
p.m. Terrace• Hntel every 
Tuesday. 
Rotary C£ub Meeting 12 to 
1:30 p.m. Gim's. Every 
Monday. 
Whist every Tuesday night, 
Senior Citizens Rm. at 
• Arena. 
. Centennial Lions Meeting 
- A.A. meeting,- Terrace 
Hotel. Every Sunday 7:30 
p.m. 
-Alateen, Alanon meeting at 
the Skeena Health Unit 
every Monday 
+- A.A. Meeting at Knox 
United Church every 
Monday 8:30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
A-xiliary Thrift Shod oven 
from 11 a.m. to 4:3n p.m, 
every Saturday. Lazelle 
Avenue up from Speedee 
Printers. 
O.O.R.P. (Ladies of the 
Royal Purple) 2nd & 4th 
Monday 
- Loyal Order of Moose 
Lodge No. 1820 - 8 p.m. 
every 2nd & 4th Tuesday 
- Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, 
Thornhill Elem. School, 7:15 
p.m. New :: members l  
welcome from Terrace & 
Thornhill. 
- Weight Watel~ers 7 p.m. 
every Tuesday, Knox United 
Church 
- Kinsmen Bingo every 3rd Thursday, June 2 
Wednesday of every month O.A.P. Monthly Meeting - 
at the arena. Sin'. Citizens Room 2 p.m. 
- Kermods Four Wheelers - 8 
p.m. 1st Wednesday of each. 
month in meeting room of 
the Sandman Inn. 
- B.P.O.E. (Elks Lodge) 1st 
&+ 3rd Thursday of each 
• month. 
The Terrace Shriner 
Lodge 18 meet  the firs! 
Tuesday of every month ac 
7:30 p.m. at Gim's 
Restaurant. 
- Shrine Club Bingo every 
last Thursday of the month 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
beginning at g p.m. 
- Kinettes monthly meeting 
is the 2nd Wednesday of 
every month in the Sand- 
man Inn at 7:90 p .m. .  
- Independant  Order of 
Foresters. Meeting every 
third Saturday of each 
month at 8 p.m. at the 
Slumber.Lodge. 
On June 18, 1977 there will 
be  a Workshop at the 
Terrace Public Library on 
Aural. History Techniques 
from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in 
the Library Arts Room. 
Workshop open to anyone 
interested in the creation, 
preservation, and use of 
historical sound recordings, 
Admission Free. 
Rogistar by notifying the 
Terrace Librarian - Elain 
Perry at 4610 Park Ave. or 
call 638-8177. 
Copper Mountain School is 
having a spring concert 
tonight at 7:30 at R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
Tuesday,  jdne  14 
Pacific N.W. Music Festival 
Monthly Meeting - 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, June 15 
Joan Spencer's Singing 
Students Final Concert - 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 8 p.m. 
Friday, June 17 
Caledonia St. Sac. School 
Graduation Ceremonies. 
Is our queen 
every Thursday - 12 p.m. . Inches Away every  -ThriftShopevery Saturday 
Sandman Inn ° Tuesday Skeena Health Unit from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. LONDON (CP) - Clothes 
- Kinsmen meeting - Ist & 8p.m. ~.  -Children's Storytime very worn by the Royal Family 
3rd Thursday - 7 p.m. -Councilmeeting-2nd&4th Saturday at the library at have significance because 
Terrace Hotel. Monday, Municipal Hall. 1:30 p.m. television and sophisticated 
med ia  photography  
PAIR CROSSES THE ATLANTIC frequently leave the imprint 
• of royal flair on millions of 
minds. First across the Big Pond The Queen's wardrobe 
Newfoundland, excepting 
its geographical posztion, 
was a most unlikely place to 
start an air race. Air strips 
were, to be mild, far from 
ideal. One was, as a local 
reporter put it, "... a series 
of gardens and farms, with 
rock walls between them" 
which all had to flattened 
and removed. 
"The result, after a 
month, was a bumpy 
aerodrome." 
The reporter was Joseph 
Smallwood. 
It wasn't all drama and 
excitement. Newfoundland 
weather proved unco-oper- 
ative--for nearly two 
months. The little coJony, 
however, took on new life 
with the arrival o f  the 
flyers. The village of Tre- 
passey, boasting about 600 
residents, uddenly found its 
population swelled by ~ 8,000 
American sailors who were 
helping to launch the u.s. 
flying boats. 
But now Newfoundland 
began to think of itself as 
"the air cross-roads of the 
a trend-setter 
does not always reflect the 
latest trends in London 
in an Irish bog. design, but more so in the 
The Great Atlantic Air 1970s than in heyday of 
Race is great fun. Rowe has miniskirts and the Beatles. 
detailed backgrounding in Based on the traditions of 
his book and he has paid British tailoring, the clean- 
particular attention to the cut image associated with 
characters who people it. royalty has countless young 
Hawker and Mackenzie- admirers among devotees of 
Grieve, the "magnificent "the classic revival" and 
failures," Santos-Dumont, 
- the granddaddy of modern 
aviation, all of the figures of 
that era in fl~,ing history are 
discussed with their foibles 
and feats. 
It's a nostalgia piece, cer- 
tainly, of the days when men 
were men, and planes were ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 kept flying on a wing and a 
prayer--and magnificent 
skill-- but still Rowe has TAURUS 
assembled a book of interest Apr. 20-May 20 
and  excitement. 
Fly across the Atlantic 
today and you can expect a 
comfortable jet, in-flight 
movies, reclining seats, hot 
meals, bar service, airsick 
bags and five or nine hours 
out of your life, depending 
on your route. 
Back in 1919, things were 
somewhat different. The 
first non-stop trans-Atlantic 
flight was in a flimsy 
biplane with little in the way 
of comfort--a rain-lashed 
cockpit, some sandwiches 
and chocolate bars--and it 
took 16 gruelling, 
frightening hours, with not a 
single guarantee that its 
oceupanis' would arrive. 
But Jack Alcock and 
Athur Whitten-Brown made 
it to Ireland to be the first 
men to fly across the 
Atlantic non-stop and open a 
new" era of aviation. 
They were the successful 
ones and their story is 
recounted in The Great  
Atlantic Air Race by Percy 
Rowe. But theirs wasn't he 
only story. 
Lord Northcliffe, the 
.... enterprising "Napoleon of world." " 
+-, Fleet Street" had long been A favorite Sunday outing 
~ interested in flying and its for the family was to trek 
potential. Through his out to the airfields to watch 
publishing empire; par- the competing planes being 
iicularly London Daily Mail,~ assembled. 
he had offered cash prizes Finally, the weather 
for flyers in competition. In allowed the race to begin. 
• 1913,he set a prize of $50,000 The American flying boats, 
for the first to successfully 
heading for the Azores. er~Sethr~A/awn;sC :°n'sto=Pt" four of them, left May 16 
• , vlvp~- They were to stop there, 
poned for a few years by e after being assisted navi. 
First World War, but not gationally by a bridge of 
forgotten, navy destroyers, and then 
And so in 1919, flyers from on to Lisbon. One eventually 
England and the United made it. It took 19 days, and 
States gathered in the Azores break made it' 
Newfoundland totake up the ineligible for the prize. 
challenge. The English The British flyers made 
aviators were mainly their attempts. Alcook and 
backed by airplane Brown were the only ones to 
manufacturers ,  the  comlfiete the crossing and 
• Americans .bY the U.S. navy. even that finished nose down 
there is increasing respect 
for sheer quality and im- 
peccable craftsmanship. 
The Queen's couturiers 
a re  not inhibited by the 
special demands of royal 
fashion because both 
Norman Harthell and Hardy 
Amias have a smooth ap- 
prouch to design as a whole. 
Ian Thomas, a young 
designer recently favored 
by the Queen, as well as the 
veterans of British couture, 
never forgets that the royal 
client has much more in 
common with today's 
"executive Eve" than with 
any lady of leisure. 
YOUR WEEK AHEAD By DAMIS 
GEMINI 
PUNCH LIME May 21.June 20 
MOONCHILD 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23.Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23.Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITT~,RIUS 
Nov. 22.Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jun. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Forecast Period 
June 5 - June 11 
An excellent period for promoting 
fellowship and group activities. Be sym- 
pathetic. Visit someone who is confined. 
Your self confidence is high and you gain 
recognition from the public. New friends 
are drawn into your circle. 
Get on with the project you've undertaken 
and get it out of the way. Success comes 
when you face the problem. 
A sentimental journey seems likely. It's a 
good time for long range planning. An im- 
portant person pays attention. 
You seem to have all the responsibility you 
can handle, and here comes another 
generous helping. Face it squarely. 
An attractive offer comes your way. 
Listen to an inviting proposition but weigh 
it carefully. 
Skill in dealing with cu-worker pays' 
dividends. Don't overlook the talents of 
another as a means of getting the joi~ dor~e. 
Further changes inpersonal relationships 
are likely. Keep ahead of things and adapt 
to the sudden changes. 
Accent on partnership or legal matters. 
Make no decision i volving others without 
first consulting with them. 
Another person's financial "standing 
comes your concern, and frictions Could 
threaten a long standing friendship. . 
This week should bring a happy'romantic 
interlude. Investments and speculative 
matters likely. The three together keep 
you alert. 
A surprise travel opportunity comes up. 
Take advantage of it. It could be a real eye 
opener. 
Voices from Quebec 
MONTREAL (CP) - Since 
the November provincial 
election here, the rest of 
Canada wants more than 
ever to understand the 
Quebecois, say two Mon- 
treaters who have just 
edited an unusual and 
wideranging anthology. 
called Voices FROM 
'.,i.~ ~Mlcbaei • Thomas and 
Philip Stratford have 
compiled 214 pages con- 
taining 85 selections by 66 
Frneeh-Canadiun writers. 
The anthology is 
organized as a., series,  of 
confrontations: oe~veen me 
French and English: politics 
and protest, spor[s and 
entertainment, love and 
fantasy, and the past and 
present. 
The work of 4 tra~d~..tors 
• ft. induded,~althongh'trat- 
" 'fo~d~ a lanky professor of 
English at the University of 
Montreal, did about a third 
of the translations himself. 
Stratford says there is no 
other book of this knid in 
Canada. 
"It has to be the,,hest 
representative work, he 
sazd. 
Selections inc~lude work by 
Andre Langevin, Roch 
Carrier, Marie-Claire Bless, 
Gabrielle Roy and Rejean 
Dusharme; songs by Gilles 
igneault, Beau Vommage 
and Robert Charlebois; 
theatre pieces by Ant•nine 
Maillet and Michel Trem- 
blay; plus poetry, 
photography, cartoons and 
painting reproductions. 
Alot of material had to be 
rejected and other selec- 
tions greatly reduced. 
"We had an em- 
barrassment of riches," 
Stratford said. "It was a 
nothing from the Parti 
Quebecois politicians 
recently elected, but "we 
have the voices feeding 
them, the grass roots ideas 
expressed by artists." 
"You couldn't read this 
book and not make con- 
nections," he says. "They 
are all there." 
One voice from the past is 
that of Mere Marie de 
l'Incarnation, an "amazing 
woman" who, in a letter to 
her son, gives an account of 
the devastation of an ear- 
thquake in Quebec City in 
1663. 
The  anthology will be 
published by. an Ian 
Nestrand Reichold Ltd. 
Blacks in Canada 
The migration of 
blacks to Canada from the 
• Caribbean in significant" 
numbers since the early 
1960s tends to give to many 
Canadians the impression 
that blacks are a new 
dimension to the Canadian 
mosaic. 
This impression lingers 
despite the sizeahle black 
population of Nova Scotia. 
Blacks have established 
communities in Nova Scotia 
since fleeing the United 
States in the pre-Eman- 
cipation period to escape 
slavery. They also settled 
elsewhere in Canada, 
particularly Ontario. _ 
But by the time the inflow 
from the Caribbean started, 
the numbers of blacks, with 
the exception of the Nova 
Scotia communities, were 
not significant enough to 
stem the impression that a 
fundamental change was 
being made in the com- 
plexion of Canada. 
Yet, blacks have long 
been part of the Canadian 
scene---before the U.S. Civil 
War--a visible reminder of 
gruesome job," the need to respect the 
"We refused to put in the dignity of all human beings 
old fashioned picturesque and of what it means to be 
idea of Quebec, except for free. For when they fled 
two examples: Louis here more than 100 ~ars 
Hemon's Maria Chap- ago, they were seeking use 
delaine 'and Aubert de things Canadians hold so 
Gas~e's description of An dearly--freedom, dignity, 
Old-1~ashioned Feast." humanity. 
Stratford and Michael Barbara Smucker writes 
Thomas, an English con- 
sultant for the Protestant 
School Board of Montreal, 
spent' a year reading,  
discussing and determining 
selection.s 
Included is the FLQ 
manifesto, "which most 
people haven't seen." 
Then there is Pierre• 
Elliott Trudeau's•essay on 
the Sorry Tale of Frnech- 
Canadian Nationalism, 
written in the early 19608. In 
the selection, Trudeau bears 
down hard on separatism, 
its brand of nationalism, 
and the anti-Semitism 
among some separatists. 
Stratford said ~ere is 
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CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Britisher's 1 Manufacturer 
morn ~ Decrease 
6 "Beehive 3 Tests the 
State" pitch 
I0 Maltreat 4 Written 
11 Part of the letter 
neck S Turmeric 
L~ 1976 I Vanya or 
Republican Toby, e.g. 
mecca ? Kind of 
(2 wd~) wind 20 Aardvark's 31 Rouf feature 
11 Bardot's 8 Ukely mood 3= Zodiac sign 
summer I Just s,~'~;;i :~l!kmdksdcr Z= Not a soul 
extemion u"'~- - -So ~. i ! : . t l l l i k  . " ill Of sound'8 
l i  l~=dde . pay ' ,~ .= l~ quality 
• llIMedlL l iSeml-  ~l Forty winks ~Socia l  
fsland ~ U Sp~ c lhn~ 
TODAY 'S  ANSWgR 
I"I I~tSlVI~iSI~IVI,.Li 
I~lNi~l~iVi~fOl~lVi  
i31dIVlNi31SI~IalVl 
iHIVlJ.lni~I~I~IVlWI 
• (abbr.) atone ornament ~ llll~ter 
have long histo-" =_...•.,.,,on..=. =.=,. • /y  • .,, ~ .  ..... ~:~c~,=u= =7 sypU~ n cap, re. 
theit way north, l t sa looa .  ' I I _ l l T ' " ' : : ,T : . :=[  I ,i I !~/~ I I I F/~ " ,"" 
story about humxn kindl ___ven~ocra__ uc I . o l  I I -I W~"  I I I ~ " 
ness ,  i nvo lv in~ ,.=~¢~_, I I I I I ~ /~ ! ! ! ~ 
abo l i t ion is ts - -wh i te  an;] =~gh~=~=t I '= I I I I  1 '31111 
black.who helped the lh ' Is ,  n ~ t  I,, I I ~i...x~////_~,~ i i ~ / J~  
as they travelled the.'.~,uE~".. .~ :',:'.;L~-e ... I I I ~///J/////A I . I .~/_//~._///~ 
derground, railVoi, I I I I I@" I'°1 '' 
Canada. I t sas tory  aoout "" ~..SkY i=  ~/ /~z= ; , v / /~, ,  , i i 
hope and perseverence ~oou~_~..__ ~/~/~/~ J I ~ I I I 
ngainst great odds. " ..~...,,,~...o-iz~ I=~F~I  i I I z" I I I I " 
The tltle of the book i..s apt. =MUne"~ I~1 I I ~. I  I ~m~ 
The undergrounu rauroaa Kanp an~ I I I I ~ I I F / / / / , ,~ /~ 
was the treacherous route Baby-- Do I I I~////J3~ I I I 3z ~ p*  
north followed by slaves ~t Political I I I"  [~ i  I I I I I I 
fleeing to Canada. Ta~h  41~=~d=l~e ~ " 1  I I 
stations were  h es  . . 1~/////~3~ 138 I I I 1~9 I ~ I I 
other places along thewa pmn~ F////~ I I I I I I I I I 
where abolitionists, hid, }Ve~, 4z G~d~terfal ~4~ [ [ I ~4z  [ [ j 
clothed and generally 4lFlier"~"~alds ~4z  I I I ~ i i i i 
assisted the slav.es. . 4/Swiss c~,~6~ I I I ~ I I I I 
Barbara Smucxer araws " . . 
from incidents which did l " 
occur and some of the 
abolitionist characters she TilERE MOST BE 50 WAYS 
presents represent real I Tel ~EI  I~OI~ITE 
personalities. What she pro-, I U i l ; l ,  IGIl~nmll IG 
duces is a story represen- ! . 
ta~veoft lctualoecurre~c._.  1118~L~] :  S ~0U~E"  A"" |VERSJ~ '  
TTn°enr~° Scaller~rea unnderground R i road M ny If you know ONE call 638-8196 
American blacks ~k it out . 
when visiting the' city. For TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
them i t  has specml 
• " TERRIOE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY ~OMMITTEE significance. 
about that search for 
freedom; about, that 
determination to affirm 
what,blacks knew in their 
hearts--that haman beings 
Should be treated as such. 
Underground to Canada is 
~esenteci primarily as a 
children's book, but adults 
too should find it appealing. 
Its main characters are two 
ycoung slave girls fleeing to 
anada from their 
miserable life in the 
American South. 
The two girls, abused by 
the injustices on a cotton 
ldantation, are hounded by 
Slave gatcherd as they make 
~.~ Centurlu Of European Tradition Now Becoming A W'ay L9  
Of Lifo To'Millions Of North Americans 
'~" •~.~ I,. I t ." • 
A range o(  Pure .Go0se  Down or  Oown 
I ~ end Feather=. Continental quilt= that ~r- . .~ j j~pr /  
" ' • imlnete blankets, bedspreads, top sheets 
i and make bedmaklng a 10 second choral Simply a year round 
i l ightweight sleep for  the rest of your I l f t l  
i Write For Free Brochure: 
The European Eiderdown Shop, Factory Mail Order [;~lvlslon, 
I 4781 Ki,lgzwsy St., Burnaby, B.C. VBH 2G6 
i Send To:...: ......................................... ; ............... 
i Address ............................................................ 
i City .............................. Prey ............. Code ......... 
• "TheConl/nentoleulltandPillowSpeclalisls" • l 
" • ! We m0nufacture and sell Factory Direct n You • • 
• " ....$.'. : : ... 
Bring your  hot feet to us 
for relief in our Super Summer 
• • • • ee  • • oo  •oeoeeeoeoeeeoeo • e•  • = •e  oe  oooooe•  sue  o•  • • • e•  see  •o  oeoo  • see  • so•  •cocos  • • 
THIS AD WITH YOU i 
oeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeooeeeeee0 • l o s e • c l o s e s • s e e • I s • s e e •  lee•meuse•  •see  l•  eoe  o • , • • • . " ee  • 0o•  
239 City Centre- Kitimat 
, l I ' i ~ ~ ~ ~  
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Safeway Premium Bread 
, ' , ,~=,,~.e " ~"  "~./:--": _ .WhiteSliced Tun. Mlff $1~t tO 
=".,~L,.---~,;,.-~, ~~ ~) . 100% Whole Wheat ~ ~ ,~ 
=~"..'~ ' a"~" . . '~ . -~ ~ "k Thin.Sliced White Sandwich I~  ([[~1/k~ 
: ~ .  Your Choice ~]~) ~]~] 
~ 240z. sliced loaf . . . . . . . . . . .  ,... ~ 
er nuns - ~ mm n R ~n ~~ .amnurg 
I ~ ~  " ~  Sliced ~ A C  
~ i  v~' - -  ~ Barbecue hamburgers - " I " 7 -~ ~ ~ c  ton,.~t, ~~j) 
. ky l . r "  H)~/ -  Package of 12 ' ~ "  ~ /  K G  
Brand " .......... C 
I !!:/T~i~ 215.~.  , ,  , Ik M~ ,kylarkBrud 
I ~,.to~ ........ ~" loamW~ / ~ m, NAO i ~  unnnme Slieed. ~ l ~ /  
Sliced li~ . . . .  :..'~"-"- ..... i i~  II W~ ~| i~  Package of 12 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
. , ,  . ...... :N~:: ~S{i 
~"1">"- ' . ' ;~  Skylark Brand A fami l iar  favorite " MOilk-~l) r ' - ~ ~ ' - - I  
824"l~°°~'rsklicB~l°da~°ast ' r 'reakfa ~t r .  ~ Tgg  6 
~[z~:~:~2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~3 c 
I Dnnmnun,:, Im'....~,~a::,~, . ~  ~O c 
I Ass°"ed va~ettes" ~)~_ J ) I  "'~" ,T~" =~1~ K~ 
Package of 12 ........ A ~/  ~ 18~o~l.m'~ear~,~do~ ................. ~ 
hnwn~el ; ~vi, ,~ Hmest d ~ 
J , i Skylark Brand. Skylark Br .d .  I00 ~o Mmb MNmt O'e'*"'~'e'e, ~oo~."~--,a,,.,~ I 
I 
New Family Size | 
100% Wholel 
The same popular bread in a [n~ . -~ '~ ' 
convenient larger size. ~Ui/ I~UEI 
24-oz. s l iced loaf . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
.j8Grninl E mlm, 
~'-Plm, i ~e 
Sl~lark . I Skylark. -- 
even more /Jr/- /J~ q' I cold euU or I~  ~.~ "~ 
Bor-B.Q 
Perfect for making garlic toast or cheese ~ . l . ~ ]  
bread at the barbeeue. ~ 1l~TJl 
16-oz. unsl iced loaf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ ~  
. ; i ,  
• . • " i ' ; ,  
THIS WEEK'S MOVIES 
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Friday 
"YOUNG CASSIDY" • Stars 
Rod Taylor, Julle Christie, 
Flora Robson, Jac 1~4acGowran, 
Maggie Smith, Edith Evans, 
Michael Redgrave. Based on 
the life of Seen O'Casey• Dublin, 
1911: A labourEr writes and 
d is t r ibutes  pamphlets  
protesting working conditions 
and these incite riots. Later, as 
a playwright, he enjoys success 
at the Abbey Theatre. 
Saturday 
"THE FASTED GUITAR 
ALIVE" - Stars Roy Orblson, 
Sammy Jackson; Joan 
Freeman, Maggie Ple'rce. 
Confederate spies masquerade 
as entertainers to steal gold 
from the San Francisco mint for 
their army's r,eplenishment. 
The plan succeeds, but by this 
time the WEt'Is over and they 
try to replace the gold without 
being detected. 
.."SIDECAR RACERS". An 
American former Olympic 
swimming champion (Ben 
Murphy) and his Aussle partner 
(John Clayton) In the 
• Australian sidecar motorcycle 
competition are off.track rivals 
for the romantic attention of the 
daughter (Wendy Hughes) of an 
American tire tycoon (Peter 
Graves)• 
"h  MONSTER" - Based on 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde story 
.by Robert Louis Stevenson the 
screenplay by Milton Subotsky 
has st~ong Freudlan overtones 
and controversial accent on the 
proper and Improper use of 
drugs in therapy...starring 
Christopher Lee as Marlowe 
AND Blake... and Peter 
Cushing. 
"THE OWL AND THE 
PUSSYCAT" . Stars Barbara 
Streisand, George Segal, 
Robert Klein. Intellectual 
becomes Involved with a part. 
time prostitute who Insists she 
Is not promiscuous. 
. . "A  SENSITIVE AND 
PASSIONATE MAN" - David 
Janssen and Angle Dickinson 
s t i r ' in  this World Premlere 
drama about an aerospace 
scientist who, having lost his lob 
during a corporate cutback, 
descends into an alcoholic 
clespalr and fends off his loving 
wife's attempts to straighten 
him out and get him another 
[ob. Todd Lookinland, 
Marlclare Costello, Richard 
Venture, Rhodes Raison and.,, 
Richard Bull are featured. 
Produced by Factor-Newland 
Productions In association with 
NBC TV. 
Sunday 
. .McMillan "ALL BETS OFF" 
• Mac's (Rock Hudson) plans to 
enjoy a Las Vegas weekend of 
fun and games with tennis star 
Donna Drake (Jessica Walter) 
are dashed when she becomes 
the unwlffing focal polnt of a 
• swindle, a slaying and a phony 
kidnapping. John Schuck, and 
Martbe Raye co.star. Werner 
Klemperer, Dane Clark, Dick 
Haymes, Norman Alden and 
Charles Drake are featured. 
• ."NOWHERE TO HIDE"• Lee 
Van Cleef stars as United States 
Marshall Ike Scanlon who Is 
assigned to protect the life of 
Jeey Faber (Tony Musante) the 
government's star witness In 
the trial of a top figure in 
organized crlme...If the mob- 
"THE BLUE KNIGHT" -  
Stars George Kennedy, Alex 
Rocco, Verna Bloom. A shrewd 
Los Angeles police veteran, 
finely attuned to the pulse of the 
streets and the unpredictable' 
crlmeof them, sets out to bust a 
drug addict and Informer. 
• ster's henchmen don't forcibly 
prevent him from testifying. 
Edward Anhalt does triple duty 
as actor, writer and producer. 
The f i lm is a Mark Carllner 
Production of Viacom En- 
terprises, directed by Jack 
Starrett. 
.."PRIVATE POTTER"- Tom' 
Courtenay. Inexperienced 
• ."ULYSSES" • Stars Kirk 
Douglas, Silvana MangEno, 
Anthony Quinn, Rosanna 
Pndesta. based on Homer's 
"The Odyssey." Following the 
Trojan War, the gods delay 
Ulysses' Voyage home with 
such hazards as the one-eyod 
giant Cyclops, the treacherous 
sirens and the evil enchantress, 
Clrcg. Produced by Dino de 
Laurentiis and Carlo Pontl. 
• Tuesday 
. ."ENTER. LAUGHING'" 
Stars Jose Ferrer, Shelley 
Winters, Elaine May, Reni 
Santonl, Janet Margolln, Jack 
Gilford, MichEel J• Pollard. 
Based on autobiographical 
novel by Carl Relner, this is a 
story of a young man's hectic 
entry into show business 
against his parents' wishes; hls 
awareness of the fair sex. 
"BEND OF THE RIVER" - 
Stars James Stewart, Arthur 
Kennedy, Julie Adams. Wagon 
train guide returns to Portland 
seeking cattle and provisions 
Women demand + right 
to chug with the boys 
MANCHESTER, England 
(CP'.-  Women of Man 
chester have ebtxblished 
their right to order beer by 
the.pin~ in local taverns. 
They did so in a test case 
bro~,ht by a woman teacher 
under Britain's new Sex 
Discrimination Act. 
The teacher, 26-year-old 
Diane Williams, claimed in 
court that the licensee of 
The Churco Inn had con- 
travened the act by refusing 
to serve her a pint. 
Judge Henry Dershaw 
allowed her claim and ruled 
that under the Sex 
Discrimination Act lan- 
dlords must serve pints to 
women if so requested. 
"This is a great victory 
for all woem," Miss 
Williams said outside the 
court. "Whether they like to 
drink beer by the pint or not,: 
they should not be denied 
what is their legal right." 
Miss Williams said her 
court action was partly 
financed by the Equal 
Rights Commission. 
In court William Imus, 
landlord of the Church Iun- 
once used by bellringers at a 
local church-said he did not 
dispute the new law. He 
said he refused to serve 
Miss Williams fro reasons 
not connected with her sex. 
"I refused to serve her 
because She was with 
another woman I bad barred 
from the tavern. There is 
nothing wrong with women 
drinking pints, but I don't 
like i t .  It's unladylike. 
Pints make women fat and 
ugly." 
RAISE COST 
Imms said he would have 
to put an extra penny on a 
pint of beer in his pub to pay 
~or the 25 pounds of legal 
costs he had incurred over 
the case. A retired polic- 
man, he is the first landlord 
in Britain to be ordered to 
serve wgmen with pints o f .  
beer if requested. 
"But luadlords till have 
the r ight  to refuse annK m 
intoxicated men or women,"  
said a s~kesman for the 
Equal Rights Commission. 
"What we bare established 
is that un-intexieated man 
and women have equal 
rights when drinking in a 
public house." 
The commission claims 
that in some taverns women 
are not allowed to drink in 
bars reserved for men. 
They say such bars are 
Manchester, said his four- 
ale bar was used only by 
men. , ,, 
"We prefer ]t that way, 
he~ said, "because men 
sometimes like to talk 
among themselves in their 
own language. There are 
two other bars in this house 
where they can drink with 
women if they wish. 
"Because of the new act, 
cannot exclude women from 
illegal under the Sex the four-ale bar but, so far, 
Discrimination Act. • no woman has.used it and I 
The landlord of a 500-ysar- hope it will stay that way." 
old tavern at Chorley, near 
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r r~ NEWS 
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ANOTHER WORLD 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
MOVIE "YOUNG CASSiDY" TAKE 30 
CELEBRITY COOKS i 
iT'S "YOUR CHOICE 
NIC 'N PIC 
~ "MARY HARTMAN 
qEWS 
NB¢ NEWS 
! SEA1TLE TONIGH'I 
ALL I~l.'n4E FNWULY 
GALLERY 
LOVE AMER• STYLE 
I ~ ¢~JJ6_qE S 
~SANFORD & SON MARY TYLER MOORE 
ROCKFORD FILES CHiGO & THE MAN 
0NTHE ROAD 
QUINCY 
FOUCE STORY 
NOUROLASS 
i 
THE FAMILY. 
"ENDANGERED SPECIES" 
NEWS THE NATIONAL 
TONIGHT sHOW NIOHT FINAL - 
young soldier who screamed in and ends up stealing them. 
terror while on patrol tracking 
down terrorist leader on 
Mediterranean Island causing Wed n esday 
mission to misfire, claims he 
saw a vision of God. Shall hebe 
court•martlalled for cowardice .•"FIREBALL FORWARD" • 
or d id  he In fact have this Stars Ben Gazzara, Eddie 
religious experience? 
Monday 
. ."THE LEOPARD- PART I" 
Stars Burt Lancaster, Claudia 
Cardinale, Alain Delon. In the 
1860's In Sicily, the Prince of 
Saline Is shattered by the news 
of Garibaldi's •invasion and 
knows the aristocrats must bow' 
to the new order• 
"TAKE A GIANT •STEP".  
Stars Johnny Nesh, Ruby Dee. 
Depicts what It means to be 
black In a New England white 
man's world. 
9:00 
4 
9:30 
10:00 aSANCOmNSm. 
OEFINI~ON 10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
• 1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
GOOD MORNI.NG B.C. 
;KAREEWS YOGA " 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS , 
i 
ADAM 12 ." : 
MOVIE"  MATINEE " " .  
"FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE". + 
ALLAN HAM~. 
WHAT'S'THE GOOD 
3: 30 ANOTHER WORLD 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
$:30 
6:00 
6:30 
LUCY SHOW 
i 
• i~.NIEROENC~' '. • 
NEWS HOUR 
I LATE SHOW" "AU. THE 
OLD FAMILIAR F-A-r-ES ~" . 
MIDNIOHT '+SPECIAL" 
1" 
7: O0 !l~ONm, & MARIE • 
7:30 
8 :00  STArtS 0N ICe 
8:30 ROCHFORO FILES ,o,~.", • '
9:00 
9:30 QUINCY '.• 
10:00 .~. 
10:30 ,+ + 
I1:00 NEWS HOUR FINAL .: 
11:30 . ".- 
12:00 . -- ,  .:' 
Albert, Rlcardo Montalban, 
Dana Elcar, Anne Francis. 
Suspenseful action drama of a 
"mustang" General and his 
',hard luck'" division, during 
World war Two. 
"HANGED MAN" - Stars 
Steve Forrest, Cameron MIt. 
chell. Former gunslinger is 
unjustly hanged but returns to 
life as a mystical and 
mysterious avenger fighting 
Justice. 
: . "THE PERFECT 
FURLOUGH" - Stars Tony 
Curtis, Janet Lelgh. Army 
corporal wins week's furlough 
in Paris with a movie star ac- 
companied by femme 
lieutenant, Army psychologist. 
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RADIO 
LATE SHOW: "TAKE A 
~- -  GIANT .~1= ~'  
RED BARON 
AT THE TOP 
~ '  HERMAN 
THE R~="~ 
OLYMPIA '77 • 
! 
• I 
, . . . . •  
2 3&6 
9:00 SBAm.E TODAy 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:0__.00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
0:00 
8:30 
WHEEL OFF~n~UNE 
SHOOT FOR THE STARS 
NAME THAT TUNE 
CHIco & THE MAN 
Hou.Ywooo sQUAR~ 
i 
DOCTORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
MOVIE: "KEY LARGO" 
MARY HARTM~I 
NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
MATCH GAME 
'~'HE LOYAL OPPOSITION'* 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
.B.C. SCHOOLS 
MR: mmsup 
SESAME STREET 
BOB/Vk:LEAN SHOW 
CBC NEWS 
~MLO KINODOM 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS. 
ALL IN THE FAMI 
EDGE OF NIGHT / 
TAKE 30 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE 
IM'IAT'S NEW 
KLAHANI E 
LOVE AMER. STYLE 
i i 
IIOURGLASS 
MOVIE: "GIDGET 
GROWS UP" 
CAROL BURNETT 
4 
RQMPER ROOM 
KAREEN'S YOGA 
JEAN CANNEM 
DEFINITION 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS 
,~OVIE: 
:;~.'GU BLE MAN" 
ALLAN HAMEL 
ANOTHER WORLD 
i 
LUCY SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
NEWS HOUR 
GRAND OLD COUNTRY 
FISH 
MOVIE, NO 
AVAILABLE 
9 
SESAME *,I;REET 
ANIMALS & SUCIt 
MUSIC I x Arl= 
/~AKI NG MUSIC 
',INFINITY FACTORy 
ELECTRIC CO. 
woR~TH 
i 
SCIENCE SPECIAL _. 
ART CART 
,MAKING MUSIC 
~BREAD & BU'£. " 
TERFLIES " 
nN~RrAT 
SOVIET __u3C!ETY 
SESAME STREET 
MISTER ROGERS 
ELECTRIC CO, 
CHF.~CAL DEPENDENCY 
ONCE UPON A r_L~S!C 
LEHRER REPORT 
THE u~.,~¥ OF 
ERNIE KOVAOI 
DETAILS LIVE FRONt ,. 
-- LINCOLN CENTER 
9:O0 
9:30 "RANS~FOR 
ALICE" 
10:30 
!1:00 NEWS 
!1:30 ,-roNIGETSHOW 
12:00 
TOM~'ROWSH0W 
RICH MAN, POOR MAN' 
POLICE WOMAN 
i 
SIGN OFF 
NEWS 
MACLEAR 
_ "THE THRILL 
KILLERS" PART I 
NEWS 
-LA~=s~v: ;'NGT 
A STR?_'~ "_."." 
e4r  
"THE AMERICAN 
BALLET THEATRE~S 
. OISELU' 
OflEDIN LINE 
i 
SIGN OFF 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
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Ripper walk. for Queen's  Jubilee 
LONDON (CP)'-- "... of the White Lady, be of'St. Paul's Cathedral ring There have been killers was his motlve? 
and this is where he done assured that others have. out in counterpoint in the who,  have- slain more From his accomplished 
her in." Or take the church walk background. " imaginatively. There have knife work, some claim he 
A delicious shudder uns and gaze in wonder at spires "He stunk her in the abdo- been killers who claimed must have had medical 
through the group, mostly you know of from the nur- men, then pulled up on the more victims--Jack limited training. Others surmise 
sery rhymes of your knife. That's why they himself to eight, all of them that he was infected by a 
Canadian and United States childhood--"oranges and called him the Ripper." at this distance accepted as prostitute and wrought a 
tourists, 'gathered in the terrible vengeance upon the silence and chill of a wet lemons ing the bells of St. The group pauses outside having been prostitutes. 
a deserted warehguse. The: But ,who was he? What sisterhood. Clements .... " 
_ Londonlt,s Sundaym°rning'and, for 60 But it's the Ripper Walk, guide almost has to shout ol " 
pence a head--about $1.20 through the stinking streets make himself heard above' 
of Whitechapel and down the Canadian-- you can walk in 
the bloody footsteps of Jack 
the Ripper, in the custody of 
a guide who obviously loves 
his work. 
But there are other walks 
you can take in this jubilee 
year. 
You can visit famous 
pubs-- yes, the pubs are 
open on Sunday--and while 
you might not see the shade 
debris of Petticoat Lane, 
that captures the 
imagination. 
It's a grim, tasteless 
• journey but with flashes of 
incredible beauty. 
While the guide is 
describing the death of the 
Ripper's first victim in a 
tiny square--"there she lay, 
half on the curb"--the bells 
the downpour. 
"... she was three months 
pregnant ... entrails hung 
from the plate rail .... " 
But this is an area where, 
in Queen Victoria's day, the 
silk weavers lived and 
worked. Look carefully 
beneath the grime of a 
century and see the delicate 
stonework of their houses 
and workshops. 
Instant ~ ~ ~: . 
GREEN FOAM MATTRESS 
Ideal for campers and trail-. 
77 Summer 
er bunks. Available in two 
sizes: .27"x 72" x 2" and 
48" x 72" x 3". 
,=, 
CAMP STOVE TOASTER 
Makes four slices of toast 
at one time. A camping 
must! 
Each . . . . . . . . . .  74¢ 
/A LAWN CHAIR 
5 x 6 web style chair. Aluminum 
frame and plastic armrests. 
Each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6 99' 
COOL CUSHION 
Wire construction with multi-color 
fibre. Size: Approx. 16" x 32". 
Each $1  99 
= =l  
Gordon & Anderson 
DOUBLE HIBACHI 
Cast iron construction with two 
plated orills. Four level cooking and 
adjustable drafts. Size: lO"x 17". 
Each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4 95 
HORSE SHOE SET 
Consists of 4 official size 
shoes, 2 Gold and 2 Silver. 
Set  . . . . . . .  s13" 
See our F lyer  
I D,a,  ,. ood....,,.,-- I 
~ gi '~ , t  " "  
. ,o  
?.. 
. .  
,o  
By JUDY CREIGHTON 
CP Family Editor 
HALIFAX (CP) - When 
Philippa Monsarrat is 
teaching her cooking 
students how .to prepere a 
dish using veal, she has it 
flown into Halifax from 
Montreal. " 
Why? Because Mrs. 
Men&an'at is a self-admitted 
purist about the culinary 
arts and says that all the 
veal she can ever find in the 
Maritimes is already 
breaded and added to. 
'~lqutt's the h'ouble w i th  
cooking well these days, 'n 
sheLs~l~:m interview. "f  
meah l -~, tgo  to an 
expehsive rehtaurantlo eat 
commercial salad dressing. 
Consequently, I won't either 
use or teach my students to 
use this pre-packaged 
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PUREST VEAL J Luring in the tourists 
. FROM MOMTREAL.  " 
Governments at all Quebec, because of ills. 'soon to he opened. 
Monsarrat keeps staples, levels are spending more Olympics, was one of the Nova Scotia and New- 
She has seven students at money this year to convince few provinces to record an foundland together with 
a time andcharges $90 for a free-spending Canadian increase in foreign Prince Edward Island and 
six-week course, one night a tourists to leave more of travellers last year .  Its 
week. their travel dollars in their government has increased 
"I believe in learning by own country, its advertising budget to 
doing," she said, "rather Federal tourism officials about $4.6 million from ~3.2 
than bY demonstration." say their budget for million. 
Students learn to cook domestic advert is ing is Although part of that 
complete meals from main being increased by one-third increase will be spent on 
course, salads and soups to this yesr to get Canadians to promotion in the U.S., the 
dessert, see their own country first, tourist office has begun a 
There ts Philippe's whole Provincial tourist offices series of ads aimed at 
baked fish consisting of also are making a bigger convincing quebeeers to 
delicate haddocks dressed push forthedomestlc dollar, visit a part of their own 
and stuffed and topped with Federal officials say the province. 
a shrimp sauce, affluent 50 per cent of The office is also in- 
Or, bouillabaisse made Canadians who do most of creasing promotion of group 
Atlantic style with a variety the travelling now are doing tours from other parts of 
of -fishes, lobsters and more of it and in both winter Canada in an attempt to year to draw more visitors 
mussels, and summer. • make up for lees of con- from the American West 
After students have But increased winter vention -business from the Coast. : As part of an intensive 
prepared-a-delicacy, they travelling, most of it to U~e province aiso is doing provincial government 
can eat it and then must .warm southern weather, joint advertising with On- promotion in the U.S.north- 
clean up after themslevm, has led to a steady increase tario and the federal west, a restored steam 
locomotive, the Royal 
Hudson, made a whistiestop 
tour to every West Coast 
New Brunswick have begun 
to co-operate on tourist 
promotion but so far the 
~ly joint venture is a pro- 
gram eallnd "We Cam," 
aimed at improving the 
quality of washroom 
facilities in service stations 
along the Trans-Canada 
highway. Tourist officials 
say poor washrooms are the 
most common source of 
complaint from visitors. 
In British Columbia, 
tourist operators are huping 
for better.weather than last 
cr ie rs ' .  Monsarrat has been 
running thv coooki~ school 
from her modest but cozy 
home for three years. 
And besides teaching local 
people-the fine art of 
o~'met: cooking, she has 
students from as far 
away as Ottawa. 
Monsarrat. The name 
might ring a boll with 
Canadians who read the 
novel or saw the movie of 
The Cruel Sea in the 1950s. 
Its author, Nicholas 
Monserrat, is Philippe's ex- 
husband. 
AWARDED CUSTODY 
Since the i rmuch-  
publicizez divorce in 1961, 
after Mrs. Monsarrat 
charged her husband with 
desertion and was awarded 
costs of the action and 
custody of the couple's two 
sons, Marc, now 23, and 
Anthony, 22, she has lived 
quietly in Toronto, Montreal 
and for the past eight years 
in Halifax. 
Today, Mrs. Monsarrat 
has carved out a natural 
career for herself. As her 
culinary school became well 
known, she received offers 
to do food-related television 
shows for the CBC regional 
service in the Man'times 
and now is serving as a 
consultant to chefs in 
Liverpool, N.S. 
. J.IFAX 
But she is not sold on food 
programming on television. 
"Food is getting a bad 
name via TV," she said. " I  
don't like such programs as 
Celebrity Cooks because it 
tends to cheapen the art. 
Food isn't something you 
throw aroun." 
When designing the kit- 
then for teaching purposes, 
Mrs. Monsarrat had to 
absorb half a bedroom to 
have a larger working area 
for her students. 
PREFERS GAS STOVES 
The result is a well- 
planned room with 
OUTSPOKEN ON 
qUALITY 
Mrs. Monsarrat thinks 
that cooking has a long way 
to go to become excellent, 
especially in Canadian 
restaurantS. 
"Unfortunately, I don't 
think people really care," 
she said. 
"It's unforgivable how 
badly cooked so many meals 
are in restaurants." 
SHE FOUND IT "terribly 
difficult being an ex- 
pa, triate. 
'I'm so very grateful now 
that my sons have been 
brought up in Canada," she 
said. "Tbesituation there in 
South Africa now as I see it 
is lethal." 
She printed andpublished 
a woman's magazine when 
she lived in South Africa~nd. 
met Nicholas Monsarrat 
there. 
"I was 17 when we met," 
she said. ,We lived together 
for a time, then we 
married." 
The couple moved to 
Canada where Monsarrat 
served as director of the 
United Kingdom I n -  
f romation Office in Ottawa. 
Now LIVES IN MALTA 
He left Canada in 1966 and 
after living in Guernsey, in 
the Channel Islands, moved 
to Malta where he resides 
quietly with his third wife 
Ann.  
Mrs. Monsarrat Philippe 
reminisced abut the "grand 
days" after The Cruel Sea 
became a best-selling novel. 
"That turned out lo be a 
meaningless life of minks, 
rubies and Rolls Royees," 
she said slightly, bitterly," 
Yet at 58, this witty, vibrant 
and attractive divorcee has 
come to terms with her own 
life. 
She adores her two sons. 
Anthony is a free-lance 
photographer in Halifax, 
while her eldest son Marc 
lives in Vancouver. 
numerous cupboards tohold Her constant companion 
every utensil imaginable for is Cleopatra, a Dandy 
thegourment. SIw uses both Dinmont terrier who 
eledric and gas stoves-the shadows her mistress ex- 
latter she says are more cept when she bars her from 
popular as,i they are quick, cooking class. . 
In the centre of the room "It was a bit upsetting tor 
is a la~eportshle island sons Marc ana Anthony 
unit with a chopping board when I named her 
top and generous old- Cleovatra," she said with a 
fa~le~ bins where Mrs...laugh.. . . . .  
in the tourist deficit since 
the 1967 Centennial Year, 
the last tlme foreigners 
spent more money in 
Canada than Canadians 
spent abroad. 
ant year, foreigners 
spent nearly $2 billion in 
Canada, up $115 million 
from the. year before. But 
Canadians pent nearly ~3.1 
billion outside their borders, 
an increase of $579 million 
from 1975, leaving an over- 
all tourist deficit of about ~ 
~1.1 billion. 
This year, the federal 
government has added 
another $500;-000 to its 
Canadian adver t i s ing  
budget to reduce the deficit. 
"We're saying, 'You're 
obviously going to travel 
someplace, don't overlook 
travelling in Canada,"' said 
Thomas Fletcher, who 
heads the federal office of 
tourism.• Federal govern- 
sent ads are once again 
pushing the slogan 
"Canal---so much to go 
fo r , "  
~.overnment promoting 
ghway tours that include 
historic sites in some of the 
oldest settled parts of the 
country. 
The Ontariotourism office 
reports itwill spend about 75 
per cent of its advertising 
dollars in,, U._S_~ "quality 
magazines a,u in radio 
and-television ads in cities 
within 150 .miles of the 
Canadian border. 
In Newfound land ,  
preparations are under way 
for the Canada Summer 
Games, to be held in St. 
John's, Aug. 7-19. 
The Games are held once 
every four years, and hotels 
report bookings are growing 
• steadily. Private homes are 
being canvassed to provide 
extra ,  beds. 
The Nova Scotia tourist 
office is taking a 'more 
aggressive approach to 
selling its recreation areas 
in customer service entres 
in Toronto, Montreal and 
New York. A Chicago office 
serving the U.S. Midwest is 
ci . 
~ut. the. province .is also 
advertising in Ontario for 
tourists to travel by air to 
B.C.  Ontarians a're 
especially desirable visitors 
because they tend to stay 
longer in their destination 
and spend more money, 
says Dave Hall of the 
prov inc ia l  tour i sm 
department. 
Alberta, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan are all 
promoting travel to their 
area by other Canadians. 
U.S. visitors make up only a 
small percentage of the total 
out-of-province visitors to 
Saskatchewan because 
there are no large U.S. cities 
nearby. 
Alberta is aiming ads at 
Albertans, trying to get 
them to do more travelling 
in their own province. 
Tourism is a big industry 
in Canada, Canadians 
travelling within the 
country and visitors from 
abroudspent more than $9 
billion last year, say tourist 
office officials. 
..Th--t 'provided about 
800,000 jobs, direct and 
indirect, including about 
500,000 yearroand. 
Tourism. earned more 
foreign exchange than the 
sale of wheat. It was the 
fifth largest earner of 
foreign exchange after cars, 
wood pulp, crude oil and 
newsprint. 
Federal officials won't 
make precise dollar 
predictions on what can be 
expected this year  other 
than to say they expect he 
~ecneddi.ng deficit to be re- 
A few things are going for 
the tourist industry this year 
that might work for an in- 
crease in spending from the 
United States, which still 
accounts for about two- 
thirds of the foreign tourist 
dollars spent in Canada. 
The Canadian dollar has 
dropped nearly eight er 
cent relative .v  I)~e 
American dollar in the last 
year, making the American 
dollar go farther here. 
That should also an- 
6 
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11 
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2O 
1 Lldo Shuffle Boz Sca50s 
2 When I Need You Leo layer 
3 You Won't Dance With Me April Wine 
4 Sir Duke Stovle Wonder 
5 l'm Your Boogie Man K.C. & Sunshine Bend 
Dreams ~ FINtwood Mac 
Jet AIr'lner Steve Miller 
Gonna Fly Now BIll Contl 
Couldn't 'Get It Right Climax Slues Band 
Angel In Your Arms H~t 
Lonely Boy ' Andrew Gold 
Lucllle Ksnny I~ogers 
Right Time Of The Night Jennifer Worries 
I Wanne Get Next To You' Rose Royce 
I've Got Love On.My Mind Natalie Cole 
Dancing Man Q 
Life In The Fast Lane Eagles 
My Wheels Won't Turn Bachmen Turner Overclrlve 
Give A Little Bit Supertremp 
Undercover Angel Allen O'Day 
These Records Available At: 
courage more Canadians to 
spend-their money in 
Canada because a goods and. 
services in the U.S. will cost 
m~'e ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . .  , . . . . , , o , r . , , ,~ , . . . , . .  * , , , , , I1e41 , ,~ i ,~om,w46J  l J6o  i s ,  0 i 
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'If '+li 
~/I-IAT HAVE ~ GOT r--.oR 
ME TODAY~ MR. BEASLEY? 
} 
NO MAIL'TOI:;~AY~ BUT 
HERE'S A STICK 
OF GUM y ~)~1 " 
I/'\ -~  SOMETHiNg3 
H POuTs/ 
i ' i  
~ERE,~R.eF-ASLL=~,I rE THE~L.R~H'rTo ~ I 
+ 'i 
I THS~E I 
.~IR, TFIERr=~ OIN~ ~ PONY 
TO BS LIVE A~MO I NOTlaIN 
DUR,Ne THE.eE _'-~_ TO HAl 
WAg ~AME-.e. ~ ~ 
Z PONq" T~INK .~--",,~' 
~O OIJT ~ 
eU~TEAO:/I  I "7 "n:~c~Y:-',?oucouL~ 
3: CANg" ~" TOO N%AN~ / I~{" LeT'~ ~T R,P OF 
FINP TP IE]  p,~APPLE 
~A~. 7~ NROIJNP 
- I ~-za  ~ 
CAU.~P/ WA~ J~T "~ 
:= IJAP AN 
" ["-Lg. THE HA/ 
I A\ ,E'~.~'~) WPI~N-. 
,..+ 
ARE YOU SO 
DEPRESSED .2 
F 
X HAVE NEVER 
~CCOh~PLISHED 
o, NYTHIN~ GOOD 
WITH MY LI 
HI, POP/ ~ I 
W| AT'S HAPPENIN6 .'~ 
III 
~I ' ~FTHINeS DDNITC-;HAPEUP,! 
THE WORLD IS FLAT r | GOMBTH/~ "KWHA~'.~I N'T BORROWA CENT l I I'LL HAVE O O0 J ' - - " -~  
Starry 
eyed 
. LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Star Wars is a dazzling 
galactic swashbuckler, a 
smashing movie and a 
smash hit. 
Despite its futuristic 
theme it's an old-fashioned 
heed.'emoff-at-the-pass 
movie that is fun to see. It is 
a comic slrip come to life, 
with eye-popping special 
effects o f  flashing light 
swords, ray gum, strange_ 
creatures, spaeeshiiz .a~d. . • 
eerie planets. ' :" • ., 
In i[s first six days z the 
movie grossed $~.5 million . 
in only 41 theatres. It's the 
biggest hit ever in 50 years 
at the Chinese Theatre, in ,.+,' ,,. 
Hollywood, and i t ' s .  
breaking records all over. 
Star Wars borrows 
heavily from the past .in a 
nostalgic salute to western, 
gangster, pirate and war 
movies, but writer.director 
George Lucas, who pre- 
viously made American 
.Graffiti, has made it wholly 
his own. Itis also touching in 
the innocence of  the farm 
boy hero, Luke Skywalker, 
and the way two bumbling 
Laurel and Hardy robots, 
'llu'eepio and ArtooDetoo, 
strive to be like humans. 
The delineation between 
good and evil is so sharp 
that the hero wears white 
and the villain wears black. 
• Mark Hamill stars as 
Luke Skywalker, an ad- 
venturous farm boy who 
suddenly finds that he is 
virtually the only one 
standing between the 
villainous Darth Vader and 
destruction of freedom in 
the galaxy. 
Luke yearns to leave the 
farm run by his aunt and 
uncle on the desert ]~lanet 
Tatooine when Tbreepzo and 
Arto-Detoo bring word that 
rebel Princess Leia (Carrie 
Fisher) has been kidnapped 
by Darth Vader. 
They are dropped off at 
the farm by desert scrap 
collectors. Luke enlists the 
aid of Ben Kenobi (Alec 
Guinness), an old wizard, 
and Han Solo (Harrison 
.Ford), a soldier of fortune . 
and captain of a pirate 
starship. 
The movie has many 
corny lines, but instead of 
groaning, the audience loves 
[hem, whistling and 
cheering. It's like reliving 
childhood fantasies, yet 
more imaginative, more in- 
triguing, more spectacular 
than you ever dreamed. .. 
Hamill, who previously 
played in the TV series The 
Texas Wheelers and five TV 
movies, said he didn't find 
his role difficult. 
" I t  was a role that 
required little more from 
me than to be the innocent, 
adventurous farm boy who 
longed to see what's on the 
other side of the horizon." 
Hamill said he believes 
Lucas ~lans a Star Wars 
lrilogy Decanse all the ac- 
tors are under contract for 
two more films. 
"The movie starts off at 60 
miles an hour, and even 
when it slows down to give 
our backgrounds it's still 
moving so fast," the actor 
said. / 
• oy 
LynHanceck 
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Attack On Anarchist Mountain 
Ask a driver: "Where is 
Canada's longest continuous 
hill?" He'll probably reply: 
"Somewhere in the 
Rockies." 
Ask a cyclist. He'll say 
with a groan: "Anarchist 
Mountain." 
This three-lane, pavecl- 
highway-to-the-sky, winding 
tot 18 miles and to a 3000- 
foot (4,800-metre) levation 
from Osoyoos Lake and the 
summit near Bridesville, 
may be a tough climb for the 
cyclist intent on reaching 
the top without a stop, but it 
is a rewarding road for the 
traveller with time to tarry. 
Its history is as exciting as 
its geography is spec- 
tacular. 
From the lakeside resort 
tOwn of Osoyons you leave 
the lush orchards and fruit 
stands of Santos, Yieros and 
Garcia to meander among 
the ranch lands of Sidley 
~ i~es~Se, jo~e 
Creek, 
Dig into the historybehind 
sagl~ing settlements or 
lopsldsd signs along the 
filigree of back county 
roads that crisscross [net 
mountain and you will 
glimpse turbulent times 
behind the sleepy desert 
scenes. 
Cows graze now among 
,the cac(us and antelope 
bash, but at the turn of the 
century, loggers attacked 
stands of ponderosa pine 
that were three feet through 
the butt. 
The mountain's very 
name is anything but 
peaceful. The story goes 
that it is named after Dick 
Sidiey, a wild Irish radical 
of extreme political views 
who was often called an 
anarchist. A homesteader 
there in 1885, Sidley was the 
mountain's first post- 
muster, customs officer and 
stice of the peace until his 
~ oken ways got .him 
o - 
Another story suggests 
that it was not Sidley who 
was the anarchist but agang 
of horse rustling outlaws 
that roamed the mountain. 
~dley call the outlaws the 
anarchists. " 
Whichever is correct, the 
name is unique and lives 
longer than the village of 
Sidley itself now buried by 
the forest. 
Straddling the boundary 
between canada and the 
United States, Anarchist 
Mountain has b~n involved 
in several amusing 
situations. 
When t Canadian farmer 
needed thresliing to be done 
but the nearest machine 
belonged to an. American 
farmer, across the border, 
he solved the problems by 
placing his neighbour's 
• thresher parallel to the 
boundary. One man tossed 
the sheaves over to me 
United States while the 
straw, and the chaff were 
blown back to Canada. 
In another situation,, two 
• .brothers had a sawing 
machine on one side of the 
• boundary and a planer on 
the other. They shipped and 
S01d the lumber in the 
country of the best price. 
As the signpost ays at one 
of the two official 
viewpoints, Anarchist 
Mountain is a' "crossroads 
of the centuries:" 
Down the valley running 
north and south came the 
Indians, the fur traders, the 
miners and the early set- 
tiers. Across the anndspit 
east and west ran the busy 
Dewdney Trail to the 
Kootenay goldfields. 
Today, you enjoy not only 
the history geneath your 
tires but a spectacular 
diorama of lake and river, 
mountain and forest in 
every direction. 
As you loop to the summit 
~1~ ~ ~ e~v~rsP~e b~t~d 
then zagging towards 
Canada, gaining, elevation 
at each switchback, you 
leave behind the sand and 
the ~age bush and reach the 
cool ofmountsin stream and 
tamarack. 
Here several rest areas 
and a provincial cam- 
pground at •Johnson Creek 
allow you tranquility to 
contemplate the peace of the 
present as you remember 
the zest of the past. - 
A new image for Van Cleef. 
By JAY SHARBUTT of Somerville, N.J., who But Van Cleef, a mild- suchsitnalions, eventhough 
started-acting in the early, mannered man with a they're part of the hazards 
LOSANGELES AP- After 1950sin the road company ot hipster's ense of humour, of playing the baddie so 
a 12-year absence, Lee Van Mister Roberts, says he's emphasized he tries to avoid often in films. • 
CReel, the hard-eyed Old played non.villains, too. 
West gunsel of High Noon "Back in the 50s I did a ' I ' - '~ ' "  
and later Cllnt Eastwoed's couple of good guys," he 
THEATRE For a Few Dollars More, is , id .  After thinking hal d, he . PASSES • 
returning to television, mentioned a Medic e~ isode 
Vav Cleef's show, airing in which he played a doctor. 
Sunday on NBC, is a series ~ But Van Cleef, who at 
pilot called NO Where to  home doessuchunvillainous 
Hide. He plays Ike Scanlan, things as paint, play guitar 
a U.S. Marshal] protecting and sing, admits.his Bad Hidden somewhere in the ads 
an informant the mob Guyimage does cause him 
wishes to kill. woe at times, in the entertainment section 
It's a strange role for the He says he has suffered 
man who, I~anse of 60 are two Terrace phone numbers. two broken hands in bar~ 
movies and 150 TV shows, is fights brought on bypersons 
well known as one of an- wanting to know if he is as 
ting's most sinister villains, tough off the screen as he is , r -~ 
But the 51-year-ofd native on. 
•°  
• 125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color "IV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, ,coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
:REE Reservations- 
]00-261-3330 
Owned & Operated 
"P PRYSTAY 
vie SA~r~ 
English Bay at  StanIw Pad( Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You, Anywhere In  
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
Find them, and if one is yours you've won. 
i Pick up your tickets at.the Herald office, 
'" 3212 Kalum St. " ' 
Tillicum TwinT  
°'~do 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 
SHOWING AT 8 'P.M. 
Julie 2.4 lARRY OH EIIILANB 
The Carry.On Gang 
June 5.8 MOVlII6 VIOLATION 
Starring Eddie Albert 
Mature with warning of occasional violence 
June 4 MAT INEE 2 P.M. 
RAGGEDT ANN & ART 
Animated Cartoon 
7 & 9.P.M. NIGHTLY 
9.P.M~ ONLY ON SUNDAY 
June 2-4 
THE PINK PANTHER STRIKES AOAIN i: 
June 5-11 
FUll WITH DIOK & JANE 
Mature. .. 
s 
. j  
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SAYS OLD TEST PILOT, 
Aircraft industry out to lunch 
TORONTO ( C P ) -  A advanced Industry, which forcing the widely-held splendid aircraft. I t  also company. After retiring, he 
figure from aviatinn's past had a good chance to be- bcliofthatCanadinnsnannot lmppened to be the wrong became involved in the 
recently presented a paper come an economical means succeed in anything." aircraft, prgduced by the tourist business near 
to the Canadian Aviation of satisfying a large part of Zurakowski said he ~ had wro.n~,country at the wrong Barry's Bay, Ont. 
Historical Society recalling our demand in defen- never heard of such a time. He was named to 
his work as chief de- ee,"Zurakowski said in his decisionbeingtskenwithout At the.time, Zurakowski Canada's Aviation Hall of 
velopment pilot with Avro paper, preparation being made to accused government  Fame in 1973 for "the 
.Aircraft Ltd., during the The ending of the program use released manpower and lsadersofhavingsacrlficed dedication of his aero. 
heyday of Canada'saitcraft "was a nasty shock to the facilities, a superb aircraf[for penny- nautical skills to the suc- 
induslry, pride of the average In an article by James pinching, cessful fli.~ht testing of 
J a n Z u r a k o w s k i Canadian and this was Eayrs it~ Ottawa Citizen, In 1958, he was awarded Canada's fn'st supersonic 
emigrated from Great probably a highly Zurakowski was quoted: the McKee Trophy in .aircraft, resulting in" sub-- 
Britain in 1952 and became depressing factor in the "The .Arrow_ was a superb recognition of his ex- stantial benefit o Canadian 
involvedin thed~velopment years ahead, only rein- pieceotmaehincry, a really perimental flying with the aviation." 
of the Avro CF-100 andlater 
the Arrow interceptor air *************.**********,k******************************************* 
craft. " " It | - 4( 
• In 1959 he retired after It I ml~l~. | i |  ~ H ~  __ / 
It M ~  I l l  ~ l~ i~ DRIVE.IN then Prime Minister John . I ~.  ~ m 4( 
Diefenbaker cancelled the ~ i ~) i  I ~lr"  AA^~'~ a ~,. 
. ~ i~ • vv~.  ~vt l , , t  I%, r "1~ 
Arrowa|rcraftpro~gram,, It ~ m ~ ~ M ~ l l ~ _ _  [ ~,~\A  LOT OF THINGS BETTER/  ~ 
WhenZurakowskiarrived It ' u s a . s m m m m q  i i1o1~- , ; ~ . ,,, 
• . ~ . . . .~"  ~k^ ^ l.a m . . . .  *^ ~. i i m i i i ~  ~ l l l~nR,  il I l "K 
,- ,~ . .a .a ,  ~.c u,u ..~uru.w "- II "" il ~ Br " 
Telegram wrote, Thirty- ~ £MT£DTd lMU£Mr  I / i~ l ' l~  S I I ,  uce & Dabble Phone I" - 
sevenyear-old Zurakowski ~. L I | I L I I I~ I I I F IF I J~ , I I I  m / IO ' . , f i l~  Carrufhers ee,-=.~,,~A / 
!s .~,.il and baiding and , I ~///////~t'~%0~ne~s - - ,  , ,H  / 
lOOKS Jixe anyming Duc a test ~ ~!1/~, .g 
pug*." " ~" I .. •'.,~'~-- 4343 LAKELSE AVENUE / • 
One year later he broke ~ i ' ~i~ - TERRACE- . [ 
the sound barrier while ~. / |II~'iTAKE OUT ORDERg Wl=/CnM~|  -I< 
'n n " - . . . . . .  fly~g a Avro CF-I~ air- ~t ' ~ " ~ m ~ 
craft--the first straight- * ~ , ~  , .  ~ _ - -  m . ~ • 
winged airplane to be ' *  4( 
pushed past the speed of = ~ , ~  I LAKELSE H O T E L I  : 
sourlci. ~ • " ' • -k 
At  the Farnborougb. air ~- ~ " ~ "  "~ I i s  THE place fo r  I • 
how in England in 1955, he ~" ~,'I~'?/~" ,am• _ -~-,~L~,~ . i , - • 
~pressed crowds with an ~" " • • 
erobatic "fail ing leaf" ~. ~ A I M , ~  ~ I Wedding Receptions . _  I :  
~anoeuvre  in  a s imi la r  . . fft'll ~mrmmm.~ I1~i1~ i , - , . , - .  ,., . .  - I * 
i~.lane.. _ _  ~ III J~ ~k l l lV l l f  JJ I~) i rrzva~e ~'ar~es I ~ . 
wire me CF-IO0 in ~" ~,  r g i i  i f  ]~|  m • ,14(  
uantity production and ~. 'k~Ik. "I$ ~mi  P ~' J~)  i " , •~l l l ' l n , tn ' l ' o  • . 
~nsidered the finest all- ~. '~,.~..-.'~'~ " lm - -~, '  , . ~ ' " ' o ~ o  • ; 
'~.therinterceptoraircraft ~. ' ~ " - -  I Lakelse l l o~ l  .gil! r ata~ ~.,n,.  i * 
t me West, Avro Aircraft ~- ' n~. . . . , , . . . ,~ ,  l ~aeetse ~o~et wzlt  ca ter  your  • 
~:;_~.n Toronto s tar ted  . " • I f/ad/;,.er  l • 
es]gmng a super sonic ~ . • -k 
ghter for the RCAF to be (:~II~I~F. & CANADIAN FOOD m ext~ertlv Dreoared."DaneJn.a - i. . . . . .  • n p ly p p red. Dancing . .. 
me(] me Arrow. ~- _ . • , • . 
as fl w . m ~ i l c b l e  and there is m ThefirstArroww o n ~" 10amto lamMondav-Saturdav space )8  avadable  I
¢ 11 am tO 1Opm Sunday i plenty of parking near the m 
, .u^. ,~ ~ l g . ~ l l q  I private ntrance_ m: 
rnu , -¢  l ' ' "  :"' for 
" 4642 Lazelle West of CFTK Terrace I 4 . 0  Lakemse A.m,M m: 
, , -  m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ 
[~m 
At   rough 
s 6
im
acrobatic l
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airplane. 
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considered  . 
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in th
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d i ni sonic 
fi   
call d th  
by Zurakowski, March 25, 
1958, and more than 1,000 
Avro employees watched. 
Thesecond Arrow was flown 
in August he same year. On 
the seventh flight of the first 
aircraft a speed of 1,000 
m.p.h, was exceeded while 
still climbing at 50,000 feet. 
Six prototype aircraft It "PROBABLY THE BEST" 
20, 1959, known as "]Black .~. 
Friday," Avr0 employees It 
were informed that: It 
the termination of the Arrow : " 
• ~ • AR.BROILED SEEAKS aircraft and Iroquois engine 
1 ~ 4756 Lakelse Ave, Terraoe "~ 
lIt Uoen|od Banquet Room "' . '~ ,M~_~ FEA.TURE .~: 
I t  BANQUET ROOMS are a feature In many o f ,  , I (  
I t  our Inns which provide a warm congenial 
I t  atmosphere for meeting, conventions, wed- 
I t  . dings or'parties. Our experienced staff will Char-Broiled Steak " $ 2.99 : 
.L be pleased to make your occasio a suc- 
~. cess, " P ' Including: BAKED POTATO 4( 
C0urfh0use Squares It Children under 12 are free If sharin CHOICE OF SALADS and ~c ' I t  9 t( 
same accommodation as parents. DRESSINGS, GARLIC TOAST 4( 
4( 
It • . " "K 
: Busmessman's Lunoh Sieak Dinner $4.99 .~: 
I t .  _ • . o .~: 
• *: is served at Noon in the Dining Room Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 ~'  
. ,g  s ,o , , ,  Steak& Shrimp Combo $4 ,39 .  * 
I 
i 
Diefenbaker had announced 
development programs. 
"With the cancellation of 
the Arrow and without any 
program~for a large part of 
the Canadian (aircraft) 
industry, Canada lost the 
opportunity to establish an 
It 
SPECIAL 
Friday night steak dinner 
with baked potato, salad, 
garlic bread, coffee and 
dessert. 
4826 Hwy. 18 W, Torraoo, B,O. 
• 636-3138 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner 
Chopped Beef Dinner 
The Mikeburger " $1.39 
 .  . 
z99 ~. 
i 
It I t ,  • • , . , o -o  . . . .  o , ,oo . , ,o .w0, .o , , .o ,0o .  
